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CD 2902230 THE BEATLES: Abbey Road. Collects 17 tracks from one of the greatest album ever recorded. Songs include: Come Together; I Want You (She’s So Heavy); Here Comes the Sun; Because; Somewhere: The End; Her Majesty; and many more. Capital Records. $7.95

CD 289436X THE BEACH BOYS: Surfs Up! Listen to the sun-drenched sounds of the most popular group with the California sound. Twelve tracks that include Surfin’ USA, Little Deuce Coupe; Don’t Worry Baby; Help Me Rhonda; Catch a Wave; Barbara Ann; All Summer Long; Do You Wanna Dance; Girls on the Beach; Surfin’, you’re So Good to Me; and Summertime Blues. Capital Records. $5.95

CD 2821451 JOHN LENNON: Power to the People-The Hits. A wonderful collection of 20 songs, including Imagine, Yoko Ono, All You Need Is Love, Mania (War Is Over), Power to the People; Gimme Some Truth; Give Peace a Chance; and more. Capital Records. $5.95

CD 2898789 QUEEN: Greatest Hits. Hailing from Britain, this legendary rock band took America by storm. This CD collects 20 songs, including Bohemian Rhapsody; Another One Bites the Dust; Crazy Little Thing Called Love; We Will Rock You; We Are the Champions; Don’t Stop Me Now; Killer Queen; and more. Hollywood Records. $9.95

CD 2894548 THE WHO: Meaty Beaty Big and Bouncy. Collects 14 tracks from this legendary group, including I Can’t Explain; The Kids Are Alright; Happy Jack; I Can See for Miles; The Magic Bus; Pinball Wizard, I’m a Boy; and more. MCA Records. $6.95

CD 2871939 THE BEATLES: Help! Released on August 6, 1966, this album entered the chart at number one and stayed there for nine of its 37 weeks in the Top Twenty. These fourteen tracks include Help!; The Night Before, You’ve Got To Hide your Love Away; I Need You; Tell Me, What You See; Diisy Miss Lizzy; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI Records Limited. $11.95

CD 2805472 RICKY NELSON: The Essential Recordings. From 1957 to 1962, Nelson was the only Pop star in the US to rival Elvis Presley in sales and success. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Hello Mary Lou; Poor Little Fool; It’s Late; Believe What You Say; I’m Walkin’; Break My Chain; Be Bop Baby; Right by My Side; Teenage Idol; and more. Primo. $6.95

CD 2902055 THE BEATLES: Rock ’n’ Roll Music Live & Rare 1962-1966. Collection of 260 tracks on ten CDs from the British rock legends. In addition to several live performances, you’ll enjoy their first radio interview and a CD of outtakes. Includes multiple renditions of many of their hit songs, such as Yesterday, Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; Want to Hold Your Hand; She Loves You; I Want to Hold Your Hand; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; Ticket to Ride; Paperback Writer; I Feel Fine; Help!; Twist and Shout; A Day in the Life; Yesterday; and many more. Capital Records. $12.95

CD 2894408 BOB SEGER & THE SILVER BULLET BAND: Greatest Hits. A collection of 14 songs from this iconic rock band, including Night Moves; Hollywood Nights; Still the Same; Old Time Rock & Roll; Against the Wind; Like a Rock; Roll Me Away, and more. Capital Records. $12.95

CD 2871947 THE BEATLES: Yellow Submarine. This album remixes all of the original fab four recordings from the movie including a number of songs that were not originally available on the Standard Yellow Submarine soundtrack. Features 15 tracks including Hey Bulldog; Eleanor Rigby; Love You To: Think for Yourself; and more. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. EMI Records Limited. $11.95

CD 2925265 THE BEATLES: 27 No. 1s. Twenty-seven tracks of The Beatles number one hits including: Love Me Do; From Me to You; She Loves You; I Want to Hold Your Hand; Can’t Buy Me Love; A Hard Day’s Night; Ticket to Ride; Paperback Writer; I Feel Fine; Help!; Twist and Shout; A Day in the Life; Yesterday; and many more. Capitol Records. $14.95

CD 2805529 SANTO & JOHNNY: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection features all of Santo and Johnny’s hits and other key recordings. Features 40 tracks, including Sleep Walk; Caravan; Tenderly; Dream; Teardrop; Bullseye!; Hop Scotch; The Mouse; Birmingham, Alabama; Scarlet, Begonia, and more. Primo. $6.95

CD 6832878 GEORGE THOROGOOD & THE DESTROYERS: 30 Years of Rock. A sixteen track collection of the bands greatest hits including Madison Blues; One Bourbon, One Scotch, One Beer; Move it Over; Who Do You Love?; Bad to the Bone; I Drink Alone; Gear Jammer; Willie and the Hand Jive; and more! Primo. $7.95

CD 2805111 ANN-MARGRET: The Essential Recordings. She was one of the most famous sex symbols of the 1960s and 1970s. This two CD collection showcases her full range of musical styles, from Country to Pop, Show tunes, jazz, and sultry Torch songs. Features 40 tracks, including Moon River; Toast; Tea; Me; Tonight; I’m Satin; I Love You Slowly; Fever; Heartbreak Hotel; Gimme Love; and more! Primo. $6.95

CD 2845556 THE WHO: Who’s Next. Originally released in 1971, this iconic group presents nine tracks which include Baba O’Riley; Bargain; Love Ain’t for Keeping; Baba O’Riley; The Wife; The Song Is Over; Gettin’ in Tune; Goin’ Mobile; Behind Blue Eyes; and Won’t Get Fooled Again. MCA Records. $3.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2888092 BRITNEY: The Singles Collection. She was one of music’s most famous stars of the 1990s and 2000s. This collection includes 18 of her biggest hits, including Baby One More Time; Oops! I Did It Again; Gimme More; Me Against the Music; Born to Make You Happy; and more! Also includes Britney’s iconic music videos. Jive Records. $6.95

CD 2829320 ERIC CLAPTON: The Millennium Collection. His genius changed the guitar forever. Clapton’s greatest notes come singing out in these 11 essentials: I Shot the Sheriff; After Midnight; Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door; Wonderful Tonight; Layla; Cocaine; Lay Down Sally; Bell Bottom Blues; Promises; Let It Rain; and Let It Grow. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6635784 ’60S POP ROCK REUNION LIVE: 1960s top 15 songs recorded live in 1968 in Cleveland. Includes a number of Scott Good by Herman’s Hermits; Druggin’ the Line by Tommy James and the Shondells; Kind of a Drag by The Bangs; This Diamond Ring by Gary Lewis and the Playboys; and I’d Wait a Million Years by The Grass Roots. 82 minutes. Time-Life. $3.95
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Ken "Krazy" Waldman, keyboardist for the rock band the Jon Spencer Blues Explosion, produced a blues album titled "Canned Heat: Live at the Fillmore West 1968." The album features some of the band's early recordings and includes tracks such as "Roll On, Roll On," "Boogie Chimp," and "Midnight Special." The album was released on November 29, 2013, by Blue Thumb Records.
CD 2894505 STEPPENWOLF: 16 Greatest Hits. Born To Be Wild was a ferocious anthem for a generation of leather-clad rockers, and for The radiant. None more than the group by the name: It's Never Too Late; Rock Me; Move Over; Ride with Me; The Pusher; Screaming Night Hog; For Ladies Only; Magic Bus; One Man Black; and more. CD 7553064 CREEDEENSE CLEARWATER REVIVAL: Pendulum. John and Tom Fogerty, Stu Cook, and Doug Clifford form one of the most iconic groups in rock ‘n’ roll. Here they deliver ten greats: Pagan Baby; Sailor's Lament; Have You Ever Seen the Rain?; (Wish I Could) Make It All Better; Keep Me Hangin’ On; Wild oats; Down Bound; and more. CD 6649513 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION: Extra Width. Two CDs offer 46 extra-wide tracks from this blues-rock outfit. Includes Astro; History of Lies; Backsider; Soul Farmer; Pan Leg; Hey Moon; Inside the World of the Blues Explosion; The World of Sex; Wet Cat Blues; Sun of Sam; Jailhouse Blues; Baby; Sailor’s Lament; Have You Ever Seen the Rain?; (Wish I Could) Make It All Better; Keep Me Hangin’ On; Wild oats; Down Bound; and more. CD 6971776 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Radio Tracks. Relive the steel string acoustic guitar sound and the close harmony of the iconic Everly Brothers. Presents 94 tracks on 4 CDs that are full of great songs like I‘ve Been Loved; Wake Up Little Susie; Have Love Will Travel; Let’s Go Getaways; All I Have To Do Is Dream; Walk Right In; All Over; and more. CD 5818532 ROCKABILLY RARITIES: 75 Obscure Cuts from the 1950s. Two huge collections. The Rarest Rockabilly Album in the World: Volume Two and Underworld Rockabilly, give fans an addictive, toe-tapping journey through this distinctive musical sub-genre. Includes rockabilly barn-burners by Elvis Hickey, Curtiss Gordon, Jimmy Paton, Fat Daddy Holmes, David Ray, Hank Davis, and many others. Three CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 CD 6861342 FRANK ZAPPA & THE MOTHERS OF INVENTION: The New Maternity. This live recording remains the only one available of the band from 1970. This is a limited edition offering a wonderful Wino; Concentration Moon; Mom & Dad; The Air; Dog Breath; Mother People; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 CD 2926164 MY BABY SCARES ME. Collects twenty-five rockin’ tunes from the hit singles by the original artists including She Moves Me by Johnny “Guitar” Watson; I Got Sumpin’ for You by Baby by Guitar Slim; My Baby Scare Me by Tony Morra; You Can’t Be Mine Anymore by Vicky Young; Who Can Explain by Frankie Lymon & The Teenagers; and more. Explicit cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 2926169 FIVE FOOT TWO, EYES OF BLUE: Two original recordings from the rock ‘n’ roll era including Ubangi Stomp by Warren Smith; Rollin’ Stone by Eddie Fontaine; Later for You by Baby by Guitar Slim; The Or by Don Arman; Don’t You Just Know It by Huey “Piano” Smith & The Clowns; Little Daisy by Sonny Saber; and many more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 2926580 DRESSIN’ UP. From the rockin’ fifties come these 25 tracks by various artists including That Ain’t Nothing but Right by Joey Castillo; Why Do You Love Me by The Skyliners; Party Line by Haskell May; Teen Age Wedding by Mel Tillis; and more. Explicit cover. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 2877430 BRIAN WILSON: No Pier Pressure. This legendary singer and songwriter presents his musical style on this 18 track collection: Beautiful Day; Runaway Dancer; Whatever Happened; On the Island; Half Moon Bay; Our Special Love; The Right Time; Guess You Had to Be There; Don’t Worry; Somewhere Quiet; I’m Feeling Sad; Tell Me Why; and more. Capital Records. $5.95 CD 2877473 MADONNA: Rebel Heart. This electrifying collection of 19 tracks presents one of the greatest vocalists of all time. Included: Living for Love; Devil Pray; Ghosttown; Illuminati; Bitch I’m Madonna; Hold Tight; Joan of Arc; Iconic Heartbeat; City Shop; Holy Water; Inside Out; Was All Over Me; Best Love; and many more. $5.95 CD 2894378 BEASTIE BOYS: Licensed to Ill. Collects 13 songs from the legendary hip-hop band, including Fight for Your Right; No Sleep Till Brooklyn; Rhymin’ & Stealin; Slow Ride; Time to Get Ill; Paul Revere; Girls; and more. Universal Music. $5.95 CD 2877440 BLONDIE: UNDERGROUND: New York Rehearsal 1977. These sixteen tracks from a live rehearsal broadcast, New York City, 1966, and a live FM broadcast recorded at The Cafeneauhe, New York City, 1966, include Walk Alone; Venus in Furs; Flame Up; Rhythm & Blues Instruments; Day Tripper/Boom Boom; There She Goes Again; heroin; Get It On; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2940531 BLONDIE: Greatest Hits. Besides being hugely influential, Blondie was also one of the most commercially successful bands of the entire Punk and New Wave scene. This collection compiles 19 hit songs, including Dreaming; Call Me; Heart Of Glass; Heart Of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; Heart of Glass; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95 CD 2926334 STEADY DATE. Do some rock ‘n rolling with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Tom Cat in’ Around by Jimmy Selph; Oh Yeah by Guitar Slim; Great Balls of Fire by George Gibbs; Hound Dog by Buddy Love; Steady Date by Don and Al; Sanford; True Fine Mama by Little Richard; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 2925192 LOVE, SWEET LOVE, N’ROLL. This 25 track collection of the American rock band. Tracks include Jealous Again; Twice as Hard; Remedy; By Your Side; She Talks to Angels; Good Friday; Hard to Handle; Blackberry; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95 CD 2920344 ZZ TOP: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the world-renowned rock band, including Rio Grande Mud; Tin Men; Fandango; Eliminator; and others. Adults only. Interscope Records. $21.95 CD 2920329 ALICE COOPER: Original Album Series. One compact collection of almost two hours of performances by this godfather of hard rock and heavy metal. Includes Pretties for You; Easy Action; Love It to Death; Killer; and School’s Out, each with a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group. $21.95 CD 2940534 JOE WALSH: Broadcast Archive. Three CDs collect classic radio transmissions from the 1980s and 1990s. The “Clown Prince of Rock” performs live for All Night Long (12 tracks), The King of Comedy (14 tracks), and his Contact east coast broadcast offering multiple renditions of In the City: The Bomber; Meadows and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95 CD 6979203 THE GRASS ROOTS: The Complete Dunhill/ABC Hit Singles. This collection offers the truest reflection of the band whose hook-filled singles punched through 60s and 70s AM radio. This 24 track album from one of the great singles bands includes all of their original and hit singles like Heaven Knows; Baby Hold On; Crying in the Rain; Bound; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $14.95
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CD 292954X Hey MAMA. Re-live the rock ‘n’ roll fifties with these 25 tracks from the original artists including Rattle Shakin’ Daddy by Little Richard, Ranty Rock and Roll by Boyd Bennett & His Rockets: Head Home Honey by Charlie Gracie, Hey Mama by Sonny Fisher; Midnight to Daylight by Dick Lory; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $9.95

CD 2780916 LITTLE FEATHER. St. Valentine’s Day Massacre. Few bands that formed in the early 1970s have managed to survive and continue touring to the present day. This 12 track album features their landmark 1976 Winterland performance, with hits like Bitty Mama; Rebel Rebel; China Girl; Station to Station; Crack ed Actor; Young Americans; and more. Re-visit the fifties with these 25 rock ‘n’ roll tracks by the original artists from the fifties including Last Exit; Spin the Black Rose; Like a Rolling Stone; White Tail; Write a Song; Eye to Eye; The Chicken Walk; Big Headed Baby; Lovin’ Up a Nine; Typecast; Water Main; History of Sex; Nine Tonight; Tryin’ to Live My Dreams; Come to campus 93, with 12 tracks including Nine Tonight; Tryin’ to Live My Life Without You; Roll Me Away; Mainstreet; Old Time Rock & Roll; Makin’ Thunderbirds; We’ve Got Tonight; Turn the Page; The Fire Down Below; and Ramblin’ Gamblin’ Man. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6908772 GUNS N’ ROSES. Unplugged 1993. This CD compiles a superb selection of rare acoustic, unplugged recordings, offering a completely different take on the Guns n’ Roses classics, plus a fine collection of covers. Songs include Dead Flowers; You Rain; You’re Crazy; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; and more. Thirteen tracks. Slash. Pub. at $11.99 $11.95

CD 6649521 THE JON SPENCER BLUES EXPLOSION. Year One. These gods of alternative blues-rock light up 38 tracks. Twenty Nine; Typescat. Water Main; History of Sex; Chicken Walk; Big Headed Baby; Lovin’ Up a Storm; White Tail; Write a Song; Eye to Eye; The feeling of Love; The Vacuum of Loneliness; Biological and more. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $13.98 $3.95

CD 2821478 PEARL JAM: Vitalogy. Released in 1994 this album has since gone 4-times Platinum and now has completely remastered. Collects 14 tracks, including Last Exit; Spin the Black Circle; Corduroy; Whipping; Tremor Christ; and more. Epic. $9.95

CD 696138X DAVID BOWIE: Isolar II Tour 1978. From a live broadcast recorded at the NHK Hall, Tokyo, Japan; December 1978, twelve tracks include Warsaws; Heroes; Fame; Beauty and the Beast; Five Years; Soul Love; Stay; Hang on to Yourself; Ziggy Stardust; Golden Years; City; Station to Station; and more. Pub. at $12.95 $11.95

CD 2871114 URIAH HEEP: Acoustically Driven. This 16 track performance is a stunning testament to the power of a truly great band. Featuring hits like Echoes in the Dark; Why Did You Go?; The Easy Road; Come Back to Me; Cross That Line; Different World; Circus; Blind Eye; Traveller in Time; More Fool You; Lady in Black; and more! The Store For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2940752 JIMMY PAGE: Outrider. The legendary English musician’s one and only solo album. Collects the following tracks. Was there; Money; wanna make love; Volcanic Lightning; Lonely; Dirty Liar; Emerald Eyes; Prison Blues; and Blues Away. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

SOLD OUT CD 2926393 TWO TIMIN WOMAN. Re-visit the fifties with these 25 rockin’ tracks by the original artists which include Drummer Boy, by Rock Gene Watson & His Rockets; Two Timin’ Woman, by Jack Scott; Don’t Stop The Music, by Roy Hall; Go Slow, by Fatso Bobby Rutledge; Little Bitty Mama, by Webb Foley. Crocodile Hop by Dale Thomas; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2926377 TODD RUNDGREN’S UTOPIA. Live at the Chicago Theatre. Todd Rundgren’s seminal prog-rock/power-pop band with no less than four quintessentially 70s rockers, all back in session for the first time in 32 years. This fold-out cardboard case includes a Blu-ray, DVD, and 2 CD’s with 24 tracks including Utopia Theme; The Icon; Another Life; Do Ya; Freedom Fighters; Tiger At The Monument; I Will Wait; Or/On and more. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

CD 2926172 MY CHICK IS FINE. Re-visit the fifties with these 26 tracks by the original artists including Oklahoma Boogie by Louie Bassell; Alright Private by Mo Klein & The Sentinals; Honey Love by Doug Hudson & The Chicks; My Chick Is Fire by Gus Backus; A Change of Heart by Johnny Fuller; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2926059 LIKE WOW. Twenty-five rock ‘n’ roll hits by the original artists are featured here including He’s My Baby by Janis Shepard; Like Wow by Tony Conn; Peggy’s Party by Danny & The Comets; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; Bamba by Richie Valens; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95

CD 2925974 I NEED A MAN. These 25 rock ‘n’ roll tracks by the original artists from the fifties are collected here including Nothing on My Mind by Bobby Lord; Fingertips by Brien Fisher, Do What I Do by Slim Rhodes; I Need a Man by Barbara Pilman; Honey Rush by John Hampton; Big John; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2814999 JIMMY PAGE: Montreal 1983. This 16 track performance is a stunning double CD live FM Broadcast. This two CD set contains the entire broadcast of a gig by Hiatt and band, plus Sampler’s booklet. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95

CD 2798344 DAVID BOWIE: Montreal 1983. In July 1983, Bowie played the vast Montreal Forum, a show which was recorded for live FM Broadcast. This two CD set contains the entire performance which includes Look Back in Anger; Breaking Glass; Rebel Rebel; China Girl; Station to Station; Crafted Actor; Young Americans; and more. Twenty-eight tracks in all. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2908220 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in the 70’s. A nostalgic look at the Grateful Dead from the 70s. This 2 disc collection delivers 22 tracks including Truckin’; Shady Lady; They Love Each Other; Mama Tried; Mexicali Blues; Loser; Looks Like Rain; I Need a Man; Bertha; Good Lovin’; Scarlet Begonias; Fire on the Mountain; Playing in the Band; Slapper Lee; Passenger; Shakedown Street; Saint Stephen; and more. Live Media. Pub. at $31.99 $29.99

CD 2805296 JOHNNIE RAY: The Essential Recordings. Johnnie Ray represented the transition between the Crooners of the Big Band era, and the rock n roll craze that was yet to emerge. This two CD collection features 41 tracks, including Just Walking In The Rain; Cry; Such a Night; Song of the Dreamer; Up Until Now; All of Me; Paths of Paradise; and more. Primo. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2883111 DAVID BOWIE. The rocker’s debut album! Twelve tracks; Uncle Arthur; Sell Me a Coat; Rubber Band; Love You Til Tuesday; There Is a Happy Land; We Are Hungry Men; When I Live My Dreams; Come and Buy My Toys; Join the Gang; She’s Got Medals; Maid of Bond Street; and Please Mr. Ford. Played with Gravedigger, PolyGram Records. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

CD 2798344 DAVID BOWIE: Montreal 1983. In July 1983, Bowie played the vast Montreal Forum, a show which was recorded for live FM Broadcast. This two CD set contains the entire performance which includes Look Back in Anger; Breaking Glass; Rebel Rebel; China Girl; Station to Station; Crafted Actor; Young Americans; and more. Twenty-eight tracks in all. Gold Fish. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2808220 GRATEFUL DEAD: Live in the 70’s. A nostalgic look at the Grateful Dead from the 70s. This 2 disc collection delivers 22 tracks including Truckin’; Shady Lady; They Love Each Other; Mama Tried; Mexicali Blues; Loser; Looks Like Rain; I Need a Man; Bertha; Good Lovin’; Scarlet Begonias; Fire on the Mountain; Playing in the Band; Slapper Lee; Passenger; Shakedown Street; Saint Stephen; and more. Live Media. Pub. at $31.99 $29.99

CD 2805296 JOHNNIE RAY: The Essential Recordings. Johnnie Ray represented the transition between the Crooners of the Big Band era, and the rock n roll craze that was yet to emerge. This two CD collection features 41 tracks, including Just Walking In The Rain; Cry; Such a Night; Song of the Dreamer; Up Until Now; All of Me; Paths of Paradise; and more. Primo. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6883176 The 13 tracks collected here feature the landmarks of a musical and political revolution. Includes: ‘We’re Gonna’ Rock Around the Clock by Bill Haley & the Comets; Great Balls of Fire by Jerry Lee Lewis; Johnny B. Goode by Chuck Berry; Bamba by Richie Valens; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $7.99 $6.95
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CD 2796333 THE ORIGINAL ANIMALS: Before We Were So Rudely Interrupted. This was the comeback album from a band with an unfounded business having been behind the scenes since the band had played together, this they felt was the time to reform and have some fun. These ten tracks include Brother Bill (The Last Clean Shirt); Blue Eyes on the Sun; & Slow Flight; Man; Rivers to Cross; and more. Secret Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 5924847 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Cleared for Take Off. A 60's performance that illustrates beyond a doubt that Jefferson Airplane was one of the most important and influential bands to emerge from the Summer of Love. Eighteen tracks include live renditions of Don't Let Me Down; Somebody Running Around the World; & White Rabbit; and more. Creedence Clearwater Revival. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

CD 2814112 J. CAL: Independence Day. Collects tracks from a live appearance at the High Sierra Music Festival at Leland Meadows in California. This 1993 show featured songs like Crazy Mama; After Midnight; & Cocaine: Ride Me High; Call Me the Breeze; and more. Goldfish. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

CD 2886300 SANTANA: Independence Day 1967. This 10 track album features quite mesmerizing performance by the legendary guitar frontman, Carlos Santana. Featuring many Santana classics, such as Black Magic Woman; Queen; & Soul Sacrifice; She's Not There; Samba Pa Ti; Mexico; & more! All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2871904 URIAH HEEP: Between Two Worlds. The stunning recording of Heep live on stage at The Magician's Birthday Party 2004. The climax of the show is an unforgettable version of Look at Yourself featuring a drum frenzy with special guest Osibisa, who recorded the original studio album in 1971, The Sorie For Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 287749X THE CLASH: Hits Back. Two CD presents this influential British punk rock group in this 32 track collection. Includes London Calling; Safe European Home; Know Your Rights; Ghetto Defendant; Armageddon Time; Slay Free; I Fought the Law; White Riot; California Train; Crash City Rockers; & more! All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2871041 STEPHEN STILLS: Viva Las Vegas. This electric set recorded live for FM broadcast in the mid 1990s. This 13 track collection features live performances of hits like Midnight Cowboy; Time; Woodstock; Born in Chicago; Change Partners; Treetop Flyer; The Ballad of Hollis Brown; Love Me Two Much; & more. HOBQ. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 281997X GRATEFUL DEAD: Transmission Impossible. This collection of 33 tracks comprises performances from three live FM broadcasts in 1966, 1980, and 1991. Songs include High Heeled Sneakers; Smokin' Railroad Lightning; & In the Midnight Hour; featuring 33 live FM tracks like Rock Me; Stick It; Once Bitten Twice Shy; Call It Rock 'n' Roll Desert Moon; Face the Day; and more. Capitol Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6879477 STEPHEN STILLS & MANASSAS: Winterland. Comprises 18 tracks from a two hour show at a large midwestern city, with the Moon. Includes: I Saw Mama; Beatin' My Head Against the Wall; Drum; & many more! The album was recorded for Broadcast and released as a double album in 1970. The music is a mixture of blues, folk, and acid rock. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6883265 ESSENTIAL STEVE EARLE. Collects 13 songs from the country and rock star. Tracks include Guitar Town; Hillbilly Highway; The Devil's Right Hand; Goodbye's All We Got Left To Say; Six Days on the Road; Sunday; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

CD 2829263 PRIMITIVE LOVE. Collects 25 tracks from the rockin' tifties performed by the original artists featuring The Moon Is Up by Rudy Grayzell; Good Rockin' Baby by Sid King & The Five Strings; How Can You Do So Little by Johnny Ace; Primetime by Tommy Roses; Roses Are Blooming by The Silva-Tones; and many more. Pan-American Records. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2940736 GREAT WHITE: Greatest Hits. The 14 tracks that comprise this CD shine a light on the greatness of this hard rock band. Songs include Rock Me; & Close But No Cigar; Call It Rock 'n' Roll; Desert Moon; Face the Day; and more. Capitol Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2940647 DIAMONDS: The Best of Dio. This 1992 compilation on the Vertigo label features 13 of Dio's finest solo recordings, including Rainbow in the Dark; Holy Diver; The Last in Line; Dream Evil; Hungry For Heaven; Lock Up the Wolves; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2928180 MY KIND OF WOMAN. Collects twenty-five rockin' tunes from the '70s performed by the original artists including I've Got Love If You Want it by Warren Smith; Beatin' My Head Against the Wall by The Wildcats; My Kind Of Woman by Jimmy Bowen; Hot Dog! Ting-A-Ling by The Nilsson Twins; Rumble by Link Wray, and more. Pan-American Records. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2888491 SANTANA: Bill Graham Memorial 1991. Carlos Santana and the band performed at the memorial of Bill Graham with whom they had maintained their long term working relationship. Contains 7 tracks which include Spirits Dancing in the Flesh; Somehow in Heaven; Peace on Earth/Mother Earth/Third Stone from the Sun; Oye Como Va; & Love You too Much; and Jingo. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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★★ 6749399 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: Under the Covers. Presents a wonderful selection of 15 covers performed by Bruce Springsteen and Icicle Works Band in concert between 1974 and 1994; Boom Boom; Back in the U.S.A.; I Want You; Twist and Shout; Not Fade Away; Summertime Blues; Then She Kissed Me; It's My Life; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★★ 2953552 TODD HUNTINGTON: Live at the Fox Theatre 1973. From a live performance in Atlanta, 1973 comes three tracks including Utopia Theme; Don't You Ever Learn; Sons of 1984; Open My Eyes; Black Maria; The Last Ride; Slut; Couldn't I Just Tell You; and Everybody's Going to Heaven-King Kong Reggae. Packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95


CD 2940914 TESLA: Mechanical Resonance. Collects 12 tracks from the hard rock band's debut album, including EZ Come EZ Go; Cumin' Atcha Live; Gettin' Better; Before My Eyes; Cover Queen; Rock Me to the Top; Modern Day Cowboy; and more. Packaged in cardboard sleeves with the inventive brilliance of this unique artist in RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 2940477 THE BEST OF R.E.M. Collects 16 tracks from the alternative rock band, including Carnival of Solitude; Radio Free Europe; Perfect Circle; Talk About the Passion; Pretty Persuasion; I Believe; The One I Love; Can't Get There from Here; and more. I.R.S. Records. Interhit Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.99

CD 2940418 ASHIA: Alpha. This was the second studio album by the English progressive rock band. Collects 10 tracks, including Don't Cry; The Smile Has Left Your Eyes; The Heat Goes On; Never In A Million Years; and more. Getfem. Packaged in cardboard sleeves with multiple cuts of the band's greatest hits, and a poster. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

CD 2937395 JERRY LEE LEWIS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs, EPs & LPs 1956-62. Comprises every track released by Jerry Lee in the U.S. and U.K., whether as an A or B side of a single, or as an EP or LP track, from his 1956 debut through to 1962, by which time he had scored all his Top 30 hits on both sides of the Atlantic. Includes Great Balls of Fire; Don't Be Cruel; Frankie and Johnny; and more. Nearly 50 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 2926199 MY LOVIN BABY. Featuring 26 spank snaps from the solo albums and tracks performed by the original artists including Shake It Up by Conway Twitty; Louise by Jimmy Wilson; Honey Why by John Greer; Jump Baby; Jump by Herb Carter; Round and Round by Andy Stuart; My Lovin Baby by Ray Stanley; Bop by Willie and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ CD 2926113 LOVIN HONEY. Re-live the rockin’ fifties with these 25 tracks by the original artists including Go Boy, Go by Carl Smith; Lovin Honey by Gene Morris & The Pages; A Mighty Lovable Man by Sonny James; I’ve Got to Have You Baby by Jimmy Jones & The Pretenders; Take It Easy Greasy by Bobby Charles; and much more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ CD 2926075 LOVE MY BABY. Twenty-five tracks performed by the original artists including Teenage Ball by Eddy Dizelle; Love My Baby by Hayden Thompson; Did You Have a Party by Billy Brandon; Stop by Howard Stack; Everybody Rock by Jeff Stone; Shake, Shake by The Blue Tonies; Tom Cat by Billy La Mont; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

★ CD 2925982 WANT YOU BABY. A rocking CD with 26 tracks by the original artists including Crazy Street by The Matys Brothers; The Chicken and the Holy Holy by Hilltop Hoods; Hot Rod Boogie by Elroy Dietzel; Somebody to Love by Pats Shannon; Take It Easy Greasy by Bobby Charles; and much more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2902986 FOREIGNER: Original Album Series. One of the greatest ‘80s hard rock bands gives us six packed-Five CDs collect all of Foreigner; Double Vision; Head Games; 4; and Agent Provocateur, featuring hits like Hot Blooded and Juke Box Hero. Packaged in cardboard sleeves with the original album artwork. Rhino. Pub. at $21.99

★ CD 2903776 RITCHIE VALENS: The Complete Releases 1958-60. Featuring all his singles released for Del-Fi, and all the tracks from his albums Ritchie Valens; Ritchie; and In Concert at Pacoima Jr. High, these 35 tracks include: Hurry Up; Now You’re Gone; Fast Train; I Want You; Come On, Go; Let’s Go; La Bamba; Rhythm Song; Stay; Ride Me; Padlock; Song; Somebody in My Home; Home Mama; Moronie; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ CD 6673821 JEFFERSON AIRPLANE: Nothing in Particular. The lost 1968 Dutch broadcast pulling from three separate performances, from meanin­gs­full love songs to the soaring power of rock on one disc! Thirteen classic rock tracks include multiple cuts of Crown of Creation; and Somebody to Love; plus Plastic Fantastic Lover; In Time; White Rabbit; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2931805 BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN & THE E STREET BAND: Agora Ballroom; Camden 1978. From a live performance in Cleveland, Ohio, August of 1978, this 44 track set comprises some of Springsteen’s best performances. Titles include Summertime Blues; Badlands; Factory; Darkness on the Edge of Town; Thunder Road; Sherry Darling; Born to Run; Rosalita; and more. Three CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 282146X JUDAS PRIEST: The Box Set Series. They roared forth from the steel town of Birmingham, England to conquer the world. This four CD set features 39 tracks from their four US tours. Including: Live at Hammersmith Odeon; In The Deep Heart Of The Night; Heading Out to the Highway; The Green Manalishi; Breaking the Law; Ram It Down; and many more. Sony Legacy. SOLD OUT

CD 6863728 FRANK ZAPPA: The Man from Utopia to College. This live recording dates from August at Providence College, Rhode Island, 1975 includes 19 tracks featuring Improvisations; Camarillo Brillo; Muffin Man; The Velvet Sunrise; Montgomery in Bondage; Birds; Pluck Up; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 284141X STEELY DAND: Bristow, VA 1996. Collects 14 dazzling tracks from the pair’s concert in Bristow, Virginia on July 21, 1996. Songs include Everybody’s Gone to the Moon; Josie; Vama; Midnight; Headin’ Out to the Highway; The Lost Low Rider; and more. Zip City. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

CD 577957X THE BEST OF THE McGUIRE SISTERS, 1953-62. Fifty-four tracks recorded between 1953 and 1962 from popular female vocal group. Collects over 40 hits that made the Billboard and Cash Box charts, including their landmark number-ones Sincerely and Sugartime, as well as a variety of other popular hits. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6940900 THE DEL-VIKINGS COLLECTION 1956-62. This sixty track, 2 CD collection features Come Go With Me; How Can I Find True Love; What Made Maggie Run; Come Along With Me; Oh Tonight; Going Down in the Bottom; Mirror Man; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6936064 BEE GEEs: Spicks and Specks. Released in 1966, these seventeen tracks include Monday’s Rain; How Many Birds; Play Down; Second Hand People; I Don’t Know Why I Bother with Myself; Big Chance; Spicks and Specks; Jingle Jungle; Can’t Be Bothered; You’re a Man; and more. Interhit Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


CD 6688141 CAPTAIN BEEFHEART: Transmission Impossible. In legendary broadcasts from the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, Beefheart and his band The Magic Band re-recorded classic rock anthems with experimental composition with 48 tracks. See all the inventive brilliance of this unique artist in cuts of Down in the Bottom; Mirror Man; Sugartime; Someday in My Home; Home Mama; Moronie; and more. Three CDs. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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**CD 6992021** ALICE COOPER: Monsters of Rock. The 18 tracks collected are from a performance at the Theatre Montana in Santalum, Chile on September 9th, 1995. Songs include Under My Wheels; No More Mr. Nice Guy; Desperado; I'm Eighteen; Lost in America; School's Out; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.**

**CD 2888339** STEPHEN STILLS & MANASSAS: Live Treasure. This two CD, 29 track album features a plethora of hits, including cuts from Stills' solo records. Featuring hits like Rock and Roll Woman; Bound to Fall; Hide It So Deep; Peace Love; The Treasure; Move Around; Four Days Gone; Sugar Babe; Blues Man; Love the One You've With; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 2870720** THE CHORDETTES COLLECTION, 1951-62. They were one of the female vocal groups who epitomized the style and atmosphere of early 50's popular music. This two CD collection features 60 tracks, including hits like Mr. Sandman; Lonely Lips; Hurmung Bird; Lolipop; All My Sorrows; Broken Vow; Adobe; Only I Miss You Tonight; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

**CD 688914** AEROSMITH: The Broadcast Archive. This three CD collection of 41 tracks are from live FM broadcasts from Boston, 1973; Burbank, California 1974; Bountiful, Utah 1975; and Woodstock, New York 1969. Songs include One Way Street; Somebody; Write Me a Letter; Walkin' the Dog; Mornin' Out; Rats in the Cellar; Back in the Saddle; Same Old Song and Dance; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $14.95.


**CD 2940404** ANTHRAX: Spreading the Disease. This 10 track album captures the metal scene of the 1980s and this album does nothing to disprove that declaration. Collects the following nine tracks A.I.R.; Lone Justice; Madhouse, S.S.C.; Stand or Fall; Fatem's Aftershock; Armed and Dangerous; Medusa; and Gung-Ho. Island Records. 9.95

**CD 2937746** PAT BOONE: 40 Golden Classics. This 40 track two CD collection brings together the biggest hits and many of his best known songs, including I'll Be Home; Don't Forget Me; Love Letters in the Sand; Moody River; April Love; A Wonderful Time Up There; Why Baby Why; Ain't That a Shame; and many more. Capitol Records. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2926407** YOU ARE MY BABY. Featuring 25 rockin' hits from the fifties this collection is performed by the original artists and includes You Oughta See Grandma Rock by Skeets McDonald; Gone, Gone, Gone by Carl Perkins; Let It Be Me by Vikki Nelson; Sock Hop by The Flip Skips; Night Hawks; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2926326** SLAYER: Praying To Satan. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Le Zenith, Paris, 1991 come these ten tracks. Hall of Flames; Firepower; South of Heaven; Raining Blood/Altar of Sacrifice/Jesus Saves; Die by the Sword; Dead Skin Mask; Seasons in the Abyss; Born by Fire; Chemical Warfare; Mandatory Suicide; and Angel of Death. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 2926295** SHE GOT EYES. Collects 26 rockin' hits from the fifties by the original artists including Rockin' and Rollin' by Curley Langley, Jamboree by Milton Allen, Baby, I'm Countin' by Skeets McDonald; Little Boy Blue by Bobby Blue Bland; She Got Eyes by Kip Tyler. Please Don't Tell Me by The Blues Magoos; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.

**CD 2926067** CHAUVET CHARMS. Features The Flip Skip by The Twin Tones; Golly Gosh Oh Gee by Frank Verna & The Playboys; Waking Through My Dreams by the Big Beepers; Love Charms by Sanford Cott; Flapfoot Sam by Oscar Willis. My Lovin' Baby. Nick Greene. Mr. Big Feet by Charlie Bop Trios; and more. Twenty-five tracks by the original artists. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99.

**CD 2930359** THE CHUCKY CHECKER COLLECTION 1952-69. This collection of 60 of Checker's hits captures the essence of the dance craze era through one of its prime movers. Tracks include: The Class; Samson and Delilah; Whole Lotta Shakin' Going On; Oh Boy; Man in A Bar; Man; Some Kind of Wonderful; We're an American Band; Shinin' On; Time Machine; Walk Like a Dog; Movin' Out; Rats in the Cellar; Back in the Saddle; Same Old Song and Dance. Capitol Records. Pub. at $12.95.

**CD 2783532** THE DOORS: Radio Collection. This collection of twelve performances brings together the best televised FM Door concerts made during the band's short and chaotic career. Tracks include Five to One; Mack the Knife; Alabama Song; Back Door Man; You've Lost Little Girl; Love Me Two Times; And More! Wild Child; and more. Digital Legends. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 2781017** R.E.M.: Bingo Hand Job. With this legendary gig recorded for FM Radio broadcast across Europe, the entire show is now available on this double CD. The 39 tracks include Losing My Religion; Fall on Me; Moon River; Love Is All Around; Radio Song; The One I Love; World Leader Pretend; Half A World Away; Tom's Diner; and more! Leftfield Media. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 2780796** NEIL YOUNG: Acoustic Tour 1976. From live FM broadcasts recorded across the U.S., 1976, come these twenty tracks which include Campaigner; The Old Laughing Lady; Human Highway; Tell Me Why; After the Goldrush; Love Me Two Times; Heart of Gold; Sugar Mountain; Country Home; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6679310** NEIL YOUNG WITH WILLIE NELSON & CRAZY HORSE: Cardinal Stadium 1995. Performing live for Farm Aid at the Cardinal Stadium in Louisville, Kentucky, Young tears through 10 standards that showcase his mix of folk, rock, and country; Comes a Time; The Needle and the Damage Done; Four Strong Winds; Helpless; Heart of Gold; Sugar Mountain; Country Home; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 5818443** EMMYLOU HARRIS WITH RICKY SKAGGS: Hickory Wind. Direct from a live FM broadcast at the Catalyst in Santa Cruz, CA, this stellar 1978 performance features Harris performing To Daddy; My Songbird; If I Could Only Win Your Love; The Angels Rejoiced in Heaven Last Night; Satan's Jewel Crown; Hickory Wind; and more. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 5818457** FLIGHTWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties. Stevie Nicks and the gang bring their rollicking '70s sound into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California. This live CD includes tracks like Fleetwood Mac; The Chain; Seven Wonders; Golly Gosh; Gypsy; Tush; Rhiannon; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6674259** FLEETWOOD MAC: Into the Eighties. Stevie Nicks and the gang bring their rollicking '70s sound into the Eighties with this live 1982 performance in Inglewood, California. This live CD includes tracks like Fleetwood Mac; The Chain; Seven Wonders; Golly Gosh; Gypsy; Tush; Rhiannon; Go Your Own Way; Songbird; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6738702** NEIL YOUNG: Cow Palace 1986. The iconic rock star heads to Cow Palace for a live FM broadcast recorded in L.A., tearing through 25 tracks like Mr. Soul; Down by the River; After the Goldrush; Cortez the Killer; When Your Lonely Heart Breaks; Like a Hurricane; Prisoner of Rock 'n Roll; and more. Two CDs. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $19.99.
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CD 2888114 MOTLEY CRUE: Saints of Los Angeles. Collects 13 tracks from the iconic hard rock band, including Face Down in the Dirt; What’s It Gonna Take; Welcome to the Machine; This Ain’t a Love Song; Just Another Party, and more. Master Recordings. $19.95

CD 6558984 ROBIN TROWER: Time and Emotion. The English guitarist best known for Procol Harum delivers 11 tracks with his own outfit. The Land of Plenty; What Was Really Wrong to You; I’m Gone; Biten by the Snake; Returned In Kind. If You Believe in Me; You’re the One; Can’t Turn Back the Clock; Make Up Your Mind; Try Love; and Time and Emotion. V12 Records. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6858831 MERLE HAGGARD/CONWAY TWITTY: Elvis Favorites. Haggard and Twitty sing 12 classics from the king of rock ‘n’ roll. Elvis Presley. Songs include Jailhouse Rock; That’s All Right (Mama); Don’t Be Cruel; Love Me Tender; Heart Dog; Shake, Rattle & Roll; Jailhouse Rock; and more. Universal Music. $6.95

CD 6760112 THE DOORS: The TV Collection. Thirty tracks collect audio extracts from unforgettable TV appearances, including their concert on The Ed Sullivan Show; Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour; and more. Features Doors favorites like The End; Moonlight Drive; Build Me a Woman; Wild Sioux Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6857515 BUCKINGHAM NICKS: Alabama 1975. This twenty track collection is from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Morgan Auditorium, Tuscaloosa, AL in 1974 and 75. Songs include Lola; Chat; Monday Morning; I Don’t Want to Know; Never Going Back Again; Love resort; Roads Are Run, You Want Praise. More. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6908721 FRANK ZAPPA: Live in Barcelona 1988. One of Zappa’s finest shows from his 1988 tour took place in Barcelona on May 29th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Shableigh; Ain’t I Got No Heart; Love of My Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6938744 GrATEful DEAD: Visions of the Future. From a live broadcast recorded at The Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA, 1995, these eighteen tracks include Hell in a Bucket; El Paso; Ramble on Rose; The Promised Land; It’s All Too Much; Uncle Jester; The Last Time; Rain; and more. Iconography. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6824247 THE BAND: And Then There Were Four. This superb live recording is taken from an FM radio broadcast at the University of Chicago, during their first re-union tour in 1983. Included on 13 tracks are Up on Cripple Creek; The Shape I’m In; It Makes No Difference; Milk Cow Boogie; Mystery Train; King Harvest; Jaxa Blue; I Shall Be Released; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6889922 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Back on the Road. These nine tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at Manley Field House, Syracuse, New York, 1977 include Statesboro Blues; Done Somebody Wrong; Ain’t Wastin’ Time No More; One Way Out; Stormy Monday; You Don’t Love Me; and more. Whipping Post. Lefrak. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2319945 FRANK ZAPPA: Poughkeepsie. From a live FM broadcast recorded at Mid Hudson Center, Poughkeepsie, New York. September 1978, these 26 tracks include The Deathless Horse; Dancin’ Fool; Honey Don’t You Don’t Need a Money Man; Little Old Lady from Tahititi; or What? Village of the Sun; Magic Fingers; Little House I Used to Live In; ‘Ya Mama; Black Napkins; and more. Two CDs. Smokin’. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 6791352 BOBBY VEE: Down the Line–A Buddy Holly Tribute. A legend in his own right. Vee pays tribute to one of the most important rockers of the 20th century with this 1999 release. Fifteen tracks revive Buddy Holly classics like Rock Me Baby; Rare Oh; Midnight Special; Tell Me How; Love’s Made a Fool of You; Holly Hop; Love Is Strange; and more. Fierc Fin Studios. $4.95

CD 2820089 NIRVANA: Christmas in Seattle 1988. From a live broadcast recorded at the Sub Pop 200 LP launch party, 1988 along with a rehearsal broadcast the same year, twenty-one tracks include School; Love Buzz; Floyd the Barber; Mexican Seafood; Fan Cap Chew;... We were “in the zone”... Rock out. From a live broadcast recorded at The Small Club, Paris, 1999, these eighteen tracks include Bye Bye Johnny; The Damage You’ve Done; Breakdown; Free Fallin; The Sky Boys; The Waiting; Benmont’s Boogie; Southern Accents; Even the Losers; Runnin’ Down a Dream; and more. Good Ship Folk. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 2927519 JOHN BURNETTE: The Complete US & UK Singles and EPs As Bs, 1966-68. Eighteen tracks from his 1966 tour took place in Barcelona on May 29th. This two CD set captures that night with 22 songs, including The Black Page; Shableigh; Ain’t I Got No Heart; Love of My Life; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2928237 PONY TAIL GIRL. Rock out to these fourteen tracks from the original albums including Eat Your Heart Out Annie by The Jodimars; Pony Tail Girl by Don Lanier; Mad, Baby; Baby by Thurul Ravenscroft & Terry Noland; Pink and Black by Sonny Fisher; There Was a Fungus Among Us by Tony Noland; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

CD 2925834 DAVID BOWIE: Small Club Broadcast. From a live FM broadcast recorded at The Small Club, Paris, 1999, these fourteen tracks include Life on Mars; Thursday’s Child; Something in the Air; World on a Wing; Can’t Help Thinking About Me; China Girl; Drive in Saturday; Rebel Rebel; and more. Good Ship Folk. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6749453 FLEETWOOD MAC: Life Becoming a Landslide. One of the greatest bands of the 1970s performs live in New York during one of their most celebrated periods. Nine tracks include an intro plus Station Man; Spare Me a Little; Rhiannon; Landslide; I’m So Afraid; World Turning; Let Me Down Again; and Hypnotized. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6657799 TOM PETTY & THE HEARTBREAKERS: Strange Behaviour. Twenty five tracks from a live FM broadcast recorded at The Dean Smith Center, Chapel Hill, NC 1989, including Bye Bye Johnny; The Damage You’ve Done; Breakdown; Free Fallin; The Sky Boys; The Waiting; Benmont’s Boogie; Southern Accents; Even the Losers; Runnin’ Down a Dream; and more. HBOP. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6657051 JOURNEY: Transmission Impossible. This triple CD set features a selection of live performances recorded for FM radio broadcast, captured during the early part of their career. Forty five tracks include Mystery Mountain; My Lonely Feeling; Look into the Future; You’re on Your Own; Feeling That Way; Good Times; Chain Reaction; No More Lies; Escape; She Makes Me; Wheel in the Sky; and more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

CD 2877457 DEMI LOVATO: Confident. This eleven track collection features the chart topper live at Demi Lovato 2015 World Tour. Includes Confident; Cool for the Summer; Old Ways; For You; Stone Cold; Kingdom Come; Walkin’ for You; Wildfire; Lionheart; Yes; and Father. UMG Recordings. $6.95

CD 6703941 LITTLE FEAT: On the Eastern Front. Performed almost exactly one year after the death of founding member George, this 1978 concert in Tokyo is a reminder of Little Feat’s best years. Fifteen tracks include Skin It Back; Walkin’ All Night; Rock and Roll Doctor; Feats Don’t Fail Me Now; Rocket in My Pocket; and more. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $17.99 $11.95

CD 6992285 TOM WAITS: My Father’s Place. This superb live recording from 1977 finds Waits holding court at this legendary New York venue. Collects 12 tracks, including Standin’ on the Corner; I Never Talk to Strangers; California; Here I Come; Muriel; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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CD 6837948 MEAT LOAF: Bat Out of Hell II. Eleven of the singer-songwriter’s best songs, including ‘I’m Dying’ and ‘Money’s on My Mind’.


CD 2927543 THE LITTLE RICHARD COLLECTION 1951-62. This 60-track collection includes all A and B sides released by Richard during his career. Features 21 chart entries.

CD 2937497 JIMMIE RODGERS: The Complete US & UK Singles As & Bs. Contains 15 tracks from his music career, including ‘Mule Skinner Blues’ and ‘The Harp That Played the Blues’.

CD 2925915 HEY GIRL. Features twenty-six tracks by the original artists from the rockin’ fifties including Satellite Baby by Skip Stanley, Downbeat’s by Johnnie Amelio, Saturday Night by Roy Brown, Mumbles Blues by Bobby Lewis, Mister Mandar by Merv Shiner; Oh Marie by Louis Prima; and more. Pan-American Recordings. Pub. at $7.99

CD 2921626 SANTO & JOHNNY. The 10 tracks compiled here are from one of the most popular instrumental duos of the 1950s and 1960s. Includes ‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’ and ‘Let’s Twist Again’.


CD 675722 BILL HALEY: The Singles Collection 1948-60. Fifty-seven tracks from Bill Haley’s biggest hits, including top-ten classics like ‘Shake, Rattle and Roll’.

CD 6717190 RAMONES: The Broadcast Archive. Brings together three complete live radio broadcasts from the pioneering punks, each recorded at different periods of their career — Live in New York in 1977 and 1982, and Live in Argentina in 1996. Totally 90 tracks in all.

CD 674267 FRANK ZAPPA: The Rare Tapes Broadcast. Named the ‘Un-Concept’ by Zappa himself, these nine hard-to-find live recordings come from the Zappa Vault between 1973 and 1974. Radio intros and outros are joined by multiple excerpts, songs, and discussion, making this a truly unique Zappa experience.

CD 655074 DAVE MASON: The Columbia Years. The definitive anthology of Mason’s solo years with Columbia, including 30 tracks on two CDs. Mandy; Head Keeper; All Along the Watch Tower; You Can’t Take It When You Go; and many more.


CD 6585421 BETTS, HALL, LEAVELL AND TRUCKS: Live at the Coffee Pot 1989. Recorded live at the Coffee Pot in Pensacola, Florida, 1982. Dickey Betts formed this new band with Jimmy Hall, the soulful vocalist and sax player from Wet Willie. Here they perform 14 tracks: Nothing You Can Do (There Ain’t); What It Takes; Whipping Post; Little Wing; and many more.

CD 6200793 JAMES TAYLOR: 1970 and ’69. This two CD set features many of the most significant songs in pop history, including the most significant songs in pop history.

CD 6193129 RUS T: The Singles Collection. This two CD set features many of the most significant songs in pop history, including the most significant songs in pop history.

CD 6637999 AEROSMITH: Pump. Includes 16 tracks from the “Bad Boys from Boston” including Young Lust; F.I.N.E.; Going Down; Love in an Elevator; Monkey On My Back; Water Song; Janie’s Got a Gun; Darling; and many more.


CD 6973628 LOU REED: The Live Archive. Presents three live recordings, including ‘The Kids’ Concerts’ and ‘Satellite Baby’.

CD 6976328 TOUR TEXTS: Central Park 1979. Performs all of Reed’s concerts given in New York in 1970 and 1979. His distinctive style is heard on thirty-eight tracks. Songs included are Sweet Jane; I Believe in Love; I See a Lion; A Sheltered Life; The Kids; Cries From Fame; Romeo Had Juliet; Halloween Parade; Dirt Blvd; and more.

and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 6674003 THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND: Woodstock 1994.** These stalwarts of southern rock hit the stage in a live FM broadcast recorded at the 1994 Woodstock Festival. Includes performances of Statesboro Blues; Blue Sky; The Same Thing; Southbound; Midnight Rider; Jocie; No Room to Run. One to Run With; Back Where It All Began; One Way to the Whipping Post. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6799335 BELINDA CARLISLE: The Very Best Of.** From her days with the Go-Go's to her solo hits defining stylistic boundaries, Belinda Carlisle is the voice of a generation. These 34 tracks highlight her singles from the '80s and '90s, including Heaven Is a Place on Earth; Leave It on Love; Live Your Life Be Free; and Big Scary Animal. Two CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6992066 THE DETROIT SPINNERS: The Ultimate Collection.** This sterling two CD retrospective features all of the Detroit quintet's significant Atlantic Records recordings, including I'll Be Around; Could It Be I'm Falling in Love; Ghetto Child; Wake Up Susan; Working My Way Back To You/Forgive Me, Girl; I'm Coming Home; and more. Thirty-one tracks. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 688704X THE LITTLE BOX OF DAVID BOWIE.** Features three CDs: David Bowie’s Jukebox; Iggy Pop with David Bowie; and David Bowie and Friends: The 1980 Floorshow. A total of 53 tracks include Wham! Thank You Ma'am; Electricity (Draugs); The Augurs of Spring; Wild Is the Wind; the entire of the entirety of their recorded output during the core era of their recording career, featuring all their A and B sides. Hits include Aladdin Sane; Absolute Beginners; Five Years; Life on Mars; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6885762 JAMES TAYLOR: The Archives.** This 39 track collection includes the entirety of the recordings from The Jabberwocky Club, Syracuse, NY, 1970; The Atlantic Civic Centre, Atlanta, GA, 1981; and Baden Baden, Germany, 1986. Tracks include Rainy Day Mind; Diamond Jo; Army; I Love You; Love is the Drug; and more. Three CDs. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2848309 THE LITTLE BOX OF TOM PETTY.** This three CD collection follows the prolific years of rock great Tom Petty. Includes Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers, Psychotic Reaction recorded live from a live FM Broadcast recorded at The Oakland-Alameda County Coliseum, on November 24th 1991. Under the Covers, Tom Petty; and Petty’s peculiar picks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 284883X DANNY AND THE JUNIORS: The Complete Releases 1957-82.** This 35 track, two CD collection comprises the entirety of their recorded output during the core era of their recording career, featuring all their A and B sides. Hits include At the Hop, Sometimes (When I'm All Alone); Pony Express; Daydreamer; The Charleston Fish; Do You Love Me; A Thousand Miles Away; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2953463 MOVING SIDEWAYS: The Complete Collection.** Featuring the complete album Flash-The Moving Sidewalks along with 15 studio sessions and unreleased tracks from The Moving Sidewalks and The Coachmen–26 in all including Flashback; No Good to Cry; Eclipse; Need Me; Stay Away; and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95

**CD 2953494 FREDDIE KING: Live & Uncut.** Here's a complete collection of Freddy’s terrific live performances, recorded low-down at the Fillmore West. Not a perfect recording, Freddie is a bit “off mike,” but what it does give you is the power of his guitar playing which never sounded better. Eleven tracks from five different shows in 1968/69. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 2953382 THE EVERLY BROTHERS: Rock and Roll.** With keening harmonies, good looks and youthful energy, Don and Phil burst fully formed onto the welcoming radios and turntables. Enjoy this selection of their rock ‘n’ roll hits including Wake up Little Susie; Bye Bye Love; Lollipop (Live); Be Bop a Lula; Birdy; and more. Twenty tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

**CD 2940523 BLINK-182: Greatest Hits.** This American rock band originates from California and here are 15 hit tracks that are sure to please any fan. Tracks includeCarousel; Dammit; Josie; What's My Age Again?; All the Small Things; Aliens Exist; I Miss You; and more. Geffen. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

**CD 2940243 THE BEST OF THE UNDERGROUND.** Collects 15 songs of timeless music from one of the most influential bands in rock history. Tracks include I'm Waiting for the Man; Femme Fatale; Run Run Run; Hey Hey; Rock and Roll; Sweet Jane; and more. PolyGram Records. Pub. at $9.95

**CD 6700691 ELVIS PRESLEY: Essential Original Albums.** Three CDs bring together the entirety of six classic albums by the King of Rock 'n Roll: A Date with Elvis; Elvis Is Back!; King Creole; Hound Dog; Hound Dog at Heart; and Elvis For Everybody. Relive hits like I Forgot to Remember to Forget; Blue Suede Shoes; and more. Seventy tracks in all. Masters of Music. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6893102 POISON: Gold.** They started in the 1980s and came one of the biggest, best and most brazen bands around. This two CD set collects 32 songs, including Every Rose has its Thorn; Talk Dirty to Me; Look What You Cut Off; Black & White; Forgotten Dreams; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**CD 6863787 MITCH RYDER: Live at Rockpalast.** Noted for his gruff, wailing singing style and his dynamic stage performances this collection includes his concerts at the Rockpalast in Germany, 1973 and again in 2004. Includes 31 tracks on three CDs, and two DVDs with a total running time of over 3 hours of the the live performances. MIG Music. Pub. at $25.99 $19.95

**CD 2841142 AEROSMITH: Bad Boys from Boston.** This CD collects 10 tracks from a live FM broadcast during their 1973 North America tour. Songs include One Way Street; Dream On; Somebody; Movin' Out; Write Me a Letter; and more. HOBO. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2868015 THE STEVE MILLER BAND: Shaka Your Tree. Relive all the hits in this live 1973 recording, originaly broadcast by KSAN-FM in San José, California. Miller offers up live versions of 15 of his most endearing favorites including Fly Like an Eagle; The Joker; Rock Me Baby; Living in the USA; Gangster of Love; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6883222 CHUCK BERRY & BO DIDDLEY: Guitar Legends. You'll love the 10 tracks collected here from these two pioneers of rock 'n roll: I'm a Man; Carol; Who Do You Love; Thirty Days; Roll Over Beethoven; Road Runner; Almost Young; Can You-Judge a Book by Its Cover; My Ding-a-Ling; and Ooh Baby. Universal Music. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

**CD 6728154 DAN FOGELBERG: The Definitive Anthology.** Offers a career-spanning retrospective of this talented Canadian singer-songwriter. Twenty-eight tracks include Fogelberg classics like Phoenix; The Language of Love; Heart Hotels; She Don't Look Back; Shame a Woman; Leave a Light On; Live Your Life Be Free; and more. Two CDs. Real Music. Pub. at $21.98 $16.95

**CD 6969293 CROWDED HOUSE: Gold.** This two CD set collects 35 songs from this spectacular Australian rock band. Tracks include Now We're Getting Somewhere; Don't Dream It's Over; Four Seasons in One Day; Over the Sun; Temple of Sin; Something So Strange; and more. Universal Music. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

**CD 2817810 SHERYL CROW: Live at the Capitol Theatre. A 21 track, two CD, DVD set comprising the final night concert of her “Be Myself Tour” at the historic Capitol Theatre in Port Chester, New York, November 2017. Tracks include Everyday Is a Winding Road; A Change Would Do You Good; All I Really Want; The Leveller; Leave Las Vegas; and more. Fuel Media. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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**CD 6703968 METALLICA: Woodstock 1994.** One of the greatest metal bands of all time performs a 14-song set of their biggest hits. Of the 80's and 90's most pummeling era with this four CD set, collecting three most prolific periods, these ferocious metal gods in 1993. Inclades multiple performances of hits like '80s an '90s. Nearly 40 tracks include multiple renditions of hits like “Seek & Destroy;” “Master of Puppets;” “For Whom the Bell Tolls;” “Whiplash.” Features 20 track live performances from these ferocious metal gods in 1993. Includes multiple renditions of hits like “Seek & Destroy;” “Master of Puppets;” “For Whom the Bell Tolls;” “Whiplash.”

**CD 6963188 THE VELVET UNDERGROUND: Gold.** This revolutionary band had an immense impact on the music scene in the 1960s. This two CD set includes “I'm Waiting for the Man;” “Waiting for the Heroin;” “Venus in Furs;” “Sweet Jane;” “Rock and Roll;” “Pale Blue Eyes;” All Tomorrow’s Parties; and more. Thirty tracks, Universal Music. $15.95


**CD 2940574 CLASSIC SANTANA: The Universal Masters Collection.** A wonderful collection of 12 songs from an all-time great. Tracks include “Journey to the Center of the Earth;” “Samba Pa Ti;” “Santeria;” “I Will Supply the Love;” and more! Polydor. $9.95

**CD 2959007 GUITAR SLIM: The Complete Singles 1951-58.** Combines the A & B sides of his singles on the Imperial, J-B, Specialty & Atco Labels these thirty tracks, including his number one hit “The Things That I Used to Do” feature. Bad Luck 

**CD 2903598 THE DON CHERRY SINGLES COLLECTION, 1950-59.** Features Cherry’s entire chart from this era including the top ten hits Mona Lisa; Band of Gold and Thinking of You. Seventy-two additional tracks are included in this 3 CD set.


**CD 6706037 SANTANA: The Golden Child.** One of the greatest guitarists of all time seizes the stage in this live FM broadcast, recorded at Michigan’s Rynearson Stadium in 1975. Six tracks include Black Magic Woman; 

**CD 3084933 STEELY DAN: A Tribute to Walter Becker.** Included in this 3 album CD set by this iconic group are Going Mobile a live 1974 radio broadcast 11 tracks; Boston 2009 a live 1974 radio broadcast 11 tracks; and Walter Becker The Rare Tracks Collection. 11 tracks. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


True, Enter Sandman

Records. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95
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First Day of Spring; Thus Wept the Angel; Comatose Joe; Searching the Heavens; Loretta; and more. Cadiz Music. Pub. at $16.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687

1973. Seventeen tracks include Dixie Down; Rage; Forbidden Fruit; This Wheel's on Fire; The Night They Drove Old Heavens; Loretta; and more! Zip City. Pub. at $14.99

Price Cut to $9.95

6676111 EDGAR WINTER: The Definitive Collection. Collected onto two discs are highlights from Winter's releases between 1970 and 1980, bringing his eclectic sound to a new age. Thirty tracks include Tobacco Road; Entrance; Hung Up; Where Have You Gone; Give It Everything You Want; Goin' to Die; Keep Playin' That Rock 'n' Roll; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.98

Price Cut to $12.95

Price Cut to $10.95
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Price Cut to $9.95

Price Cut to $9.95

Price Cut to $11.95
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Price Cut to $9.95

Price Cut to $12.95
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**CD 2888068 BEYONCE: Dangerously in Love.** Collects 17 tracks from the album including “Déjà Vu,” “Crazy In Love,” “Baby Boy,” “Pimp Juice,” and more. Columbia. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


**CD 697922X KENNY O’DELL: Beautiful People.** Before he headed for Nashville and songwriting supremacy, Kenny O’Dell recorded this bubblegum psych gem. This release features seven bonus single sides to render this 18 track collection (his complete Vegas White Whale recordings) it features the hits Kentucky Woman, Man of Mystery, The Savage, Chinchilla, Obligations. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 6686125 BOWIE VS IGGY: The Broadcast Archives.** Three CDs provide a nuanced audio portrait of two of the greatest live acts in the history of rock. Iggy Pop and David Bowie perform their full program from 1976, with multiple live cuts of Raw Power; Sister Midnight; TV Eye; I Wanna Be Your Dog; and more. Disc Three collects over 40 minutes of Bowie’s greatest radio interviews. Thirty-four tracks in all. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $17.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 287069X CARL PERKINS: The Kings of Rock n Roll.** His sound personified rockabilly. His songs were recorded by Elvis, The Beatles, Jimi Hendrix and Johnny Cash, which only further cemented his title as the King of Rock and Roll. This 13 track collection features some of his later hits like Disciple in Blue Suede Shoes; Born to Boogie; Matchbox; I Can Feel It; Rise and Shine; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $11.99. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 6674143 THE MOD SURF: Straight for the Sun.** Roger McGuinn, Clarence White, Skip Battin and Gene Parsons bring their definitive ‘60s rock sound to a college radio broadcast in this 1971 performance, offering interpretations of 14 tracks: Lover of the Bayou; Mr. Spaceman; Blank Generation; Shrimp Boats; Tambourine Man; Pretty Boy Floyd; and more. All Access. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2817772 BIG COUNTRY: Live at Rockpalast 1986 & 1991.** This 32 track, 3 CD, 2 DVD set (over 2 hours) compiles the two live concerts at Rockpalast in ‘86 and ‘91. This collection comprises the material from their first three albums including Wonderland; Fields of Fire; Where the Rose Is Sown; Stamford; Tracks of My Years; Leap of Faith; and more. MIG Music. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

**CD 6558925 LITTLE RIVER BAND: The Big Box.** Formed in Melbourne in 1975, Little River Band is the first Australian rock group to enjoy sustained commercial success in the United States. Collected here on five CDs are original albums, audio interviews, new live video and audio performances from the band’s tours and live appearances. Subpop. Pub. at $49.99. **PRICE CUT to $34.95**


**CD 2871068 TED KEY & THE KINGSTONS: Raconteur Rock.** This classic British indie rock feature 10 tracks that are tinged with both humor and politics. Tracks include The Queen of Ella Street, Let’s Unleash a London Calling: Oh Come, Anarchy in Argos; As Drunk as a Drunk Man Can Be; She Say So; The Bridge to Nowhere; and more! Right Productions. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6674291 GRATEFUL DEAD: Cambodian Refugee Benefit.** Held at the Greek Coliseum Athens, Greece in September 1978, Dead’s benefit concert performance is captured on 10 tracks. Dead Heads will love cuts of Franklin’s Tower; New Minglewood Blues; Tennessee Jet; Looks Like Rain; Don’t Ease Me In; Playing in the Not Fade Away; and more. Golden Rain. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2788277 THE BEACH BOYS: The Early Years.** This two CD set compiles forty tracks from the band’s FRM broadcast recordings. Pub. at Veterans Memorial, Columbus, OH, September 1978 this CD features ten of the bands hits including Live Wire; Problem Child; Still; Crying in the Morning; Funky Child: Oh Boy, Bookie; Rock ‘N Roll Damnation; The Jack; Dog Eat Dog; Rocker; and Let There Be Rock. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6621058 AC/DC: Back to School Days.** This is AC/DC as they were meant to be heard, live, raw and unfiltered. Recorded live at Towson State College in Maryland, this CD show features ferocious renditions of Live Wire; Highway to Hell; High Voltage; Let There Be Rock; and more. Smokin’. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6832652 THE BEACH BOYS GREATEST HITS.** Twenty additive favorites from the ultimate band California Girls; Wouldn’t It Be Nice; Surfer Girl; Do It Again; Surfin’ Safari; Surfin’ U.S.A.; Don’t Worry Baby; Little Deuce Coupe; I Get Around; Help Me, Rhonda; Good Vibrations; Kokomo; and more. Twenty tracks. EM Music. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 2829274 THE ROOTS OF THE MAMAS AND THE PAPAS: The Millennium Collection.** Few bands have maintained their fan following for as long as these California legends. Sixty-one tracks include California Dreamin’; Monday, Monday; If You Knew More About Me; How Deep Is Your Love; Last Night; Dream a Little Dream of Me; Mama Cass’s Make Your Own Kind of Music; and more. Universal Music. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2829398 THE MOODY BLUES: Icon.** Eleven favorites from these long-lived kings of British progressive rock. Nights in White Satin; Tuesday Afternoon (Forever Afternoon); Ride My See-Saw; Question; The Story in Your Eyes; Isn’t Life Strange; Gemini Dream; The Voice; Your Wildest Dreams; and more. Universal Music. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6848699 THE ROOTS OF PSYCHEDELICA.** This two CD set collects forty tracks of wild vinyl oddities from the 50s and 60s--a curious mix of rockabilly, surf instrumentals and overall beatnik weirdness. Featuring songs from The Phantom of the Opera, Ray, The Vampires, Dick Dale, Jeff Powers, The Trashmen, and many more. Not Now Music. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 2829273 FLEETWOOD MAC: Greatest Hits.** These are the greatest hits of the version of Big Mac that produced hits with a Capital H! Sixteen tracks feature Fleetwood Mac’s Greatest Hits; Big Love; Black Magic Woman; Lover of the Bayou; Hotel California; Over My Head; Dreams; and more. Universal Music. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 6971695 BUDDY HOLLY & THE CRICKETS: Six Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Session Tracks.** A riveting collection of greats recorded by Holly and his band the Crickets. Some 99 tracks are included in this four CD set. Includes Peggy Sue; Great Balls of Fire; Maybe Baby; Look at Me; Runaway; and more. Universal Music. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 697922X KENNY O’DELL: Beautiful People.** Before he headed for Nashville and songwriting supremacy, Kenny O’Dell recorded this bubblegum psych gem. This release features seven bonus single sides to render this 18 track collection (his complete Vegas White Whale recordings) it features the hits Kentucky Woman, Man of Mystery, The Savage, Chinchilla, Obligations. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 667922X KENNY O’DELL: Beautiful People.** Before he headed for Nashville and songwriting supremacy, Kenny O’Dell recorded this bubblegum psych gem. This release features seven bonus single sides to render this 18 track collection (his complete Vegas White Whale recordings) it features the hits Kentucky Woman, Man of Mystery, The Savage, Chinchilla, Obligations. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

CD 2829347 GRAND FUNK RAILROAD: Icon. All aboard for great '70s rock--11 songs that packed arena world wide. We're an American Band; Some Kind of Wonderful; The Loco-Motion; Bad Time; "Shinin' On," Walk Like a Man; Footstompin' Music; Mean Mistletoe (Look Inside Looking Out); Rock & Soul; and Closer to Home (I'm Your Captain). Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6649033 DOO-WOP: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Enjoy sixty hits from the doo-wop era performed by the original artists including The Book of Love by the Monotones; In the Still of the Night by the Five Satins; Will She Know by the Sincerely; It's Too Soon to Know by the Orioles; Baby It's You and The Searchers; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3. $9.95

CD 282938X LIONEL RICHIE: Icon. Relive the smooth sounds of Lionel Richie in this 11 track CD. Featured songs include You Are; My Love; Hello; All Night Long (All Night); Say You, Say Me; Dancing On the Ceiling; Deep River Woman; Lady; Cinderella; Angel; and Tell It All. Universal Music. $5.95

CD 6848621 ELVIS: 100 Hits. This four CD set includes 100 hit songs from the rock 'n' roll legend, including Heartbreak Hotel; Love Me Tender; Are You Lonesome Tonight; Jailhouse Rock; Suspension; Return to Sender; Blue Suede Shoes; That's All Right; and more. Not Now Music. $19.95

CD 684863X THE EVERLY BROTHERS: 100 Hits. The 100 songs collected here span country, folk, and rock n roll and demonstrate just how influential the Everly Brothers were on popular music. Includes Wake Up Little Suzie; Bye Bye Love; All I Have To Do Is Dream; Walk Right Back; Cathy's Clown; When Will I Be Four CDs. Not Now Music. $14.95

CD 2801324 THE SKEEPER DAVIS: The Essential Early Recordings. The first female Country artist to bridge the gap between the Country and Pop charts in the late 1950s. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including The End of the World; Set Him Free; Ain't That Lovin' You Baby; Say Yes; He'll Have to Stay; I Believe There's Life After You; I'll Say Goodnight; and more. Primo. $6.95

CD 6649424 SURF! The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Polish up your surfboard while listening to these sixty surfin' themed tunes by the original artists including Surfin' Safari by The Beach Boys; Wild Weekend by The Rockin' Rebels; Surf Beat by Dick Dale and the Del-Tones; Regina by The Champs; and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

CD 2801326 BUDDY HOLLY: Four Classic Albums. This two CD set captures the music legend. Songs include That'll Be the Day; Peggy Sue; Words of Love; Look At Me; Little Boy; Blue Days-Black Nights; Modern Don't Mean; You Do My Number; Blue and more. Avid Entertainment. $14.95

CD 6832660 THE CREAM OF CLAPTON. Some of Clapton's golden moments are captured in this collection of 18 tracks including Layla with Derek & the Dominos; Bad Love; Crossroads; Layla; Cream; and his solo numbers including J Shot the Sheriff; Lay Down Sally; Wonderful Tonight; Let it Grow; Promises; and more. PolyGram Records. $7.95

CD 6701566 GENE VINCENT: Lonely Street. The roots of rock come to your collection. 8 tracks that brought you the hits. Ain’t That Too Much; Bird Doggin’; Love Is A Bird; Lonely Street; Huntin’ for You Baby; Poor Man’s Prison; Born To Be a Rollin’ Store; and Live A Lot. I’m a Lonesome Fugitive. Be-Bop-A-Lula; and more. Pegasus Recordings. $3.95

CD 6963145 STEPPENWOLF: Gold. Thirty one tracks are collected in this two-CD set from the band’s most important years, featuring hits like Born to Be Wild; Magic Carpet Ride; Rock Me; The Pusher; Who Needs Ya; Hey Lawyer Mama; Move Over; and many more. Two CDs. $14.95

CD 6963056 THE MOODY BLUES: Gold. The band’s masterworks, one of classic rock’s most enduring institutions. This two-CD set collects 34 songs, including Nights in White Satin; Ride My See-Saw; Legend of a Mind; To The End of the World; Stirrin’ in My Mind Zone; and more. Two CDs. $19.95

CD 6786642 CARL PERKINS: Greatest Hits. Nineteen hits by the “King of Rockabilly,” including Matchbox; Glad All Over; Forever Yours; Roll over Beethoven; You Got Trouble; Her Love Rubbed You Wrong; Only You; Pink Pedal Pushers; Lend Me Your Comb; You Can Do No Wrong; Look at the Moon; They Don’t Move Me and more. $14.95

CD 697175X ELVIS AT THE MOVIES, VOLUME TWO. More great love songs featured in this collection of 83 movie tracks on four CDs include five blockbuster hits. Wild in the Country; Blue Hawaii; Follow That Dream; Kid Galahad; and Girls Girls Girls. Reel to Reel. $19.95

CD 6837514 FOGHAT: Original Album Series. Five complete classic albums by the British rock band, including Foghat; Energized; Fool for the City; Foghat Live; and Tight Shoes, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $29.95

CD 6837573 LITTLE FEAT: Original Album Series. Combining jazz, funk, and country into their own sound, Little Feat showcases their personality in these five classic albums: Little Feat; Sallin’ Shoes; Dickey Chicken; Feats Don’t Fail Me Me; and The Last Record Album. Five CDs in cardboard sleeves reproducing the Warner Music Group. $29.95

CD 6837611 TOMMY JAMES & THE SHONDells: Original Album Series. Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed rock band, including Hanky Panky; I Think We’re Alone Now; Mony Mony; Crimson & Clover; and Cellophane Symphony. Each package in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. $29.95

CD 6838162 JAMES BROWN: 70’s Funk Classics. Eleven of Brown’s most known hits including Sex Machine; Super Bad Pt.1; The Payback; Funky President; Escape-ism; Funky Duck The Fever; Make it Funky; Get up, Get into it and Get Involved; Think 73; Ain’t it Funky Now; and My Thang. Universal Music. $29.95

CD 6971784 FATS DOMINO: Eight Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Rare Tracks. Songs from one of the brightest stars in rock ‘n’ roll’s greatest era and many more. Universal Music. $14.95

CD 6971725 CHUCK BERRY: Five Classic Albums Plus Bonus Singles & Rare Tracks. A mastodonic collection of Rock & Roll, including Chuck Berry at His Best; There Goes Mr. Jordan; and Get Money. Includes 1962; 1964; 1961; and 1962 singles. Universal Music. $14.95

CD 5859323 THE BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY: The Millennium Collection. The greatest hits of an influential icon are wrapped up in one neat little 12-track package. That'll Be The Day; Peggy Sue; Everyday; Oh Boy; Not Fade Away; Maybe Baby; Oh Boy!; It's So Easy; Rave On; True Love Ways; Think It Over; and It Doesn’t Matter Any More. Universal Music. $14.95

CD 6649394 THE SHADOWS: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Collects the greatest hits from this British rock ‘n’ roll instrumental band including Apache; Bongo Blues; The Quartermaster’s Stores; The Frightened City; Kon-Tiki; Baby My Heart; Find Hi and More. Three CDs. Universal Music. $19.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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**CD 6915866 PORTNOY, SHEEHAH, MACALPINE, SHERIDAN: Live in Tokyo.**
This 95 minute live concert showcases a wide range of instrumental performances from each of the members' careers and collaborations. Among the 15 tracks included in this two CD set are “Shy Boy;” The Stranger; A Change of Weather; I, the Crimson Sunrise; Hell’s Kitchen; and more. Eagle Rock.

**$5.95**

**CD 2685906 CHUCK BERRY, 1955-61: The Complete Chess Singles As & Bs.** One of the key figures of early rock’n’roll, Berry’s formative years are celebrated in this astounding 2CD set. It comprises every A- and B-side released in the period, including Maybellene; The Downbound Train; Over Beethoven; Let It Rock; and much more.

**$19.95**

**CD 2795876 BILL HALEY AND THE COMETS.** Collects 11 tracks from the legendary rock’n’roll band, including Rock Around the Clock; Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On; See You Later Alligator; Shake, Rattle and Roll; Blue Comet Blues; Rip It Up; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6971814 JOHNNIE RAY: Singles Collection 1951-1962.** Four CDs with 103 tracks comprise the music of this pioneering figure of rock’n’roll. Includes Whiskey and Gin; Cry; The Little White Cloud that Cried; Oh, What a Sad, Sad, Day; Glad Rag Doll; Thine Eyes Are as the Eyes of a Prince; Don’t Worry Baby; and many others. Reel to Reel.

**$14.95**

**CD 2805103 ALMA COGAN: The Essential Recordings.** This singer’s dazzling exuberance and lust for life lit up an otherwise dull and drear Post-war Britain, with Comedy Songs, Ballads, Pop and Rock’n’roll. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Bell Bottom Blues; Paper Kites; Sugar-tine; Go On By; I’m in Love Again, Ja Da, Dream Talk; and more! Primo.

**$4.95**

**CD 6977312 GORDON LIGHTFOOT: The Best of Gordon Lightfoot.** Captures the essence of his greatest hits, including Shadow on the Wall; For the Roses; The Wreck of the Edmund Fitzgerald; Lonesome街道; and more. Eagle Rock.

**$6.95**

**CD 6941052 EDDIE COCHRAN: The Year 1957.** The year that Eddie Cochran’s too brief recording career took flight was 1957. Included here are Ballads of Springtime’s debut album. Ten tracks include Put a Little Powder on Your Nose; I’m so glad I’m not a Baby anymore; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $17.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6812821 RICK SPRINGFIELD: Beginnings.** A miniature copy of the 1972 LP that reproduced the original gatefold cover and both sides of Springfield’s debut album. Ten tracks include Mother Can You Carry Me; Speak to the World; What Would the Children Think; 1000 Year Man; I Don’t Want To Be; and many more. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**CD 6781394 JERRY WILLIAMS: Gone.** Recorded live at Cleveland’s Agora Ballroom in 1974, one of the greatest bands in metal rip through seven early classics: Live Wire; She’s Got Balls; Problem Child; The Jack; High Voltage; Baby, Please Don’t Go; and Rocker. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6621066 AC/DC: The Balcony.** Recorded live at Cleveland’s Agora Ballroom in 1977, one of the greatest bands in metal rip through seven early classics: Live Wire; She’s Got Balls; Problem Child; The Jack; High Voltage; Baby, Please Don’t Go; and Rocker. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6837395 AZTEC CAMERA: Original Album Series.** Five essential albums from the Scottish pop band including High Land, Hard Rain; Knife; Stray; Dreamland; and Fresno, each packaged in individual cardboard wallets that reproduce the original artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 6897622 1959 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides, Part 2.** Providing the B sides of all the tracks which appear in the two main 1959 British Hit Parade collections, this four CD set features 97 tracks by performers that include Perry Como, Paul Anka, Stangewall Jackson, Elvis Presley, Frankie Vaughan, The Platters, Nat King Cole, Connie Francis and many more. Songs include So, Close of a Lifetime; You’re Gonna Miss Me; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2940022 LADY GAGA: Born This Way.** Lady Gaga defines Pop Music, and here she delivers an album that is a full-blown, no-holds-barred collision of catchy hooks and chart-dominating dance floor-fillers, featuring a heady brew of synthesizers, drum machines and the singer’s own trademark vocal arrangements. This collection concentrates on the band’s earlier formative years and includes their first UK Top 10 single, Whiskey in the Jar. Collects 15 additional tracks, including The Rocker; Return of the Farmer’s Son; Buffalo Girl; Remember Me...Remember; Part 2; and more. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 2940892 SUICIDAL TENDENCIES: Will I Laugh Tomorrow...** They were considered one of the fathers of the crossover thrash music scene. This collection of Roots and Rockabilly features 28 tracks that include Mean To Love You; Come on Everybody; Why; Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6927092 WILLIE HUTCH: In Tune.** Released in 1978, this album features eight tracks that include And All Hell Broke Loose; Paradise; All American Funkathon; Anything Is Possible If You Believe In Love; Come on and Dance with Me; Easy Does It; Hip Hop; and Nothing Is Nothing. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**CD 281160X SISTER SLEDGE: Greatest Hits Live.** An 11 track compilation celebrating the best of Sister Sledge! Features hits like Everybody Dance, Thinking of You; It’s the Greatest Dancer; True Love; Frankie; Brother Brother Stop; Love of the Lord; We Are Family; Lost In Music; and more! Classic! **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 694002X THE BILL HALEY CONNECTION.** This collection of Roots and Rockabilly is a new and interestingly-angled spotlight on Bill Haley: in the spotlight we can see what inspired him and how he inspired other people. Twenty-nine tracks include Rock Around the Clock; Sonny Dae & His Knights; Rock the Joint by Jimmy Preston & His Prestonians; Seventeen Women by Dickie Thompson; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6621066 AC/DC: The Balcony.** Recorded live at Cleveland’s Agora Ballroom in 1977, one of the greatest bands in metal rip through seven early classics: Live Wire; She’s Got Balls; Problem Child; The Jack; High Voltage; Baby, Please Don’t Go; and Rocker. Good Ship Funk. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**
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**Forever. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.95**

**CD 6971652 ADAM FAITH: Three Classic Albums Plus Singles.** A collection of one of Britain’s most talented presents of the 60’s. Six tracks, 78 tracks on four CDs include Beat Girl; The Beat; I Did What You Told Me; Turn Me Loose; So many Ways Believe What You Say; With Open Eyes; War of the Worlds; and more! Primo. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6896599 GAVIN SUTHERLAND: Wireless Connection.** A miniature copy of the 1972 LP that reproduces the original gatefold cover and both sides of Sutherland’s debut album. Ten tracks include Peggy Told Me; Blueberry Wine; Stolen Dreams; The Hunter; Well; It’s Over Now; One Turn You’re On; Nobody’s Business; and more. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**CD 679579X GAVIN SUTHERLAND: Wireless Connection.** One half of the Sutherland brothers, Gavin goes solo with 12 tracks in this 2017 album: Peggy Told Me; Blueberry Wine; Stolen Dream; Wireless Connection; Microgroove; After the Storm (Revisited); Old West Road; Merry Christmas and more. Songs include So, Close of a Lifetime; You’re Gonna Miss Me; and more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6728111 BOBBY LANCE: First Peace/Rollin’ Man.** Twenty tracks comprise two complete albums by the 1970s singer and one Happy Endings that all together comprises 28 tracks. They were considered one of the fathers of the crossover thrash music scene. This collection of Roots and Rockabilly features 28 tracks that include Mean to Love You; Come on Everybody; Why; The Ballad of Annie and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2940892 SUICIDAL TENDENCIES: Will I Laugh Tomorrow...** They were considered one of the fathers of the crossover thrash music scene. This CD collects 11 tracks, including Trip at the Brain; Hearing Voices; Pledge; Your Alternative to the Sun; Will I Laugh Tomorrow; Feeling’s Back at you; and more. Rhino. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**
**CD**

**CD 294085X** SCORPIONS: Wind of Change. This collection includes a selection of the most powerful songs from the band’s best-known albums, including worldwide hits, Wind of Change, Send Me an Angel; Crazy World; Alien Nation; Kicks After Six; and more. Spectrum. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 2940396** ANTHRAX: Essential. Collects 16 tracks, including Attitude, Paraite, Love Me, Love Me Company, Inferno, Metal, Animal Attack!; I’m the Law, Armed and Dangerous; Out of Sight, Out of Mind; and more. UMG Recordings. **$9.95**

**CD 2877511** ELVIS: #1 Hits. Sony Music. **$6.95**

**CD 6941362** LOVE FOR LEVON: A Benefit to Save the Barn. TIME LIFE. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 6758185** THE BEATLES FEATURING TONY SHERIDAN: In the Beginning. Universal Music. **$17.95**

**CD**

**CD 671630X** BACHMANN & TURNER: Live at the Roseland Ballroom, NYC, Eagle Rock. **$5.95**

**CD 6583885** THE VERY BEST OF BUDDY HOLLY AND THE CRICKETS. Not Now Music. **SOLD OUT**

**CD**


**CD 2805367** MARTY WILDE: The Essential Recordings. Prinno. **$6.95**

**CD**


**CD 6837468** CILLA BLACK: Original Album Series. Rhino. **$17.95**


**CD**


**CD 6849540** BIG IS BADDER. Not Now Music. **$17.95**


**CD**


**DVD**

**DVD 2704145** ROCKTHOLICY, VOLUME 4. Experience hard rock and heavy metal like never before with music videos, in-depth interviews, band history highlights, discographies and more! Volume Four features rock legends Queen, Thin Machine, Black Sabbath, The Doors, Led Zeppelin, Jimi Hendrix, AC/DC, and Deep Purple. 61 minutes. Image Entertainment. **$2.95**

**LIMITED QUANTITY DVD**

**DVD 2888076** BILLY JOEL: Live at Yankee Stadium. This 85 minute concert features Joel performing such timeless classics as Scenes from an Italian Restaurant; Piano Man; New York State of Mind; We Didn’t Start the Fire, and more. **SOLD OUT**

**DVD**

**DVD 5700469** NAZARETH: Homecoming. Widescreen. Twenty years after their last live set. Nazareth are back on their home turf of Glasgow, tearing through a sensational set of hits and live favorites. Includes a DVD of the enthralling concert with bonus interviews of the band, plus a CD with the same live tracks. When the Lights Come Down to Love Hurts, 85 minutes. Eagle Rock. **$3.95**

**DVD 2788284** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. Presented on both a DVD and a CD, this Fort Worth, Texas set features live performances of such iconic classics as Honky Tonk Women; Ignominy; and Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $24.98. **$5.95**

**DVD**

**DVD 5857015** AC/DC—NO BULL: The Directors Cut. Renowned director David Mallet captures the ferocity of AC/DC’s Tight Ballbreaker tour, unfolding live at the Plaza De Toros De Las Ventas bullfighting arena in Madrid, Spain. Completely re-edited in HD with audio mixed in both Stereo and 5.1 Surround Sound, it features performances of such tracks as Thunderstruck: You Shook Me All Night Long; Highway to Hell and more. 120 minutes. Columbia. **$4.95**

**DVD**

**DVD 594192X** THE ROLLING STONES: Some Girls—Live in Texas ’78. Widescreen. The Rolling Stones 1978 tour of the USA in support of that year’s Some Girls album is considered by fans to be one of the very best. This Fortworth, Texas set features live performances of 17 classics including Honky Tonk Women; Love Is Strong; Beast of Bunker Jumpin’ Jack Flash. 128 minutes. Eagle Vision. **$4.95**

**DVD 1871196** FREE FOREVER. Fullscreen. Free’s greatest live performances and videos are collected in this venerated tribute to one of the greatest bands of the ’70s. The second DVD features an audio-only recording of their role of Wight performance, plus three surviving videos from the set. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $29.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 4581295** FOREIGNER: All Access Tonight. Fullscreen. Foreigner takes us back to rock’s heyday with a live performance from their 2002 25th Anniversary Tour. In addition to live highlights of Double Vision, Juke Box Hero, Hot Blooded, I Want to Know What Love Is and more, this all-access DVD provides a rare glimpse of the band on the road and behind the scenes. **$9.95**

**DVD 1871224** FCA/IS TOUR: An Evening with Peter Frampton. Widescreen. Recorded in 2012, this live performance is divided into two electrifying sets. The first features the music from the artist’s landmark live album Frampton Comes Alive! recorded live in 1976. The second set spotlights selections from throughout Frampton’s career, including his most recent albums. Over 3 hours two DVDs. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $19.98. **$5.95**

**DVD 6725833** ALANIS MORISSETTE: Live at Montreux 2012. Widescreen. On July 2, 2012, Alanis Morissette, one of the most successful female artists and songwriters of all time, returned to Montreux as part of her Guardian Angel Tour in support of her album Havoc and Bright Lights. Twenty live recordings include You Learn; Hands Clean; Hard in My Pocket; Thank U, and more. 98 minutes. Eagle Eye Media. **$5.95**

**DVD 6887665** SAVOY BROWN: Live from Daryl’s House. Fullscreen. Features ten performances that include Nuthin’ Like the Blues; Bad Weather; Godfather; Livin’ the Blues; Cobra; Gypsy; Poor Girl; Thunder; Lightning and Rain; I’ve Been Drinking; Standing in a doorway; and Savoy Brown Boogie. 90 minutes. Panache Records. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**DVD**

**DVD 2856432** K.D. LANG: Ingenue Revisited. Widescreen. Renowned director David Mallet captures Lang performing at the landmark Majestic Theater in San Antonio, Texas, following an unforgettable tour celebrating the 25th anniversary of the GRAMMY award winning, critically acclaimed album Ingenue. This Concert celebrates the entire Ingenue album, including her hit Constant Craving. CC. 106 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**DVD 2837382** GREGG ALLMAN: Live on Stage in Nashville November 1988. Widescreen. Features a full length concert from Allman’s album Live on Stage. Filmed at the Cannery in Nashville, Tennessee. Collects 10 tracks, including It’s Not My Cross to Bear; I’m No Angel; Statesboro Blues; One Way; and more. 60 minutes. The Store. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**FOR COMPLETE TRACK LISTINGS GO TO erhbc.com/687**
Rock - Pop

**DVD 6671527** CHRISTINA AGUILERA: My Reflection. One of our greatest vocalists today performs the hits that made her a superstar in this electrifying live concert. Includes performances of many of Aguilera’s best: Genie in a Bottle; Come On Over Baby (All I Want Is You); What a Girl Wants and more, plus holiday songs and duets with Lil Bow Wow and Brian McKnight. 65 minutes. Image Entertainment. $5.95

**DVD 6831907** THE CLASH: Rude Boy. Set in the U.K. of 1978 and filmed as a fictional documentary, Rude Boy follows Ray (Ray Gange) as he quits his job in a London sex shop to become a roadie for the most exciting live band in the country—The Clash. At the center of it all, is the most stunning, furiously alive and visually superior footage of The Clash that has ever been recorded. Rated R. 127 minutes. Epic. $7.95

**DVD 2888475** NEIL YOUNG: The Road Goes on Forever. Fullscreen. Using new and archive interviews, rare film clips, contributions from those who have worked alongside Neil Young and a healthy dose of the music he loved and the music he produced in response, this set looks at and documents this defining artist under a whole new light and discovers a side of the man previously unexplored. Over 4 hours on two DVDs. Pride. Pub. at $26.95 $19.95

**DVD 5862205** A NIGHT WITH LOU REED. Fullscreen. Offers an intimate visual record of Lou Reed’s legendary sold-out engagement at The Bottom Line in New York City. The concert was a homecoming for Reed, whose career began in Manhattan’s Greenwich Village. He performs songs from throughout his career: Sweet Jane; I’m Waiting for the Man; Waves of Fear; Wild Side; New Age; Kill Your Sons; Satellite of Love; I’m Waiting for the Man; Cooler Than Most. Rated R. 120 minutes. Epic. $19.95 $17.95

**DVD 6792956** BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN: The Classic Television Collection. Fullscreen. Features over 100 minutes of live television broadcast material from the boss, recorded during the 1980s and 1990s, with clips that include solo acoustic versions of Bruce’s classics, as well as cuts with and without his E Street Band, plus a variety of unexpected guests. 102 minutes. Go Faster Records. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**DVD 2665825** EMERSON, LAKE & PALMER...WELCOME BACK MY FRIENDS: 40th Anniversary Reunion Concert. Reunites the legendary band for the first time since 1999. This two-hour nonstop show at London’s first High Voltage Rock Festival is loaded with special effects and performances of The Barbarian; Knife-Edge; From the Beginning; Touch and Go; Pictures at an Exhibition; and more. 120 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 2888483** NEIL YOUNG: Under Review 1966-1975. Fullscreen. This film reviews the music and career of one of rock’s true giants during his formative and most creative years. It includes live and studio recordings of Neil Young classics, reviewed by a team of esteemed experts. Also contains obscure footage, rare interviews and seldom seen photographs of and with Neil, 88 minutes. Sexy Intellectual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**DVD 6671691** QUEEN: Live at Wembley Stadium. Featuring the greatest acts in rock history lights up the stage with this mesmerizing and theatrical show, recorded at front man Freddy Mercury’s prime. Twenty-eight enthralling performances include Another One Bites the Dust; Radio Ga Ga; Under Pressure; We Will Rock You; and, of course, Bohemian Rhapsody. 111 minutes. Eagle Vision. $29.95 $19.95

**DVD 6725821** YES ACOUSTIC: Guaranteed No Hiss. Widescreen. On January 26th, 2004, fans were treated to an exclusive, one-time-only performance of Yes, featuring a live and unplugged set of acoustic songs. Here that program on DVD in all its glory. Over 40 Long Distance Runaround; South of the Sky: Roundabout; and, more 65 minutes. Classic Pictures.

**DVD 6809200** CHARLIE GRACIE: Fabulous! Charlie Gracie’s number one hit Butterfly, knocked Elvis from the top of the chart. This sold out millionion copies worldwide. Paul McCartney, Van Morrison and Graham Nash are among his biggest admirers. He continues to be a great musical ambassador, as his 60 plus year career has endured, inspire and awe. 58 minutes. MVD Visual. $3.95

**Blu-ray 5700167** DEAR MR. FANTASY: A Celebration for Jim Capaldi. Widescreen. Eagle Rock. Pub. at $29.95

**Blu-ray 6612015** PAUL MCCARTNEY: Live Kisses. Widescreen. On February 12, 2012, Paul McCartney brought his newly released Kisses on the Bottom—a collection of lovingly rendered standards and two enthralling originals—to life at the same Capitol Studios where much of the album was created. In this program, exclusive interview segments with Paul and his collaborators come together with those performances. 127 minutes in a special Blu-ray book case. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.95 $3.95

**Blu-ray 2804026** MILEY CYRUS: Bangerz Tour. Features live performances and behind the scenes looks from the Bangerz World Tour. Performances include hits like SMS (Bangerz); Can’t Be Tamed; Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds; Drive; Hey Yo; John Mayer; Can’t Stop; Wrecking Ball; Party in the U.S.A.; and more! 85 minutes. Sony Music. $5.95

**Blu-ray 6572103** DREAM THEATER: Live at Luna Park. Filmed in Buenos Aires during 2011-2012. A Dramatic Tour of Events,” this fierce live show captures one of metal’s most epic bands on their peak. Includes a Blu-ray of the show plus three discs featuring performances of Bridges in the Sky; The Root of All Evil; War Inside. Blu-ray. $29.95 $19.95

**Blu-ray 6812112** THE ROLLING STONES – SWEET SUMMER SUN: Hyde Park Live. Widescreen. The greatest rock band in history performs live in a can’t-miss summertime extravaganza in 2013. The Stones’ trademark electricly is made even more vivid on Blu-ray, reinforcing that this is an assault of blood-curdling classics like Start Me Up; Gimme Shelter; Jumpin’ Jack Flash; Sympathy for the Devil; You Can’t Always Get What You Want; and more. 132 minutes. Adults only. Eagle Vision. Pub. at $34.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 6572448** SHERYL CROW: Miles from Memphis Live at the Pantages Theatre. Widescreen. Performing at Hollywood’s Pantages Theatre in support of her album Miles from Memphis, Crow intermingles new tracks with her best-loved hits in a mesmerizing, elegant, and atmospheric live performance. Includes renditions of My Love Is Fading; A Change Would Do You Good; Midnight Road; and more. 134 minutes. Eagle Vision. $3.95

**Blu-ray 6941370** LOVE FOR LEVON: A Benefit to Save the Barn. Some of the best musicians on the planet convened on October 3, 2012 to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. This two-CD set includes 27 songs capped by a full group finale of The Weight. Performers include Joe Walsh, Gregg Allman, Mavis Staples, John Mayer, Dierks Bentley and many, many more. Includes two Blu-rays with over 4 hours of bonus material. TIME WORK. $24.95 $16.95

**Blu-ray 280848X** YESSONGS. Fullscreen. Filmed in 1972 at London’s Rainbow theatre, this feature was released theatrically in the UK the following year. Yes has been at the forefront of progressive rock and became a major force in popular music selling over 30 million albums. 70 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 2831023** THE ALAN PARSONS PROJECT: Eye in the Sky. A conceptual musical meditation on a variety of belief systems, the album’s title refers to casino surveillance, earth-circling satellites, and the all-seeing eye of the Egyptian God Horus. The ten tracks include Sirius; Eye in the Sky; Children of the Moon; Gemini; Silence and I; You’re Gonna Get Your Fingers Burned; Psychobabble; Manfred Mann’s Woo; Put Your Step, and Old and Worn. 65 minutes. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**Blu-ray 6691681** THE US FESTIVAL: 1982 the US Generation. With highlights that include performances by Tom Petty & The Heartbreakers, The Police, Fleetwood Mac, Santana and more, this film blends rare concert footage and insightful interviews with both organizers and performers. 96 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95
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CD 2947285 TROUBLE. A nostalgic collection of 25 classic rock 'n' roll songs, including Big Betty by Ray & Lindsey; Here Comes Jonny Dee; Rock 'n' Roll Romance by the Big Rocker; Teenage Wedding by Johnny Angel; Electric Guitar Boogie by Rock Murphy; and more. Pan-American. $9.95

CD 2947331 BOBBY DARIN: The Complete US & UK A & B Sides, 1956-62. This 60-track collection features every A and B side released by Darin during the first seven years of his career including such landmark hits as Splish Splash Queen of the Hop; Dream Lover; Mack the Knife; Beyond the Sea; Lazy River; Multiplication; and Things. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

CD 6951479 GUY LOMBARDO AND HIS ROYAL CANADIANS BY SPECIAL REQUEST/THE BEST SONGS ARE THE OLD SONGS. A collection of 25 records that are fine examples of the distinctive Lombardo sound. Tracks include Midnight in Moscow; Don't Break the Heart That Loves You; Crazy; A Little Bit Teary; Can't Help Falling in Love; Break It to Me Gently; After You're Gone; When I Fall in Love; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2928577 RED ASTAIRE: Easy to Dance With/Now. Collects twenty-seven recordings from the inimitable dancer, actor and vocalist, including You're Easy to Dance With; That Face; The Way You Look Tonight; So Near and Yet So Far; Change Partners; I'll Walk Alone; Puttin' on the Ritz; Calypso Hooray; The Notorious Landlady; The Martini; Look Tonight; So Near and Yet So Far; Change Partners; I'll Walk Alone; and more. Putnam. Pub. at $9.95

CD 6857243 WHERE TIME STANDS STILL: The Ultimate Romance Collection. Eighteen tracks of beautiful romantic music include Moon River by Vic Damone; Stardust by Kenny Rogers; The Very Thought of You by Engelbert Humperdinck; Harbor Lights by The Platters; Isn't It Romantic? by Tony Bennett; Almost Like Being in Love; Never on a Sunday; Pink Shoe Laces; Lollipop; For Me and My Gal; and many more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

CD 2805375 MAURICE CHEVALIER: The Essential Recordings. A unique figure in twentieth century entertainments, this debonair gentleman’s career spanned over seven decades. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Louis Hughes; Thank Heaven for Little Girls; Mimi; Valentine; So Near and Yet So Far; Dedicated to the One I Love; I Remember; and much more. Intense. $24.95


CD 2821435 THE ESSENTIAL FRANK SINATRA: The Columbia Years. The Columbia years (1943-1952) represent the singer’s formative era. These 15 songs capture the essence of this time period. Included are I've Got You Under My Skin; Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In The Week); Someone to Watch Over Me; Day by Day; and more. Rare. $9.95

CD 685383X NA NA HEY HEY: 30 Great Singalong hits of the ’60s. This two CD set collects 30 hits from the sixties that everyone will love to sing-along with, including Dedicated to the One I Love by The Mamas & The Papas; Sunny by Bobby Hebb; The Look of Love by Dusty Springfield; One by Three Dog Night; Do You Love Me by The Contours; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.98 $14.95

CD 6784941 HIT PARADE 1943. These are the songs that had you on the dance floor in 1943, and they’re sure to put a smile on your face today. Enjoy Paper Doll by The Mills Brothers; For Me and My Gal by Judy Garland and Gene Kelly; As Time Goes By by Dooley Wilson; I’ll Be Home for Christmas by Bing Crosby; Love Me or Leave Me by Jackie Kay; and much more. Primo. $9.95

CD 685768X NINA SIMONE: The Definitive Collection 1958-62. This 79 track, four CD set comprises all the recordings from Simone’s albums: Little Girl Blue; Nina Simone and Her Friends; The High Priest; Nina Simone at Carnegie Hall; Nina Simone at Newport; Forbidden Fruit; Nina at the Village Gate; and Nina Simone Sings Ellington plus tracks released on Bethlehem and Colpix singles and included on albums. Acrobat. Pub. at $34.95 $24.98

CD 2947156 RATTLE SHAKIN' MAMA. Twenty-five dance floor classics are collected here, including Boppin’ High School Baby by Don Willis; Rhythm Guitar by Carl Miller; I Need Your Lovin’ by Conway Twitty; Maybelle Sandman, Melody of Love by Vic Damone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

CD 6848880 THE RAT PACK: 100 Hits. Enjoy an album that captures the essence of the greatest rock 'n' roll performers of the early formative era. These 15 songs capture the essence of this time period. Included are I've Got You Under My Skin; Saturday Night (Is the Loneliest Night In The Week); Someone to Watch Over Me; Day by Day; and more. Rare. $9.95

CD 6842726 THE CHORDETTES: Greatest Hits. The female vocal group whose bubbly sound made the 1950s dance. The Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with the vocal group who’s bubbly sound made the 1950s dance, the Chordettes are given the mic in these 50 beloved hits. Kicking off with...
| CD 6878083 | DOMINICO: Songs. Placido Domingo's album, his first pop album in over 20 years, is a personal collection of some of the world's most treasured melodies. These songs have been made famous by Frank Sinatra, Ella Fitzgerald, Louis Armstrong and many others. Includes What A Wonderful World; Come What May; and many more. Fourteen tracks. Sony Music. | $7.95 |
| CD 6701884 | UPTOWN SATURDAY NIGHT: Jump to the Beat. Thirty tracks to keep your night bopping 'til the sun comes up! Includes I'll Take You There by The Staple Singers; Move Me No Mountain by Dionne Warwick; What I Want by Chia; I Can't Wait by Nu souvenir; Turn Your Love Around by George Benson; and more. Two CDs. TIME LIFE. | $5.95 |
| ★ CD 265377 | A SUMMER PLACE: Great Instrumental Hits. Presents a stunning collection of 75 great instrumentals including: Blue Hawaii by: by Bill Broughan Orchestra; All My Love by Percy Faith and His Orchestra; Quiet Village by Martin Denny; Tear Drop by Santo and Johnny; and many more. Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $19.99 |
| ★ CD 260376 | JIMMY BUFFETT: Songs from St. Somewhere. A 16 track album full of chill evocations of island life from the king of leisure and margaritas. Drift away with timeless classics like Somethin' Bout a Boar; Einstein Was a Surfer; Earl's Dead; Cadillac: For Sale; Key Lime Pie; Key Lime Pie by Keith. | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 294276 | THE CREW CUTS: The Singles Collection 1954-60. Brings together selected A & B sides from the doo-wop group's Mercury and RCA singles from the period, including hits like Sh-Boom; Earth Angel; Gum Drop; Ko Ko Mo (I Love You So); and Crazy 'Bout Ya Baby. Sixty tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 |
| ★ CD 294376 | JIMMY DURANTE: RED NICHOLS & HIS FIVE PENNIES. Collects four complete radio broadcasts by Red Nichols and His Five Pennies, which are previously unreleased in any form. Recorded live at Club Hangover, Saturday night, January 21, 1955, these 65 tracks serve as a stunning showcase for the unique ensemble improvisation of this tight and finely-honed band. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 |
| ★ CD 292748 | THE FOUR LADS: The Singles Collection, 1952-62. One of several male vocal quartets who enjoyed their heyday in the early years of the '50s. The Four Lads epitomized the musical spirit of their times and this collection of 57 tracks is an entertaining cross section of their work. Hits include Thanks to You; No, Not Much; Pleading My Love; The Mocking Bird; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | SOLD OUT |
| ★ DVD/CD combo lets you enjoy 25 of his most treasured ballads such as Beautiful Ohio; Don't Bring Lulu; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady in Red; Sing-Song Girl; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 6691533 | MITCH MILLER: Happy Times!Night Time. Miller became a household name in the early 1960s with his sing-along TV show and his 17 Sing Along albums. Included here are 32 tracks from two of those popular albums along with bonus tracks including Indiana; Side by Side; Beautiful Ohio; Don't Bring Lulu; Night and Day; Embraceable You; The Lady in Red; Sing-Song Girl; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 6877956 | THE RIGHTeous BROTHERS: Soul and Inspiration. Enjoy eleven tracks of this duo's best including (You've Made Me So) Happy Over You; My Soul and Inspiration; He Will Break Your Heart; Justine; Bring Your Love To Me; Little Latin Luge Lu; Go Ahead and Cry; My Babe; Stranded In The World of Laplace; He, Melancholy Mood. | $6.95 |
| ★ CD 6828558 | THE GREATEST HITS OF THE ARCHIES. This fictional pop band became one of the biggest bands in bubblegum pop from 1968 to 1968. Join the gang as they play their greatest hits including Sugar, Sugar; When You're a Man; Baby, It's Cold Outside; I'll Walk Alone; Careless Hands with the great Sammy Kaye. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 2943026 | DON COrNELL: The Hits Collection 1942-58. One of the coteries of Italian-American crooners to come to the fore during the post-war years, Cornell's heyday was revived with this 50-track collection, comprising all his career hits. Includes Hold My Hand; I'm Yours; Stranger in Paradise; Baby, It's Cold Outside; I'll Walk Alone; Careless Hands and more! Mailboat Records. | $12.95 |
| ★ CD 2903695 | THE LAWRENCE WELK COLLECTION, 1938-62. Features selected A & B sides of Lawrence Welk's Champagne Music singles for Vocalion, Decca, Mercury, Coral and Dot in this era with 30 chart entries including I Can't Tell a Soul; The Movie Is a Silver Dollar; Don't Sweetheart Me; and Oh Boy! Happy Day: Fifty-six tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | $12.95 |
| ★ CD 5816977 | THE BROWNS: The Complete As & Bs and More, 1954-62. Rediscover the distinctive harmony sound of this family vocal trio in 62 tracks from their early career. This collection comprises all their A and B sides, including hits like Scarlet Ribbons; Take a Chance; I Heard the Lord Call Me Name; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | $12.95 |
| ★ CD 6878210 | GENE PITNEY: The Collection. One of the most consistent hit makers of the '60s, Gene Pitney established an idiosyncratic pop style with his trademark melodramatic vocals. This two CD collection brings together all his biggest hits, including Something's Gotten Hold of My Heart; (The Man Who Shot) Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; (Hey Joe! and many more! 59 tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 | $14.95 |
| ★ CD 2947137 | I'M OUT! Collects 25 sure dress-up champions, including Don't Shoot Me Baby by Bill Bowien, Bog Hop! by Little Jimmy Dempsey; Bring on the Blues by Conway Twitty; Doing All Right by Little Jimmy Dempsey; Who Shot) Liberty Valance; Town Without Pity; I'm Gonna Be Strong; and much more! Atomicat Records. Pub. at $9.95 | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 2927454 | THE HIT SONGS OF FELICE & BoulDEAX BRENT 1949-62. This husband and wife songwriting team rank among the most successful pop composers of the post-war era. This 54-track collection reveals just how ubiquitous their work really was, featuring Wake Up Little Susie by The Everly Brothers; Hey! Joy! by Frankie Laine; Raining in My Heart by Buddy Holly; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 6900747 | GISELE MACKENZIE & OTHER FAVORITES. On this CD are 28 of Gisele Mackenzie's recordings from the mid 1950s to the early 60s, including Domino; Stranger in Paradise, The Song from Moulin Rouge; Blue Velvet; True; and many more! 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | $9.95 |
| ★ CD 6837956 | THE RIGHeous BROTHERS: Soul and Inspiration. Enjoy eleven tracks of this duo's best including (You've Made Me so) Happy Over You; My Soul and Inspiration; He Will Break Your Heart; Justine; Bring Your Love To Me; Little Latin Luge Lu; Go Ahead and Cry; My Babe; Stranded In The World of Laplace; He, Melancholy Mood. | $6.95 |
| ★ CD 6828558 | THE GREATEST HITS OF THE ARCHIES. This fictional pop band became one of the biggest bands in bubblegum pop from 1968 to 1968. Join the gang as they play their greatest hits including Sugar, Sugar; When You're a Man; Baby, It's Cold Outside; I'll Walk Alone; Careless Hands with the great Sammy Kaye. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 | $9.95 |
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That Lucky Old Sun; My峁; The City of the West; I Believe; Hey; Joe; and more. Eighty tracks. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99.
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CD 5878895 PERRY COMO: Greatest Hits 1943-1953. Presents a comprehensive selection of Como’s pre-rock ’n’ roll hits. Fifty tracks include his 10 number one hits and virtually all of his top 10 hits, including Long Ago (and Far Away); Lil Marlene; I Dream of You; I’m Always Chasing Rainbows; Winter Wonderland; I Wonder Who’s Kissing Her Tonight; A Bushel and a Peck and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $7.95

CD 6711634 THE BOBBY VEE COLLECTION. 1959-62. A prolific hitmaker who bridged the gap between rock ’n’ roll and teen pop, Bobby Vee delivered top ten entries like Devil or Angel; Rubber Soul; More Than I Can Say; How Many Tears; Take Good Care of My Baby; Run to Him; and more. Here those classics are


CD 6786626 BUDDY HOLLY: That’ll Be the Day. Rediscover 11 recordings that made you fall in love with one of rock ’n’ roll’s earliest icons. The winter songs desire: Black Day-Black Night; Modern Don Juan; Ting-A-Ling; Girl on My Mind; That’ll Be the Day; Love Me; Midnight Shift; and more. Javelin.

CD 6799310 DOC WATSON: Sittin’ on Top of the World. Doc Watson’s flat-picking skills and knowledge of traditional American music were highly regarded and he often performed with his son guitarist Merle Watson. Here is a collection of 21 tracks including Six Thousands Years Ago; Tom Dooley; Blue Smoke; Intermediate Rat; Greensleeves; Farwell; Blue Ridge and more. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 6848613 EDITH PIAF: 100 Songs. This four CD anthology contains 100 songs—nearly half of Piaf’s entire recorded output, including many of her best-known hits, such as l’accordeoniste; The Three Balls; Padam Padam; Non; Je Ne Regrette Rien; La Vie en Rose; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $12.95

CD 5981166 THE TONY MARTIN HITS COLLECTION. 1936-57. Crooner Tony Martin dominated the charts in his time, and this 50-track set reveals why with many of his best-known Top 40 hits. Includes Stranger in Paradise; Wonderful World; Tonight We Love; To Each His Own; There’s No Tomorrow; I Get What I Want; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 6662405 CHANSON D’AMOUR. Seventy-five classic love songs on three CDs, including such romantic numbers as When I Fall in Love; The Stolen Child; Everything I Do; Devoted to You by the Everly Brothers; Misty by Johnny Mathis; Dream Lover by Bobby Darin; Can’t Help Falling in Love by Elvis Presley; and more. One Day Music.

CD 2937404 JO STAFFORD: Pathways Less Explored. This four CD collection is the most comprehensive recorded work of Stafford. Devoted to his American roots, many rarities, Songs include Piggly Wiggly Woo; Let’s Take the Long Way Home; That’s for Me; Goodnight Irene; Please Don’t Go So Soon; My Darling, My Darling; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $19.95

CD 6786677 CHUBBY CHECKER: King of the Twist. The artist known for giving America one of its most beloved dance crazes of the twentieth century, Checker delivers that original hit and many of his follow-ups, plus other essentials like The Twist; The Fly; The Pony; The Chubby Checker; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

CD 2845407 NOEL COWARD: Mad Dogs & Englishmen. Every song in this (two CD compilation) except for a couple of bonus melodies is the composition of Coward. Songs include Don’t Let’s Be Beauteous to the Germans; London Pride; I Like America; Louisa; Loch Lomond; and Can Do It; Seventeenth Century. Many more. Forty-four tracks. AvDisc Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95


CD 2845369 FRANCES DAY: Golden Girl of the 1930s. This double-CD contains 50 tracks from Day’s triumph during the ‘30s, notably the stage show Jill Darling... Includes It’s De-Lovely; Did You Ever See a Dream Walking?; Pardon My English; You Bring Out the Save in Me; and more. AvDisc Entertainment.

CD 6738966 SWINGIN’ WITH BING! Bing Crosby’s Lost Radio Performances. Collection of unforgettable live radio appearances by the legendary crooner. Seventy-five tracks include Strange Music; Swingin’ on a Star; Them There Eyes; The Best Things in Life Are Free; I Get What I Want; His Own; and so much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 2937235 ANDY WILLIAMS: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1955-60. A career spanning six decades, Williams’ unique ability to transcend the genres and appeal to different tastes and generations is revealed through this collection of 56 tracks, including Who Put the Bomp (In the Heart of the Beach Boys). Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

CD 6694302 TOUCH YOU: The Very Best of Michael Bolton. This collection of 35 tracks from Bolton’s creative high-tide during the ‘80s and ‘90s featuring numerous hits and outstanding cover versions including When You’re in Love; A Woman Said I Loved You, But I Lied; Footsteps; Songbird; Completely; Drift Away; Desperate Heart; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

CD 4640950 THE VERY BEST OF JON JAMES, 1951-62. Fifty-four tracks highlight the singles of this American pop star who, despite finding huge success in the ‘50s and ‘60s, largely fallen from the public consciousness. Tracks include Let There Be Love; Is It Any Wonder; Why Don’t You Believe Me; How Can I Be Sure; It’s In The Very Way I Laugh; and much more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

CD 3877075 DEAN MARTIN: Some Enchanted Evening. Eighteen tracks from his voice like no other: Somebody (You Want Me To Want You); You’re So Understand”; Room Full of Roses; Just For Fun; Some Enchanted Evening; Long and Sleepy; Let’s Take An Old Fashioned Walk; Anything You Can Do; Baby, It’s Cold Outside; and more. Acrobat.

CD 5848560 THE WAY IT WAS: Let’s Dance the 60’s. It won’t be easy to stay off the dance floor with these 75 classics. Three CDs offer up many of your boogie-filled favorites. Who Put the Bump by Barry Mann; Venus by Debra; Leader of the Pack by psychedelic songwriter/poet/producer Freddy Cannon; The Twist by Chubby Checker; The Loco-Motion by Little Eva; and much more. Dynami. Pub. at $29.99 $23.95

CD 5932494 LIGHTFOOT: Did She Mention My Name. Re-issues 24 tracks from the Canadian performer. The title track is performed by Whedon and Why; The Little Things I Saw Her; Black Day in July; Magnificent Outpouring; Does Your Mother Know; I Want to Hear It From You; Something Very Special; Long Way Back Home; Little Thin Dawn; Bitter Green; and more. Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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**CD 2947455 THE HILLTOPPERS: Singles Collection 1952-58.** With their clean-cut college look, wholesome image, harmony vocals and easy-listening sound, the Hilltoppers found great success in the 1950s. Considered are all their A and B sides from the era, including hits like Trying; I Love You; Only You; and Marianne. Fifty-eight tracks are on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2937298 THE CLOVERS JUKEBOX HITS 1951-1955.** Rediscover 20 hits by the beloved group, including Blue Velvet; I Got My Eyes on You; Love Me Tender; Fool Fool Foot; Devil or Angel; Wonder Where My Baby’s Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 2536100 MELODY FAIR: Orchestral Magic.** This essential collection features three CDs of timeless Orchestral covers of famous hits. With over 75 songs, featuring hits like Smoke Gets In Your Eyes by Gordon Jenkins, Blue Moon by Paul Weston, Louise by Jackie Gleason, Fandango by Hugo Winterhalter, and many more! Dynamic. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 6690238 MIDNIGHT SPECIAL: The Elvis Oracles Record Story.** The first British record label, Orile holds a special place in music history. These 50 tracks from their greatest years feature all the history of popular music. Number-one favorites like Shoo-Shoo Baby, Rum and Coca Cola; and I Wanna Be Loved join collaborations with stars like Bing Crosby, Jimmy Dorsey, and Carmen McRae. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6690254 OH BOY! The Brunswick Story.** A major label in the early years of rock, Brunswick Records earned their place in music history with the 50 original recordings collected on this set. Includes That’ll Be the Day by Buddy Holly & the Crickets; Reet Petite by Jackie Wilson; When Sin Stops by Waylon Jennings; and more. Two CDs. One Day Music.

**CD 6795846 JO STAFFORD: The Centenary Hits Collection 1944-58.** Over 100 tracks comprise Stafford’s Billboard and Top 40 Cash Box chart entries, including number-one hits Candy, Temptation; My Darling My Darling; You Belong to Me; and many more. Lamar collaboration with The Pied Pipers, Johnny Mercer, Frankie Laine and Carmen Miranda, as well as Patty Andrews’ later solo hits. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD 6690017 FIRST LOVE: The Piccadilly Records Story.** As the musical tide turned in Britain’s favor in 1961 and 1962, one piece of the British Invasion was Piccadilly Records. The pop label is celebrated on these three CDs, collecting 60 tracks by The Dave Clark Five, Emile Ford, Joe Brown, Davy Jones, Vince Hill, Cilla Black, Oliver Reed, and others. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD 6814875 BOBBY DARIN: The 1958-62 Singles.** The celebrated Bobby Darin was a singer, songwriter and multi-instrumentalist, performing in a range of musical genres, including jazz, pop, rock, folk, swing and country. This two-CD, 64 track set presents the A and B sides of all these releases. Includes Mack the Knife, Dream Lover, Splish Splash; Queen of the Hop; Things; Clemenite; and many more. Jackpot Records. Pub. at $23.99 $17.95

**CD 2921586 ANNE MURRAY: Great Memories.** Collects 10 tracks from the acclaimed Canadian singer—it’s All Over; Some Birds; For Baby; Paths of Victory; From Both Sides Now; Buffalo in the Park; Last Thing on My Mind; All the Time; David’s Song; and Letting Go My Everything. Classic Recordings. Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2909839 JOHNNY MATHIS: I Love My Lady.** Surround yourself with the sentimental sound of this great performer. This 8 track CD includes Fall in Love; It’sAlright to Love Me; Something's in Song About Love; My Lady; Take Me; Judy; Stay with Me; and Love and Live to Love. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.98 $11.95

**CD 5923006 THE FIRST US TOP 100.** This massive 100-track set brings together every single 1955 hit from Billboard’s first Top 1 chart. Includes Over 100 tracks comprise Stafford’s Billboard and Top 40 Cash Box chart entries, as well as most of their A and B sides from the era, including hits like Fandango by Hugo Winterhalter; Blue Velvet; I Got My Eyes on You; Love Me Tender; Fool Fool Foot; Devil or Angel; Wonder Where My Baby’s Gone; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 6781357 KELLY SMITH: Little Girl Blue/Little Girl New.** Expanded edition of Smith’s classic album, offering 12 tracks and two bonus recordings including Little Girl Blue; Here’s That Rainy Day; Gone with the Wind; I’m Gonna Live Till I’m 80; It’s Good to Be Alive; New Sun in the Sky; Blue Skies; Going Through the Motions; Only You (and You Alone) by The Platters; Love and Marriage by Frank Sinatra; Forgive My Love by Nat King Cole; Hawk-Eye by Frankie Laine; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $32.99 $17.95

**CD 2934009 THE PENGUINS: The Complete Releases 1954-62.** The definitive overview of this doo-wop group’s career, comprising every track released under the Penguins name for the Dootone, Mercury, Atlantic, and Sun State labels. The number one smash Earth Angel joins other songs like Only You; I Was There; Love Is a Many Splendored Thing by the Four Freshmen; Only You (and You Alone) by The Platters; Love and Marriage by Frank Sinatra; Forgive My Love by Nat King Cole; Hawk-Eye by Frankie Laine; and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $32.99 $17.95

**CD 2862573 KATHIE LEE GIFFORD: My Way Home.** This is Gifford’s first CD of all original songs. Collects 12 tracks, including Everyone Has a Story; An Old Friend; This Time I’ll Call You; Love; Only My Pillow Knows; Sharin’ It; and more. LMC Publications. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**CD 6943039 GUY LOMBARDO: Essential Gold.** This three CD, 70 track collection of the Guy Lombardo orchestra’s essential gold includes Enjoy Young; Anniversary Song; Easter Parade; Dearsie; A Sailboat in the Moonlight; Goodnight Sweetheart; Frankie and Johnny; Whistling in the Dark; June in January; You Made Me Love You; and more. Dynamite Entertainment. Pub. at $29.99 $14.95

**CD 6771122 HIGH SCHOOL ROCK: Teenage Ballads.** Pay a visit to a simpler time with nostalgic treasurers from your youth. Ten CDs collect all the musicians and songs you remember best, including high school hits by Frank L. Lee; Little Louie; After School; The Moment of Truth; This Is My Life; The Look of Love and more. Ten tracks. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6665382 LORIEN COHEN: Once More for My Lady.** An expanded 1965 broadcast from the acclaimed Casino Bergere de Monte Carlo, renowned singer-songwriter performs 25 tracks live; Bird on the Wire (multiple cuts); So Long, Marianne; Who By Fire; There Is a War; The Strange Song; Sisters of Mercy; Suzanne; The Butcher; and more. Two CDs. Golden Rain. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95
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- **CD 6858856 POP MEMORIES.** This two CD set contains 30 hits from some of music’s biggest stars from yesteryear. Price: $19.98
- **CD 6640680 JO STAFFORD: 108 Classic Sides, from a Great American Hitmaker.** Stafford’s greatest hits, expertly remastered and presented in one set. Disc One collects music from The Original Pied Pipers, Romantic Duet, & Other Early Recordings; Disc Two offers up Wartime “V” Discs, Archers, Disc Three presents Stafford’s Hits and Best Sellers; and Disc Four wraps things up with Paris, Jazz, & Showtunes. JSP Records. Pub. at $19.98
- **CD 2926350 TAKE A TRIP.** A collection of 28 great songs for traveling, so turn up your radio and enjoy these tunes by the original artists like Louis Prima, Ky by Tasso Zachary and his Orch.; All Around the World by Jackie Dunham; Bayou Bounce by Ramb Davis; Louisian Woman by Joe Liggins; Going Back to Kansas City by Monte Carlo; and more. Flyright Records. Pub. at $19.99

- **CD 6675107 LES PAUL & MARY FORD SHOWS: May & June 1950.** One of early rock ‘n’ roll’s most enduring duos is presented in 25 radio show recordings; Brazil; Cryin’; There’s No Place Like Home; Lover; Nola; Summertime; Jealous; Smoke Rings; Guitar Boogie; Tea For Two; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.99
- **CD 6898680 JOHNATH N MATHIS SINGS THE MUSIC OF BACHARACH & KAEMPFERT.** A wonderful collection of 25 songs from Mathis as he pays tribute to Burt Bacharach and Hal David. This compilation features many tracks, including

  - Little Prayer; Odds and Ends; and many more. Real Gone Music; Price: $19.99
  - Reasons; Blues in the Night; There She Goes; How Deep Is the Ocean; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99
  - CD 2845385 JESSIE MATTHEWS: A Centenary Celebration. This historic compilation spans more than 50 years of character-rich performances by this great star, and includes many items never previously released. Songs include Silly Little Hill; My Heart Stood Still; Let’s Do It; I’ll String Along With You; and many more. With You; and many more. Entertainment. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687

**CD 6848231 MARGARET WHITING: **Maggie Isn’t Margaret Anymore/Pop Country. Singing Water. Pub. at $7.95


**CD 6961875 NEIL DIAMOND: **At His Best. Published at $19.95

**CD 6854329 JOHN BUCK & THE BLAZERS: **Blow Me a Kiss; Something Sweet; One More Year; Pretty Woman; Lullaby of Birdland. Pub. at $12.99


**CD 6848254 BILLIE HOLIDAY: **The Complete Columbia Years (1941-59). Columbia. At $19.95

**CD 6828511 1955 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides Part 1, July-December. This three-CD set is the third of two companion products to the existing 1955 British Hit Parade Parts One and Two and features the B sides. Sixty-five tracks include favorites by The Four Aces, Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, Frankie Vaughan, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6809886 BLAST OFF: **The Felsted Records Story. Four early years for the British record label are captured in one set. Released between 1958 and 1962, these 50 tracks include Blast Off By The Spaceband; Guardian Angels By The Carmoners; Singing Waters By The Trutones; High Noon By Salt ‘N Pepper; and many more. Two CDs, One Day Music. PRICE CUT to $3.95

**CD 5943116 SKIFFLE: **Britain to Broadway. An amalgam of American genres like skiffle, country and blues, and the British folk revival, this series' freshness came as a revelation to the austere Britain of the 1950s. Collected here are 100 remastered examples of this forgotten sub-genre, featuring tracks by Lonnie Donegan, Chas McDevitt, Bob and Cort many others. Four CDs. JSP Records. PRICE CUT to $12.95

**CD 5933986 THE BALLADS OF JOHNNY BURNETTE. **An early rock ‘n’ roll gop of the fifties, Johnny Burnette entertained us with 30 tracks, including Dreamin’; Clown Shoes; My Special Angel; Please Help Me I’m Falling; Shattered Dreams; You’re Sixteen; Love Me; Sellin’ the Wonders on Fire; I’m A Fool; Little Boy Bad; and more. Bear Family. Pub. at $29.99

**CD 6961366 THE LOU BUSCH/JOE FINGER’S CARR COLLECTION 1940-62. **Features hits by one of the range/conductor/composer of the golden age of radio music, including tracks from the 1940s, and ’50s. This 4 CD collection of 107 tracks includes So You’re The One; It All Comes Back to Me Now, Stormy Weather, and many more, sung by the original artists. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6848885 RAY ANTHONY & HIS ORCHESTRA: **Rock Around the Rock Pike. Collects 28 tracks from the trumpet playing legend and his world famous orchestra. Includes Rock Around the Rock Pike, Big Band Boogie; I’m a Girl Can’t Help It; Jailhouse Rock; A Million Dreams; Kisses Sweeter Than Wine; and many more. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $22.99

**CD 6961495 JOANNA TAYLOR: **In a Sentimental Mood. A beautiful collection of twelve American Songbook songs performed by Canadian vocalist Joanna Taylor and alto saxophonist PJ Perry including Can’t Be Love; In a Sentimental Mood; Embraceable You; Alfie; Undecided; I’ve Got a Crush on You; How Insensitive; I’ll Be Seeing You. Pub. at $12.99

**CD 6848281 MARGARET WHITING: **Maggie Isn’t Margaret Anymore/Pop Country. Singing Water. Pub. at $7.95


**CD 6848254 BILLIE HOLIDAY: **The Complete Columbia Years (1941-59). Columbia. At $19.95

**CD 6828511 1955 BRITISH HIT PARADE: The B Sides Part 1, July-December. This three-CD set is the third of two companion products to the existing 1955 British Hit Parade Parts One and Two and features the B sides. Sixty-five tracks include favorites by The Four Aces, Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, Nat King Cole, Bing Crosby, Frankie Vaughan, and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 6828473 JIMMY GRIFFIN: **Summer Holiday. Includes the entirety of the singer-songwriter’s album first along with bonus tracks. A total of 21 tracks include Summer Holiday; Today; You’re Beautiful; Summertime Blues; My Baby Made Me Cry; Cold Rainy Day; Marie Is Moving; Gotta Love You, All My Loving; Joanne; and more. Classic World Music. Pub. at $12.99
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**Oldies - Easy Listening**

**CD** 678495X HIT PARADE 1944. Dynamic. $7.95

**CD** 6701590 THE HILLTOPPERS: Only You. Pegasus Entertainment. $3.95

**CD** 280543X PAUL ANKA: The Essential Recordings. Rhino. $12.95

**CD** 6963808 NEIL DIAMOND: Gold. Sony Music. $13.99

**CD** 6628087 THE BEST OF JAN & DEAN: Live. Acrobat. Pub. at $12.95

**CD** 6874992 HIT PARADE 1946. Dynamic. $5.95

**CD** 5854199 JIMMY BUFFETT. MCA. $9.95

**CD** 6689795 ACTION: The Apex Records Story. One Day Music. $4.95

**CD** 6758312 DEFINITIVE AMERICANA. Jasmine Records. $4.95

**CD** 6690122 HIT THE ROAD JACK: The ABC-Paramount Story. One Day Music. $7.95


**CD** 6689884 CHECK OUT TIME: The Crest Records Story. One Day Music. $3.95

**CD** 6698917 ANY DAY NOW: The Quality Records Story. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD** 6683002 THE SONGS OF POMUS & SHUMAN. Not Now Music. $4.95

**CD** 6640710 THE LITTLE BOX OF HALLOWEEN. Enlightment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD** 6690343 STICKS AND STONES: The Sue Records Story. One Day Music. $5.95

**CD** 6627676 HEY THAT’S MY SONG. Not Now Music. $7.95


**CD** 5990688 THE CRUSIN’ STORY 1955. One Day Music. $9.95


**CD** 6908161 BANANA SPLIT FOR MY BABY. Bear Family Productions. Pub. at $12.99


**CD** 6765440 TREAT ME NICE: The Songs of Leiber & Stoller. Jasmine Records. $7.95

**CD** 6690149 I DIG ‘EM ALL: The Swan Records Story. One Day Music. $7.95

**CD** 6689906 CHILLS & FEVER: The Dot Records Story. One Day Music. $5.95

**CD** 5963826 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1942. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99

**CD** 6693547 JUMP BABY JUMP: The Mar-Vel Records Story. One Day Music. $5.95


**CD** 6682537 THE EARLY WORKS OF GEORGE MARTIN. Not Now Music. $6.95


**CD** 589722X THE ROOTS OF MOD. Chrome Dreams. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

**CD** 6837417 BOBBI DARIN: Original Album Series. Rhino. Pub. at $34.99 $21.95

**CD** 6729146 CHUBBY CHECKER: It’s Pony Time/Let’s Twist Again. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD** 6765394 PEGGY KING: Make Yourself Comfortable. Jasmine Records. $5.95

**CD** 5933978 ALEX HARVEY AND HIS SOUL BAND. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95


**CD** 6632114 AMERICAN DREAM: A Slice of 50s America. Union Square Music. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

**CD** 592507X AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1941. Acrobot. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**CD** 4640780 AMERICA’S GREATEST HITS 1951, VOLUME 2. Acrobot. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

**CD** 6597629 LEN GOODMAN’S CROONERS & SWINGERS. Sony Music. Pub. at $5.95

**CD** 5927374 SING WITH VERA. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $2.95


**CD** 6605303 WIGGLE WOBBLE: The Les Cooper Collection. Jasmine Records. $5.95

**CD** 6627773 LONDON AMERICAN DOO WOP 1959-1961. One Day Music. $6.95

**CD** 5900530 LISA KIRK: I Feel a Song Comin’ On. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99


**DVD** 2001264 LOVE FOR LEVON. Some of the best musicians on the planet convened to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. Features 27 performances, including The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down by Roger Waters and My Morning Jacket; Up on Cripple Creek by Joe Walsh and Robert Randolph; Rockin’ Chair and Chest Fever by Diersk Bentley; and more! Over 4 hours. StarVista. $3.95

**DVD** 454305X TOM JONES: Live at Cardiff Castle. widescreen. Join Tom Jones live as he rocks the house performing songs by Talking Heads, Paul Anka, Van Morrison, Randy Newman, Tracy Chapman, Burt Bacharach, the Isley Brothers, Lenny Kravitz, Prince, and many more. 104 minutes. Image Entertainment. $7.95

**Blu-ray** 200940X MICHAEL FEINSTEIN: The Sinatra Legacy. widescreen. Backed by a thirty-two-piece orchestra, Feinstein takes you on a musical journey of Frank Sinatra and his contemporaries. Through timelessness, he performed in the unmistakable Michael Feinstein style, he conjures up the biggest musical legends of a golden era using their extraordinary music, spiced with intimate stories about the larger than life personalities. 86 minutes. Image Entertainment. $4.95

**New Age - Nature - Relaxation**

**CD** 5787173 HEALING WATERS: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience the healing sound of a spring rain shower blended with the beautiful melodies of harp, strings, guitar and flute. Thirty tracks on 3 CDs in a metal presentation case. NorthQuest. $9.95

**CD** 5787165 DEEP RELAXATION: Body, Mind, Spirit. Experience deep relaxation as you listen to the calming sounds of the planet convened to honor the beloved drummer and singer, Levon Helm. Features 27 performances, including The Night They Drove Old Dixie Down by Roger Waters and My Morning Jacket; Up on Cripple Creek by Joe Walsh and Robert Randolph; Rockin’ Chair and Chest Fever by Diersk Bentley; and more! Over 4 hours. StarVista. $3.95


**CD** 589923X REIKI: Music for Healing & Relaxation. Inspired by Reiki, the healing Japanese spa treatment, these eight soothing melodies will help restore a sense of balance and calm. Tracks include Healing Hands; Reflections of Body, Soul; A Place of Calm; Eternal Flow; Rejuvenating Ki; and Clarity: Somerset. $3.95

**CD** 6700896 STEVEN HALPERN: Music for Sound Healing 2.0. Proven in research studies and the lives of millions, Halpern’s innovative approach to update the ancient art of sound healing. He mixes the soothing tones of the Rhodes electric piano, cello, harp, and bamboo flute in a mindful audio masterpiece sure to heal and restore you at your most stressed. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

For complete track listings go to erhb.com/687
New Age - Nature - Relaxation

★ CD 6799299 DEUTER: Bamboo Forest. The Shauhachi is a Japanese flute that has been used for hundreds of years in Zen meditation practices. Collected here is eleven tracks for quiet meditation. Originally released as Flowers of Silence. Tracks include Hollow Bamboo 1; Hollow Bamboo 2; Mist in a Temple Cave; Silent Walk; Ocean and New Earth Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ CD 5977770 STEVEN HALPERN: Optimal Health at the Speed of Sound. Listening to the music on this album provides an easy, effective, and enjoyable way to reduce stress for a healthier life. Halpern’s multi-modal program combines Next-Gen Brain Balancing Music with sonic and subliminal affirmations that harmonize body, mind and spirit. Inner Peace Music. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

★ CD 2842770 DREAM ABOUT THIS WORLD: The Wyeth Album. By Catherine Marie Charlton. A collection of compositions that are inspired by paintings and the creative processes of the Wyeth family. Many of the works were composed by Catherine Marie Charlton as well as other composers. Selections on this 11 track CD include Nonesuch; Granen; by Jean Sibelius; I Dream About This World, Outside of Time, a Healing; Helga Suite; Chorale by Ann Wyeth McCoy and more. Presented in stunning booklet. Phil’s Records. Pub. at $28.99 $26.95

★ CD 578767 CAJUN: WORLD RHYTHMS. Discover the warmth of Italy with these traditional songs performed on violin, mandolin and vocal ensemble. Thirty-three tracks include essentials like O Solo Mio; Santa Lucia; Zapateado; and more. Red in metal presentation case. NorthQuest. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


★ CD 3551679 REST WELL: Music Designed for a Better Sleep, Mood Media. 35 tracks including I Am Girl; Indian Heart; Hanuman; and many more. Universal Music. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

★ CD 2841207 BOB DYLAN: The Unplugged Rehearsals. Collects 11 tracks from Dylan’s 1994 rehearsal sessions performed for MTV’s Unplugged series. Includes I Want You (Take 1); Tombstone Blues; I Want You (Take 2); Thorny Ways; It’s All Right; Hallelujah; and more. Sonic Boom. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 2805413 ODETTA: The Essential Recordings. Known as “The Voice of the Civil Rights Movement,” this two CD collection celebrates the woman dubbed “The Queen of American Folk Music” by Martin Luther King Jr. himself. Features 40 tracks, including Sandy Anto; Joshua; The Gallows Prize; Maybe I’ll Give It All; All the Pretty Little Horses and more! Primo. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

★ CD 696303X THE MAMAS & THE Papas: Gold. One of the most popular 1960s groups, this collection of 16 tracks includes California Dreamin’; Do You Wanna Dance; Dedicated to the One I Love; and more. Acapulco. Pub. at $9.95 $6.95

★ CD 2821419 BOB DYLAN: Original Album Classics. Collects five albums from the legendary Bob Dylan. Shot of Love; Infidels; Real Live; Dylan & the Band; and more. If you’ll find Heart of Mine; Shooting Star; Shot of Love; Slow Train; I Want You; Where Teardrops Fall; What Good Am I? and many more. Five CDs. Columbia. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

★ CD 5999708 JOHN WILLIAMS: 500 Years of Guitar. One of the world’s foremost classical guitarists, Williams performs 15 mesmerizing Spanish compositions, including Sor, variations on a theme by Mozart, and Barcarolae (Cavilina) by Tarasconi, the single from the film Deer Hunter that rose to Number 13 on the singles chart. Acrobat. $4.95

★ CD 6758681 RAVI SHANKAR: Music of India. Collects three original albums on three CDs: Music of India; Improvisations; and The Most Distinguished Musician in Concert. Eleven tracks include Fire Night; Raga Hamsadwani (Evening Raga); Madhuvan; and more. Not Available. Pub. at $11.95 $9.95

★ CD 2805596 THE XAVIER CUGAT COLLECTION. The Essential Recordings. The first bandleader to front a successful Latin orchestra in the United States is celebrated in this two CD collection. Features 40 tracks, including Brazil; Night Must Fall; Jalousie; Oye; Alegría de Mi; Dolor; Waldorf; Maria Elena; Misirlou; Siboney; Green Eyes; Cuban Mambo; Volare; and more! Primo. $11.95

★ CD 2953390 FAIRPORT CONVENTION: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates the British folk rock group formed from both British and American folk and even blues traditions for their distinctive sound. Included here is Malty Groves; Soot; I’ll Take a Long Time; Dinky Lenen; Ballad of Ned Kelly; and more. Eleven tracks in all, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

★ CD 2947587 THE DAVE VAN RONK COLLECTION 1958-62. Collects selected titles from the album The Orange Blossom Jug Five-Skiffle in Stereo and all the titles from the albums Dave Van Ronk Ballads, Blues, and a Spiritual; Dave Van Ronk Sings and Dave Van Ronk, Folk singer. Forty-seven tracks on 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ CD 2798328 BONNIE RAITT: Nobody’s Fault But My Own. Collection of 15 tracks including About To Make Me Leave Home; Runaway; Talk To Me; Green Lights; Have a Heart; Too Soon to Tell; Cry on My Shoulder; Nobody’s Girl; The Road is My Middle Name; Give It Up or Give Me Something; Thing called Love; Love Letter; I’ll Just Name the Place and Time; Lost; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 6941028 CAJUN HOT STUFF, 1928-1940. Twenty tracks recall a long-lost era of distinctive southern style. Includes Mama; Where Are You? by Leo Soileau & Mayfay Lefere; Saute Crapaud by Columbus Fruge; Hardbody Ramblers by Jolie Blonde; Two-Step Blues by Thibodeaux Boys; Crap Shooters Hop by Joe Werner & Ramblers; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.98 $6.95

★ CD 6990845 LEONARD COHEN: Austin City Limits. This CD collects nine tracks from Cohen’s October 1988 live performance in Austin, Texas. Songs include The First We Take Manhattan; Tower of Song; Everybody Knows; Ain’t No Cure for Love; The Partition; Joan of Arc; Jazz Police; If I Will Be There for You!; Take the Whole Night; and more. All Access. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 280557X TITO PUENTE: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates the early career of the artist who will forever be remembered as “The King of Latin Music.” Features 40 tracks, including Ran Kan Ran; Mambolino; Perfidia; Brazil; Yours; How Salsa Mambo; Sacu Tu Mujer; Son Montuno; Acapulco; Velorio; Complicacion; Brigada; and more! Primo. $6.95

★ CD 6971830 LUIZ BONFA: Six Classic Albums. The sensual music of this Brazilian guitarist and composer, whose musical style is described as “guitar jazz and bossa.” 14 featured in this four CD 68 track collection of his works. Includes De Cigarrro en Cigarrro; Carnaval de Ontem; Brasilia; Old Times; Swimming in Madrid; Pernambuco; Samba de Orfeu; Tema da Bonfa Nova; and lots more. Reel to Reel. $14.95
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**CD 6814867** BOB DYLAN: Under the Covers. This CD collection brings together 20 splendid live covers spanning 30 years, performed by Bob Dylan. Includes: Don't Start Me Talkin'; Hard Travelin'; Cocaine; Across the Borderline; Answer Me, My Love; Parachute and Lefty; Uranium Rock; That Lucky Old Sun; I Forgot More Than You'll Ever Know; and many more. 2 CDs. Old Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6758614** THE NEWPORT FOLK FESTIVAL 1959. This three CD set celebrates the festival’s first year, which was kicked off by director and all-around legend Pete Seeger. Now you can enjoy those world-class performances, featuring Joan Baez, Sonny Terry, Brownie McGhee, Earl Scruggs, and, of course, the founder himself, Pete Seeger. Includes 42 tracks. Not Now Music. Pub. at $11.95.

**CD 2937417** THE JOHN MCCORRACK COLLECTION 1906-42. Highlights the early career of the beloved Irish tenor in a stunning 120 track collection, including his early acoustic recordings into the 1920s, through to his electric recordings up to the early 40s. Filled with operatic pieces, Irish classics, wartime favorites, ballads and more. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 6573864** JONI MITCHELL: Live at the Second Frei 1966. Eighteen acoustic tracks capturing legend Joni at Tempe University’s radio station in 1966. The folk-rock favorite features Little Green; Marcie; London Bridge; Ballerina Valerie; Michael from the Mountains; Go Tell the Drummer Man; I Don’t Know Where I Am Going; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6738826** TOM WAITS: The Complete KPFK Folkscene Broadcasts. Two CDs present two KPFK Folkscene collections, highlighting live 1970s performances by the distincively raspy-voiced Waits. Includes: On the Wireless (29 tracks) and Funturbo for the Radio (20 tracks), featuring renditions of The Ghosts of Saturday Night; Drunk on the Moon; Fumblin’ with the Blues and more, plus on-air interviews. Broadcast Archive. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 2805227** Ewan ACCOULL: Transmission Impossible. This three disc 50 track set features rare broadcast recordings by Neil Young, originally transmitted from live shows he performed in the 70’s and 80s. Tracks include Are You Ready for the Country?; Ain’t No Big Thing; Brown Eyed Women; and That’s a Lot of Love; Lookin’ for a Love; Don’t Let It Bring You Down; and many more. Eat to the Beat. Pub. at $19.99.

**CD 6662059** JOHN PRINE: Live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival. Performed live at the 1996 Singer-Songwriter Festival in Frutigen, Switzerland, Prine entertains with 17 classics: Spanish Pipedream; Six O’Clock News; Picture Show; Speed of the Sound of Loneliness; Paradise; Souvenirs; and many more. La Fele et Va. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 6989510** IT’S HOTTER IN HAWAI‘I. This four CD set collects 105 Hawaiian classic songs. A superb compilation of the best ever Hawaiian music from some of the great creators of the genre, including Roy Smeck, Tommy Solomon, Moana Serenaders, Ray Kinney & His Royal Hawaiian, and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 6605257** JULIETTE GRECO: Les Grandes/Chansons. Get an intriguing insight into the world of the French chansonnier and chanteuse, among the most outstanding and characteristically French chanteuses. Twenty-five French-language tracks like Si Tu T’imagines; Sous le Ciel de Paris; La Fele et Va; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $5.95.

**CD 6791875** CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale. Presents 212 songs from the 60-plus-year career of this international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C’est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamingo; O Billy Boy; La Vie Me Pousse; Mucho, Mucho; Chanson d’Amour; Malaguena; and many more. Intense.

**CD 6635722** BOB DYLAN: Shelter from a Hard Rain. This classic 1976 broadcast, featuring live renditions of ten classics: A Hard Rain’s A-Gonna Fall; Blowin’ in the Wind; Bitter Memory; Girl from the North Country; I Shall Be Released; Heart of Mine; Hotel Room 13; I’m Not the Only One; and The Times They Are A-Changin’. Digitally remastered in their entirety. Columbia. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 5900271** CONNIE FRANCIS: THE GREAT FOLK SONGS ALONG WITH CONNIE FRANCIS. The beguiling starlet applies her golden voice to 26 timeless folk mainstays, including Oh Suzanna; Red River Valley; On Top of Old Smoky; Home on the Range; I’ve Got You; True, True, Down in the Valley; Auld Lang Syne; Clementine; And the Band Played On; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99.

**CD 6861288** BOB DYLAN: Blame It on Rio. This CD collection brings together 17 tracks in total. Includes: Blame It on Rio; Sixteen Tons; Tonight I Started Loving You From Brazil in January 1990. Includes Subterranean Homesick Blues; Lay Lady Lay; All Along the Watchtower; You’re a Big Girl Now; Maggie’s Farm; Political World; Seeing the Real You at Last; and many more. Zip City. Pub. at $14.99.

**CD 6642497** JUDY COLLINS: Constant Sorrow. Presents the first albums by this folk icon, digitally remastered for a new generation to enjoy. Includes all 24 tracks of A Maid of Constant Sorrow and Golden Apples of the Sun, joining the title tracks with Wild Wood; France; Raindrops; We Shall Overcome; Of Spain; Resting in the Cradle; and more. Two CDs. Not Now Music. Pub. at $7.95.

**CD 6880704** ODETTA: The Albums Collection 1954-62. This substantial 122 track five CD set provides a comprehensive overview of the first decade or so of her recording career, comprising nine of the albums she made from 1953 to 1962. Tracks include Old Cotton Fields at Home; Payday of Coal Creek; Sail Away Ladies; Sail Away All; The Pretty Little Home Spun Land; Wasting Willow Blues; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 5934737** THE CARTER FAMILY 1927-1934. A.P. Carter, Maybelle—they were the Carter Family, a traditional American folk music group that had a profound influence on countless groups who followed. Digitally remastered. Remastered from carefully selected originals, these 125-plus tracks capture the best years of a trio that forever changed the landscape of popular music. Five CDs. $29.95.

**CD 6791876** CATERINA VALENTE: International Hi-Fi Nightingale. Presents 212 songs from the 60-plus-year career of this international star of stage and screen. Ten CDs represent a cross-section of her work, with tracks like C’est Si Bon; Pardon Madame; Flamingo; O Billy Boy; La Vie Me Pousse; Mucho, Mucho; Chanson d’Amour; Malaguena; and many more. Intense.

**CD 6635727** BOB DYLAN: LIFE AND LOVE ONLY. This minute collection brings together five of the most outstanding and characteristically French chanteuses. Twenty-five French-language tracks like Si Tu T’imagines; Sous le Ciel de Paris; La Fele et Va; and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $5.95.

**CD 6889510** IT’S HOTTER IN HAWAI‘I. This four CD set collects 105 Hawaiian classic songs. A superb compilation of the very best of vintage Hawaiian music from some of the great creators of the genre, including Roy Smeck, Tommy Solomon, Moana Serenaders, Ray Kinney & His Royal Hawaiian, and many more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99.

**CD 6827705** PEPE PRADO: Six Classic Albums. Six essential albums from the King of the Mambo are collected here in this four CD set. Digitally remastered in their entirety and includes: Latin Suite Plus All Time Greats; A Touch of Tabasco; Mambo Happy; Now! Twist Goes Latin; and Exotic Suite of the Americas. Real Gone Music.

**CD 599342X** IAN & SYLVIA: The Beginning of the End. Reissues the rarest – and final–studio recordings of the pioneering Canadian folk singers. Tracks include More Often Than Not; Creators of Rain; Summer Wages; Midnight; Barney; Some Kind of Fool; Shark and the Cockroach; Last Leaf – and other hits. Digitally remastered. Includes: Not Ready for the Night; Peace; and many more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99.

**CD 6814859** BOB DYLAN LIFE AND LOVE ONLY: Radio & TV 1961-1965. This 80-minute collection is taken from a selection of radio and television appearances by Bob Dylan from the 16 week session at the 1961 folk festival in England. Contains songs and interviews from the 1961 folk Hootenanny at the Riverside Church in New York, two television appearances on The Steve Allen Show and more. Among the songs performed are Song to Woody; Frankie and Johnny; All Along the Watchtower; and many others. Sixteen tracks. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99.
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**CD 2805480 RITCHIE VALENS: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection features all the known recordings from Ritchie Valens, who tragically died in a plane crash with Buddy Holly and The Big Bopper. Features 33 tracks, including La Bamba; Donna; Framed; Hurry Up; Little Girl; Cry, Cry, Cry; Ooh! My Head; My Darling Is Gone; Stay With Me; and more. PRICE CUT to $6.95

**CD 6682324 THE BEST OF HARRY BELAFONTE.** Two complete albums by the artist who helped bring about the “Caribbean Craze”: the 11-track Calypso, with timeless classics like Day-O (Banana Boat Song); and 11 tracks of the Caribbean, with Scratch, Scratch; Island in the Sun; Lead Man Holler; and more, plus eight bonus tracks. Two CDs. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6649867 THE CLANCY BROTHERS & TOMMY MAKEM: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Collects sixty hits from the Irish Folk group who introduced Irish Folk music to the U.S. in the 60s including Vоборо Моrento, Dan Can; Facundo; Mari Pico; Rosario De Amor; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 675824X CELIA CRUZ: The Undisputed Queen of Salsa.** Celia Cruz was the undisputed queen of Salsa and her gold albums and seven Grammy Awards can attest to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including “Mambo No.5”, “La Bamba”, “Donna”, “Mississippi Sawyer”, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6657657 INSPIRED BY CANADA/NOTRE PAYS/AMICI CHAMBER ENSEMBLE.** This sixteen track collection pays tribute to Canada through song. Tracks include “Island in the Sun” (by Packie Doherty) and “Huron Carol-Sacrae Familiae” (by Charles Trenet). The songs include Blue Magic; Golde Dreams; Part of Me; Among the Wicklow Hills; and more. Primo. $7.95

**CD 6881016 JAMES TAYLOR: Before This World.** This sixteen track collection of 20 tracks introduces adventurous female and male artists of Vienna offering pop, jazz, rock and blues music. This compilation includes Piaf’s stormy life is attested to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including “Mambo No.5”, “La Bamba”, “Donna”, “Mississippi Sawyer”, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6690467 VIGILANTE MAN: Gems from the Topic Vaults.** Drawn from 1954 to 1962, these 40 classics from the independent Topic Records label feature songs from some of the finest folk and protest singer-songwriters of the 20th century. Includes Vigilante Man by Woody Guthrie, Guthrie, Dog by Ramblin’ Jack Elliott; Pennies from Heaven by Pete Seeger; and many more. Concord Music Group. $19.95

**CD 6682087 SERGE GAINSBOURG: Avec Amour.** Collects three original albums by the noted French pianist–Léotemar (10 tracks); Du Chant a La Une! (9 tracks); and No. 2 (8 tracks)—plus 18 bonus tracks featuring the vocals of Bob Martin, Juliette Greco, Catherine Sauvage and others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $19.95

**CD 6870958 BOB DYLAN: The Legendary Broadcasts 1965-1966.** Sixteen tracks recorded together audio tracks from Dylan’s most iconic performances in the 60s and ‘70s, featuring classics from Blowin’ in the Wind to Like a Rolling Stone. Features recordings from Live at the Newport Folk Festival in 1965, “Like a Rolling Stone”, “Visions of Sin”, “Like a Rolling Stone: The World Is Waiting for the Sun”, and many more. Euroradio. $19.95

**CD 6682421 CHARLES TRENET: Definitive Collection.** This sixteen track collection of 20 tracks introduces adventurous female and male artists of Vienna offering pop, jazz, rock and blues music. This compilation includes Piaf’s stormy life is attested to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including “Mambo No.5”, “La Bamba”, “Donna”, “Mississippi Sawyer”, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6770176 FORBIDDEN BUT NOT FOOLISH.** This collection of 20 tracks introduces adventurous female and male artists of Vienna offering pop, jazz, rock and blues music. This compilation includes Piaf’s stormy life is attested to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including “Mambo No.5”, “La Bamba”, “Donna”, “Mississippi Sawyer”, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6604338 SEASIDE SPECIAL: Kiss Me Quick!** This album collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including “Mambo No.5”, “La Bamba”, “Donna”, “Mississippi Sawyer”, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 66775300 THE ABSOLUTELY ESSENTIAL IRISH 3 CD COLLECTION.** Collects sixty Irish tunes performed by the original artists including Danny Boy by Ruby Murray; The Ballys Bantam by Celia Murphy; In the Month of January by Mrs. Sarah Makem; A Little Bit of Ireland by Jack Dyl; A Padcke Dolan, and more. 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 6883206 THE BEST OF FOLK, VOL. 2.** This 10-track collection features 10 folk artists such as Cat Stevens, the Mamas & the Papas’, Arlo Guthrie, Joan Baez, Nick Drake, Shawn Phillips and more. Universal Music. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**CD 6884665 ITALIAN HITS of the 60s.** Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6883408 RADIO VIENNA: Sounds from the 21st Century.** Collects three original albums by the noted French pianist–Léotemar (10 tracks); Du Chant a La Une! (9 tracks); and No. 2 (8 tracks)—plus 18 bonus tracks featuring the vocals of Bob Martin, Juliette Greco, Catherine Sauvage and others. Three CDs. Not Now Music. $14.95

**CD 6680058 BOB DYLAN: The Most Complete Recordings Vol. 1 (1950-1966).** This 4-CD box set includes the very best of Dylan’s hits from the 60s. Features many of his most iconic performances in the 60s and ‘70s, including Blowin’ in the Wind; Like a Rolling Stone; Visions of Sin; Like a Rolling Stone: The World Is Waiting for the Sun; Le Poinconneur Des Lilas; and many more. $24.99

**CD 6632789 EDITH PIAF: Non, je ne regrette rien, Vol. 1.** Piaf’s stormy life is attested to her longevity and popularity, right up until her death in 2003. This two CD set collects 50 tracks from her wondrous career including “Mambo No.5”, “La Bamba”, “Donna”, “Mississippi Sawyer”, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6684565 INSP IRED B Y CANADA/NOTRE PAYS/AMICI CHAMBER ENSEMBLE.** This sixteen track collection pays tribute to Canada through song. Tracks include “Island in the Sun” (by Packie Doherty) and “Huron Carol-Sacrae Familiae” (by Charles Trenet). The songs include Blue Magic; Golden Dreams; Part of Me; Among the Wicklow Hills; and more. Primo. $7.95

**CD 668244X AMERICAN FOLK ANTHOLOGY.** Otto Arndt. $39.95

**CD 6626677 PROTEST SONGS.** Otto Arndt. $39.95

**CD 6679247 TRAVIOLA LOVES YOU TO PLAY CARNIVAL.** Sprout Music. $19.99

**CD 668244X SPIRITS OF MUSIC, PART I.** Widecreen. Bobby McFerrin conducts the Gewandhausorchester Leipzig in a unique encounter of classical, jazz and world music. Musicians from around the world including the USA, took an unusual musical journey ranging from spirituals to Ravel, from Bach to klezmer, from African folk music to Mozart. Includes Je Teuvm; Prelude by Charpentier; Aile On; Hold On; The Kuumba Singers & Bobby McFerrin; and many more. EuroArts. Pub. at $19.99

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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**CD 6941257 GEORGE JONES: 40 Years of Duets.** This twenty track CD features the many duets recorded by the most notable voice in country music including Yearning with Jeanette Higginbotham. My同情, with Suzy Bogguss; Waltz, of the Marigold Strings; We're gonna Hold On with Tammy Wynette; A Few Ole Travis, and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 5879043 ROY ROGERS: Ride Ranger Ride.** The multi-talented western icon gives us 40 tracks that helped make him a household name: I'm an Old Cowhand; You Waite Too Long, The Hills of Old Wyoming; Chapel in the Valley; Ride Ranger Ride; Moonlight in the Prairie; Don't Fence Me In; Hi Ho Silver; and more. Acrobot. $4.95

**CD 682062X EAGLES GRASS.** The Eagles’ most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Take It Easy, Hotel California; New Kid in Town; Already Gone; Desperado; Get Over It; I Can't Tell You Why; Life in the Fast Lane; Peaceful Easy Feelin’ and more. Synergy. $3.95

**CD 6941206 CLASSIC COUNTRY: '80s Love Songs.** Features eighteen classic hits by stars such as Clint Black A Better Man; Rosanne Cash Seven Year Ach; Randy Travis I Told You So; The Jewels Mama He’s Crazy; Dolly Parton I Will Always Love You; Conway Twitty Somebody’s Needin’ others. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 2894483 PATSY CLINE: 12 Greatest Hits.** The influential country starlet performs 12 career-making hits. Walkin’ After Midnight; Sweet Dreams (of You); Crazy, I Fall to Pieces; So Wrong, Strange; Back in Baby’s Arms Again; She’s Got You; Faded Love; Why Can’t He Be You; You’re starlet performs 12 are career-making hits: Somebody; S’more Entertainment. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 5909666 JIMMIE RODGERS: Blue Yodels.** He is a founding father of country music whose influence is incalculable. Here, 20 tracks, including some of his most famous recordings, remind listeners why his name is etched in the annals of music history. Includes The Soldier’s Sweetheart; Train Whistle Blues; My San Antonio Mama; My Little Swiss Maiden; Someday You’ll Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; I’m an Old Cowhand; You Waite Too Long, The Hills of Old Wyoming; Chapel in the Valley; Ride Ranger Ride; Moonlight in the Prairie; Don’t Fence Me In; Hi Ho Silver; and many others. Acrobot. $4.95

**CD 5878624 THE CARTER FAMILY: Greatest Hits 1927-1934.** Collects 18 classics of early country from the genre’s premiere singing family. Includes My Clinch Mountain Home; The Foggy Mountain Top; Keep on the Sunny Side; I’m Thinking tonight of My Blue Eyes; Jimmy Martin Was A Desperate Little Man; Wabash Cannonball; and more. $4.95

**CD 6941222 COUNTRY WEDDING SONGS.** A collection of thirty country music songs featuring all of the attractions in a wedding theme, including How Your Love Makes Me Feel; Diamond Rio; When I Said I Do; Clint Black with Lisa Hartman Black; Amazed, Lonestar; Forever and Always; Randy Travis Too Soon; Tim McGraw; and more. TIME LIFE. Sold Out.

**CD 684866 JONNY CASH: 100 Hits.** The Man in Black dominated the music scene for decades and this four CD set collects 100 hit songs, including I Walk the Line; Folsom Prison Blues; I’ve Been Everywhere; In the Jailhouse Now; Folsom Prison Blues; High and Rising; Ballad of a Teenage Queen; Big River; Get Rhythm; I Still Miss Someone; and many more. Not Now Music. $14.95

**CD 5923255 THE TENNESSEE ERNIE FORD COLLECTION 1949-61.** Fifty-eight tracks bring together every A and B side that was released from his 1951 debut through 1962, featuring 30 country and pop hits that charted in both the U.S. and the U.K. Mule Train; Shotgun; The Hobo’s Last Ride; Lonesome Blue Yodel; Was There Ever a Pal Like You; My Little Swiss Maiden; Somebody You’ll Care; We’ll Never Say Goodbye; and more. Acrobot. $12.95

**CD 2862522 JERRY BYRD: Byrd’s Expedition.** This CD collects 30 tracks from the lap steel master, includingSteelin; The Blues; Maui Chimes; Byrd’s Boogie; St. Louis Blues; Peace; Ray’s Byrd’s Expedition; Blue Boogie; and many more. RWA. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

**CD 5878802 HANK SNOW: We’ll Never Say Goodbye.** Drawn from the Montreal sessions, recorded between 1937 and 1943, here are 22 tracks from the recording that made him a household name: I Can’t Stop Lovin’ You; Oh Lonesome Me; Sea of Heartbreak; and Blue Day, as well as a variety of A and B sides recorded for Columbia, MGM, and RCA over the course of a decade. Two CDs. Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 6826089 YOUNG GRASS.** Thirteen of Neil Young’s rock classics get a charming Bluegrass twist in this Grass Series collection. Includes instrumental renditions of Comes a Time; Only Love Can Break Your Heart; Long You May Run; Heart of Gold; Cowgirl in the Sand; Looking Forward; and more. Synergy. $3.95

**CD 6941303 HANK WILLIAMS: The Greatest Hits Live, Volume 1.** Collects eleven of Williams’ greatest hits, some from live recordings. Includes Cold, Cold Heart; Funeral; Comedy with Hank and the Drifting Cowboys; I Can’t Help It (If I’m Still in Love with You); Half as Much; Moanin’ the Blues; I’m So Lonesome I Could Cry; You’re the Reason My Baby Jumps Fence; On Top of Old Smoky; and I’ll Have a New Life. TIME LIFE. $4.95

**CD 6795374 ROY ACUFF: Forever.** Acuff shows us why he’s been dubbed “The King of Country Music” with over 60 original recordings, all digitally remastered and mastered by Wabash. Contains 30 tracks (1936 version); Drifting Too Far from the Shore; The Prodigal Son; Love and Loneliness; Lonesome Joe; and more. Three CDs. Goldies. $11.95

**CD 5878713 DON WILLIAMS: Just a Country Boy.** Fourteen tracks bring Don’s true country roots to your collection with My Best Friend; When I’m With You; Some Broken Hearts Never Mend; I’m Just a Country Boy; It Must Be Love; Where Are You; All I’m Missing Is You; The Ballad of Davy Time; Endless Sleep; I’m Getting Good; and more. Acrobot. $4.95
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★ CD 6938787 THE HANK WILLIAMS STORY. Features 23 track spoken word biography on two CDs, and a CD collection of sixty tracks tracks including:生まれて初めての恋、Never Again (Will I KnocK on Your Door); I'm a Long Gone Daddy; Calling You; A Tramp on the Street; The Prodigal Son; Jesus Died for Me; and much more. Four CDs in all. Charlton. $24.95.

★ CD 6693334 ESSENTIAL COUNTRY & WESTERN. Musicians who define the Wild West bring their rustic sound to 50 cowboy classics. Two CDs include Gunfight at the O.K. Corral by Frankie Laine; Ghost Riders in the Sky by Woody Guthrie; Live Fast, Love Hard, Die Young by Faron Young; Don’t Take Your Guns to Town by Johnny Cash; and more. Four CDs. Not Now Music. $49.95.

★ CD 2820102 ROY ACUFF: The Early Albums Collection. This four CD set comprises 113 tracks feature ten of Acuff’s early albums including Old Time Barn Dance Songs; of the Smoky Mountains; Favorite Hymns; The Great Speckled Bird; Once More-It’s Roy Acuff, That Glory Bound Train; The World Is His Stage; Star of the Grand Ole Opry;” and American Folk Songs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95.

★ CD 2942968 COUNTRY SLIDE. Presents 25 early examples of slide guitar playing in Country and Hillbilly music in the 1930s and 40s. Tracks include Red Nightgown by Jimmie Davis; Careless Love by Darby and Tarlton; Beautiful Stars by The Dixon Brothers, and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95.

★ CD 6795277 CHET ATKINS: Long Play Collection. Six of Mister Guitar’s original LPs, presented on three CDs! Includes every track of Chet Atkins at Home, Finger-Style Guitar; Hi-Fi in Focus; Chet Atkins in Hollywood; Mister Guitar; CDS presents this musician’s influences from Sophisticated Lady to The Stories of Laredo. Goldies. $11.95.

★ CD 5760704 THE BOB WILLS AND HIS TEXAS PLAYBOYS PLAYBOYS COLLECTION 1935-50. A pioneer of the Western Swing style of the 1930s and 40s, Bob Wills’s distinctive sound is the focus of this collection. Over 50 tracks in all, it brings together the highlights of some 15 years of his career, including more than 20 Top 10 country hits from the period-“New San Antoni o Rose; Smoke on the Water; Sugar Moon,” and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.

★ CD 6820670 MARLEY GRASS. Bob Marley’s most beloved hits get the Grass treatment with this collection of twelve authentic Instrumental Bluegrass covers, including Lullaby of Birdland; Farewell; A Hundred Miles an Hour; Cry; Could You Be Loved; Easy Skankin’; I Shot the Sheriff; Get up; Stand up; Redemption Song; Lively Up Yourself; and more. Synergy. $3.95.

★ CD 6896227 COUNTRY’S GOT HEART. Collects 18 country hits from some of your favorite artists, including Rumor Has It by Clay Walker; Amazed by Lonestar; There Goes by Alan Jackson; We Dance by Brad Paisley; I Still Believe in You by Vince Gill; You Made Me Proud by Dwight Yoakam; and many more. SYNY BMG. SOLD OUT.

★ CD 2805359 LONNIE DONEGAN: The Essential Recordings. Before Elvis invaded UK’s shores it was Lonnie Donegan and the Skiffle craze that first introduced a whole generation to American Blues, Country and Folk songs. This two CD collection features 39 tracks, including Rollin’ Wild; Line; Lumberjed; Lonesome Traveler; Loverel; San Miguel; Dead or Alive; Lost John; and more. Primo. $12.95.

★ CD 2937301 COUNTRY SWINGTIME. This 18-track collection of Western Swing or Country Swing includes Take Me Back To Tulsa by The Heaters; Never Be ShufFle by the Sons of the West; Hot As I Am by Sadie Tamps; Reno Street Blues by Hi-Flyers; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95.

★ CD 2927411 FERLIN HUSKY: The Singles Collection 1951-92. The prolific country singer recorded more than 130 albums, which are revived across three CDs, collecting 80 vintage tracks including hits like A Dear John Letter (with Jean Shepard); Gone; Wings of a Dove; I See God All Over; Little Tom & A Tangle Star; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95.

★ CD 292580X THE CONWAY TWITTY COLLECTION 1957-62. Sixty-two tracks comprising from the albums I’ll Never Get Over You; This is Her; Never Again (Will I Knock on Your Door); I’m a Long Gone Daddy; Calling You; A Tramp on the Street; The Prodigal Son; Jesus Died for Me; and much more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.

★ CD 6786650 CHARLIE RICH: The Silver Fox. Twelve country tracks, including hits like Big Man; Big Boss Man; Midnight Blues; I Take it on Home; and Behind Closed Doors. One CD collection include CC Rider; Let’s Talk; Nice and Easy; Who Will the Next Fool Be; Stay; and more. Fountam. $4.95.

★ CD 6941273 GEORGE JONES: Mr. Country and Western Music. A collection of 14 top hits from the country western star including I Just Lost My Baby; Lonely Girl; When You Say Goodbye; Me; Don’t You Ever Get Tired; How Proud I Would Have Been; Flowers for Mamma; Things Have Gone to Pieces; and more. TIME LIFE. $4.95.

★ CD 6794433 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS 1957-62. This 110 track, four CD collection of the greatest hits of ’62 includes Walk On By by Lory Van Dyke; You’re The Reason by Bobby Edwards; Sometime I’m Tempted by Marty Robbins; Old Rivers by Walter Brennan; Mountain by Little King; Ain’t Nice; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.

★ CD 2937506 PORTER WAGONER: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Comprises every A and B side from the 38 singles released by Wagoner over the course of a decade, including country hits like Amigos by Jim Reeves, and so many more. Includes informational booklet on all the performers. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95.

★ CD 6873245 LITTLE JIMMY DICKENS: The Singles Collection 1949-62. This collection of 57 tracks comprises every A and B side of Dickens’s singles for Columbia during this first phase of his career, including Top 10 successes Country Boy; My Heart’s Bouquet; Pinnies for Papa; Take an Old Devil Later; Hillbilly Fever; Out Behind the Barn; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.

★ CD 2817551 JIM & JESSE: The Old Dominion Masters. To ensure they had the total freedom to produce themselves as they saw fit, Jim & Jesse took the radical step of creating their first own label, and this box set highlights the first eight releases that appeared on Old Dominion during the ’70s. Includes four CDs with over 100 tracks, and a 16 page LP sized booklet featuring history on this Bluegrass duo. Pinecastle Records. At $27.95.

★ CD 2805243 FLOYD TILLMAN: The Essential Collection. A pioneer of both the Western Swing and Honky Tonk sound, Tillman was one of the first Country artists to write Pop crossover hits. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Each Night At Nine; G.I. Blues; Some Other World; Slipin’ Around; I Don’t Care Anymore; I Love You Just as You Are; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.

★ CD 2802145 STONELAW JACKSON: The Complete Releases 1957-62. This 44-track set comprises the A & B sides of all his singles during this era, plus a number of other releases. The collection features 36 country and pop chart entries including the number one Waterloo and Lito to Go; Why I’m Walking; A Wound Time Can’t Erase; Leonard; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95.

★ CD 2937441 MACY’S TEXAS HILLBILLY. Presents a 25-track selection of the best of the Macy label’s country and hillbilly releases, including Sittin’ on the Doorstep by Woody Carter and His Hoedown Boys; Born So Blue; Someone’s Been; Reeves; Tennessee by Ramblin’ Tommy Scott; Boogie Boogie Blues by Art Gunn and His Arizona Playboys; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $6.95.

★ CD 2927446 THE HANK LOCKLIN SINGLES COLLECTION 1949-62. Nearly 60 tracks comprising Locklin’s output of singles from the first 15 years or so of his career, including country and pop hits like Send Me the Pillow (That You Dream On); Let Me Be the One; From Here to There to Goshia; It’s a Little More Like Heaven; and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95.
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**CD 2870851** JIMMY DEAN: The Complete Mercury & Columbia Singles As & Bs 1955-62. Jim was a country singer, radio and TV personality, and this two CD collection features songs from his long and illustrious career. The 51 tracks include hits like False Pride; Hello Mr. Blues; Freight Train Blues; What This Old World Needs; A Fool in Love; I Love So If I Know; My Heart Is an Open Book; Weekends; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 6898802** JIM REEVES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1949-62. Gentleman Jim was one of the most successful country artists of the 1950s and 1960s. This three CD set collects 80 songs, comprising his A and B sides for the Macy’s, Abbott, Fabor and RCA labels. Tracks include: Mexican Joe; Birillo; Silly Balls; For Walls; He’ll Have to Go; and My Heart’s like a Welcome Mat. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 678688X** HANK WILLIAMS: Hey Good Lookin’. Twenty-eight of the tracks that made Hank Williams one of the most recognizable names in country music. The hit title track joins Dear John; Just Waitin’; Men with Broken Hearts; Howlin’ at the Moon; Ramblin’ Man; Lonesome Whistle; and more. Acrobat. **$9.95**

**CD 279862X** WANDA JACKSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1954-62. This great value 58 track, two CD set comprises the A and B sides of all this country singer’s singles on the Decca and Capitol labels during this period. Tracks include ‘Loin’ Country Style; The Right to Love; I Cried Again; Sinful Heart; Funnel of Love; Lonely Street; Silver Threads and Golden Needles; and many more. Tracks. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 2935228** SHANIA NOW. This is the fifth studio album from the Canadian singer/songwriter. Collects 15 tracks, including Life’s About to Get Good; Swingin’ with My Eyes Closed; Who’s Gonna Be Your Girl; We Got Something They Don’t Have; and more. Acrobat. **$9.95**

**CD 6996278** HANK WILLIAMS: The Hits...Like Never Before. Collects 15 songs from the country music icon, including Cold, Cold Heart; Move It on Over; Wedding Bells; Long Gone Lonesome Blues; Hey, Good Lookin’; Lovestick Blues; I Saw the Light; and more. TIME-LIFE. **$4.95**

**CD 6948046** THE CHET ATKINS SINGLES COLLECTION 1946-62. This 59 track, two CD collection focuses on Atkins’ work as a recording artist, covering over more than a decade and a half. Tracks include: Canned Heat; I Know When I’m Blue; Barber Shop Rag; Spanish Fandango; Hangover Blues; Mr. Sandman; Sandy and Warm; and many more. Acrobat. **$16.99**

**CD 2855434** OLD GOOD BOYS LIVE: Drinkin’ and Go Home. Frank Votava, David Nelson. Brentley Kearns, Pat Campbell and Jerry Garcia formed the Good Old Boys for this February, 1975 live performance. Songs include: Ashes of Love; Deep Elem Blues; Don’t Think Twice It’s All Right; Lovin’ Me; and more. Collects 24 tracks on two CDs. **$12.95**


**CD 2870878** JOHNNY PAYCHECK: Greatest Hits. This collection features 11 tracks from the man who changed country music as we know it. Tracks include: Like This; Job and Line; She’s All I Got; Slide Off Your Satin Sheets; Motel Time Again, For a Minute There; Song and Dance Man; Something About You I Love; and more! Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6598848** THE OAK RIDGE BOYS: Greatest Hits. This collection presents all 15 number one country hits as originally recorded by the original band, plus a couple of number two hits. Tracks include: I’ll Be True to You; Elvis; Trying to Love Two Women; Love Song; American Made; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98. **$11.95**

**CD 6703909** EMMILY LOU HARRIS: The Cincinnati Kid. The singer-songwriter brings her folk and country stylings to Cincinnati, Ohio, with this 1985 concert at the River Theatre. Sixteen tracks include: I’m Moving On; Blue Kentucky Girl; Woman Walk the Line; The Ballad of Sally Rose; Save the Last Dance for Me; and more. Leftfield Media. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 5974771** MARTY ROBBIN'S COMPLETE US Hits, 1952-62. Comprises 34 chart records Robbins had in the first decade of his career. Tracks include: I'll Go On Alone; Pretty Words; I Can't Quit; Stairway of Love; She Was Only Seventeen; Ain't That Lovin' Thing; Ruby Ann; Don't Worry; El Paso; Sing Me Back Home; and many more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$9.95**

**CD 5927307** SONNY JAMES: The Singles Collection 1952-62. Sixty-one tracks bring together many of the A and B sides from Sonny’s singles released on the Capitol, RCA, CRC, and Dot labels during the first decade of his career, including country chart hits like Young Love; That’s Me Without You; Strike Up the Band; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$11.95**

**CD 676021X** THE HANK THOMPSON & HIS BRAZOS VALLEY BOYS COLLECTION, 1946-62. Brings together fifty tracks by the prolific hit-maker and his highly-rated band, including all forty-six of Thompson’s chart hits—Wild Side of Life; Rub-a-Dub; Wake Up, Irene—more, plus selected A and B sides on the Blue Bonnet, Globe, and Capitol Labels. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. **$12.95**

**CD 676570Y** BILL MONTGOMERY & HIS BLUEGRASS BOYS: All the Classic Releases 1936-1949. Bill Monroe practically invented the genre of Bluegrass. This huge 112-track set charts how it happened, song by song. Featuring Charlie Monroe and other influences, it includes classics like My Long Journey Home; Little Red Shoes; On Some Foggy Mountain Top; and more. Four CDs. JSF Records. Pub. at $28.99. **$21.95**

**CD 6806379** GLEN CAMPBELL: Love & elation, 1962-1970. A 2-CD solo artist. Campbell was one of the biggest stars of country music of all time and this collection gathers fabulous performances of some of his biggest hits including Without You; a Love Song; Wichita Lineman; Galveston; Wichita Lineman; Time in a Bottle; and more. Thirty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**CD 668815X** THE CARTER FAMILY, VOLUME 2, 1935-1941. Experience the later years of the first family of American music with the recordings that they made during the last two of the 129 tracks that were released! Hours of vintage music in all, it includes remastered cuts of Glory to the Lamb; Behind Those Stone Walls; Sinking in the Lonesome Sea; East Virginia Blues; Jealous Hearted Me; and more folk and country classics. Five CDs. JSF Records. Pub. at $28.99. **$21.95**
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★ CD 5923204 RAY PRICE: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1950-62. This three-CD collection shines the spotlight on the early years of Price's remarkable career, bringing together every A and B side he released during the period. More than 75 tracks, including chart-toppers like Crazy Arms; My Shoes Keep Following Me; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $19.99. $14.95

★ CD 5853338 MY RIFLE, MY PONY AND ME. Twenty-six tracks bring together iconic songs inspired by great western adventures on the big and small screen. My Rifle; My Pony & Me; Dear Dean Martin; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95


★ CD 3567052 EDDY ARNOLD: The Complete US Chart Singles 1945-62. Seventy-seven tracks bring together every A and B side that Eddy charted in either the Country or Pop charts from his 1945 debut through to 1962, almost all of them making the Top 10. A feast of country that traces Eddy's progression from the traditional style of his early hits to the lush Nashville sound of the late '50s and beyond. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ CD 2685973 KITTY WELLS: The Complete Country Hits 1952-62. Comprises every record by Kitty which made the U.S. country charts during the decade following her debut hit, It Wasn't God Who Made Honky Tonk Angels, including B-sides that charted and duets that the early country wide acclaim. 49 tracks on two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95

★ CD 6686273 HOMER & JETHRO ASSAULT THE ROCK 'N ROLL ERA. The forefathers of song parody, country music jesters Homer Haynes and Jethro Burns offer their hilarious takes on the biggest rock tracks of their time. Thirty-one tracks include parodies like Hound Dawg (multiple takes); Two Tone Shoes; Middle-Aged Teenager; At the Flop; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.99. $13.95

★ CD 5934869 JIMMIE RODGERS: Recordings 1927-1933. An enormous five-CD set compiles some six years' worth of classic material from this American great. "The Father of Country Music" entertains with over 100 remastered tracks including The Soldier's Sweetheart; Waiting for a Train; Texas Blues; Let Me Be Your Sidekick; I'm Lonesome Too; No Hard Times; Mississippi Delta Blues; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

★ CD 6559573 THE NITTY GRITTY DIRT BAND: Nashville. 1974. Performed in front of a select audience and broadcast locally in Nashville, this 22-track live album contains an array of favorites by the country-rock group: Froggy Mountain Breakdown; Traveling Mood; Raven On; Honky Tonkin'; Cosmic Cowboy; The Way My Wakin' Shoes; Finnhill Special; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99. $21.95

★ CD 2942992 DARBY & TARTLON: Ooze It Up to Me. Embracing the style of rural blues singers to wonderful effect, Darby and Tarlton recorded scores of great rural country tracks in the '20s and '30s, many of which are included here. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

★ CD 2927373 CARL SMITH: The Complete US Hits, 1951-62. The 50-track set compiles one of country music's most remarkable pop and pop charts which Carl Smith scored from his chart debut in 1951 through to the decade that followed, including a remarkable run of 21 hits with accompanying singles during the '50s and a total of thirty Top 10 hits. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. $9.95

★ CD 6749534 JOHNNY WESTERN: Gunlight at O.K. Corral. Surrounded by unforgetting recordings capture the hard-bitten spirit of classic western cinema: Ghost Riders in the Sky; Gunlight at O.K. Corral; The Gunfighter; Don't Take Your Guns to Town; Ringo; The Hangin' Tree; Puzzle; Swing Wide; World of Forgotten People; Brothers and the Ballad of Boot Hill, and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★ CD 6674100 BONNIE RAITT: Same Old Love. Recorded live at the Orpheum Theatre in Minneapolis, this FM broadcast features Raitt at her best in performances of Baby, I Love You; I Thank You; Sugar Mama; Three Times a Lady; From Montgomery; Give It Up (Or Let Me Go); Walk Out the Front Door; Danger Heartbreak Dead Ahead; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

★ CD 2953609 THE JIMMIE DAVIS COLLECTION 1929-47. Presents a selection of 53 classics performed by one of the most popular and respected hillbilly singers of the 1930s, including Out of Town Blues; She’s a Hum Dinger (From Dingesville); Wampus Kitty Mama; That’s Why I’m Nobody’s Darlin’ My Mary; Prisoner; and much more. JSP Records. Pub. at $16.99. $9.95

★ CD 2937352 HANK THOMPSON & HIS BRAZOS VALLEY BOYS: Swing Wide Your Gate of Love. Twenty-five tracks of nostalgic country classics! Includes Humpty Dumpy Heart; Today; Don’t Fill Me With Me; Whoa Sailor; Soft Lips; My Heart is a Jigsaw Puzzle; Swing Wide; Wake Up Irene; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ CD 6896774 DEBBY BOONE: You Light Up My Life. Collects 12 tracks from the '70s music sensation plus 13 bonus tracks from The Boone Girls. Songs include You Light Up My Life; When the Lovelight Starts Shining; A Rock and Roll Song; He’s a Rebel; My Guy; Please Mr. Postman; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.99. $12.95

★ CD 5941250 GEORGE JONES: Heartaches and Hangovers. Collects songs from the great George Jones including Swinging Doors; Burn Another Honky Tonk Down; Heartaches and Hangovers; Mama, Take Me Home; Feeling single; Singing Double; World of Forgotten People; Brothers of a Bottle; The Honky Tonk Downstairs; You’re Still on My Mind; and White Lightnin’. TIME LIFE. $4.95

★ CD 6962971 HANK WILLIAMS: Gold. Williams was unquestionably the first superstar of country music and to this day new fans continue to discover his music. The 42 tracks collected here include Hey Good Lookin’; Your Cheatin’ Heart; Cold, Cold Heart; Jambalaya (On the Bayou); A Mansion on the Hill; and many more. Two CDs. Mercury. $15.95

★ CD 5963842 THE GREATEST COUNTRY HITS OF 1957. These 120 tracks comprise every record that appeared in Billboard’s Country & Western charts for the year, including notable numbers from stars like Eddy Arnold, Webb Pierce, Roy Price, Kitty Wells, Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, Carl Perkins, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95


★ CD 6878237 JOHNNY CASH: A Lone Star State of Mind. This CD contains the full FM broadcast of a remarkable performance by Cash in Austin, Texas on October 9, 1954. Among the 50 tracks included are: Folsom Prison Blues; I Walk the Line; Get Rhythm; Sunday Mornin’ Comin’; Man in Black; A Boy Named Sue; Help Wanted; New Roving Gambler; Wake Up Irene; and more. Sutra. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95
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★ CD 5795737 THE SLIM WHITMAN COLLECTION, 1951-62. Notable for his effortless falsetto and yodeling ability, country star Slim Whitman was in a class of his own. This valuable 52-track collection offers up several of his chart hits, including classics like Indian Love Call; Secret Love; You Home Again Kathleen; and more. Three CDs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD 6700802 JOHNNY CASH: Essential Original Albums. Six complete albums by The Man in Black: Ride This Train; Now, There Was A Song; The Sound of Johnny Cash; Hymns from the Heart; Songs of Our Soil; and Hymns by Johnny Cash. Filled with classics like Seasons of My Heart; I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry; Footprints in the Snow; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $39.99

Lonesome I Could Cry; Mr. Lonesome; Lead Me Gently Home; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $39.99

★ CD 5942942 LEFTY FRIZZELL; COUNTRY MUSIC LEGEND: Selected Sides 1950-1959. Head to the country for 100 selected sides by a king of country music, drawn from nearly a decade of his career. Four CDs include vintage tunes like I Love You a Thousand Way; If You've Got the Money (I've Got the Time); Cold Feet; Lost Love Blues; I've Been Away Too Long; I'll Sit Alone and Cry; and more. Three CDs. Masters of Music. Pub. at $39.99

★ CD 5891713 KINKY FRIDAY: They All Made Jaws Like Jesus Anymore. This Jewish country star has no equal, and his inimitable blend of humor and musicality makes this 25-track collection a true joy. The title track is joined by Rapid City South; Pay the Sailor Man; Home Erectus; Before All Hell Breaks Loose; Sold American; Ahab the Arab; and much more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $29.95

★ CD 2953366 EPIC AMERICANA: Pre-War Blues, Country & Folk. A 78 track anthology of pre-war music featuring 25 tracks of Blues; Crazy Blues; Rambler Blues; Pony Blues; Romance in the Dark; and more. Twenty-six tracks of Country; Arkansas Traveler; Darling Cara; Blue Railroad Train; Lonesome Cowboy; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 297275X THE MITCHELL TOROK COLLECTION, 1949-60. A collection of unforgettable classics by the 50's country star. Includes I'll Get My Lovin' Somewhere Else; Route 66; Too Late Now; Red Light; Green Light; I Wish I Was a Little Bit Younger (and Know What I Know Now); Drink Up and Temper; and more. Fifty-nine tracks on 2 CDs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 2841169 BARBARA MANDRELL: Greatest Hits. You'll love the 12 songs collected on this CD from one of country music's biggest stars. Tracks include The Wayward Wind; Break My Mind; After Closing Time; Give a Little, Take a Little; Lillies Grow High; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 6786855 GEORGE JONES: The Best Of. Ten great tracks of classic country guitar: White Lighthouse; Tender Years; Love Bug; Things Have Gone to Pieces; Walk Through the World with Me; The Race is On; A Good Year for the Roses; A Lifetime of Regret; Get a Little Lovin' Come In; and The Selflessness in Man. HHO.

★ CD 6660709 ANITA CARTER: Ring of Fire. The younger of the Carter Sisters, Anita goes solo for 26 classic tracks recorded between 1962 and 1964: (Love's) Ring of Fire; Fair and Tender Ladies; Satan's Child; Fly Pretty Swallow; Voice of the Bayou; A Few Short Years Ago; Running Back; No; My Love; No; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $13.95

★ CD 6781365 RALPH STANLEY AND THE LINCH MOUNTAIN BOYS. Brings together the group's complete recording career on 40 tracks and more, featuring appearances by Roky Skaggs and Keith Whitley. Two CDs collect over 30 tracks of gospel and bluegrass, including We'll Be Satisfied in Heaven; It's Never Too Late; Blue Moon, Leaning on Jesus; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $29.99

★ CD 6796697 LEE GREENWOOD & TANYA TUCKER: Back to Back–The Best of Country. Lee and Tanya perform live in concert for this 2CD set. The first ten songs cover Greenwood, featuring numbers like Commercials, Burgers and Beer and Thank You For Changing My Life. The final six go to Tanya, from Baby I'm Yours to You So Are Beautiful. Javelin.

★ CD 6096383 LONESTAR: Party Heard Around the World. This American country band delivers the hits with this album of 10 tracks: Beat (I Can Feel Your Heart); Live, Laugh and Love; She Wants What She Wants; You're the Reason Why; YOU: Making Memories; The Future; Goodbye Is Goodbye; Let Me Love You; and Party Heard Around the World. Sargarro Record Productions. Pub. at $28.99

★ CD 2871092 TEXAS HILLBILLIES. Ninety three instrumentals and songs providing a glimpse into the string band performed by Texas 'hillybilly' musicians. This four CD collection includes tracks like Lonely Cowboy by Arthur Miles; Chicken in the Garden by Hugh Roden and Roy Rogers; Far in the Mountain by Red Headed Fiddlers; and more. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

★ CD 2874474 MAC DAVIES: Greatest Hits. This ten track collection showcases the very best of Mac Davis. Includes Standing in the Need of Love; Hey Monkey; Looking at Linda; Poor Lover; Why Can't I Be Like the Other; Boys Ain't Supposed to Cry; Be a Good Little Girl While I'm Gone; A Good Year for the Roses; A Lifetime of Growth; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 668846X ROY ACUFF: The King of Country Music. Acuff proves his right to the country throne with nearly 60 vintage tracks including Tie Down; What Will I Do; I'm In Love or It Lies; Lonesome Joe; Sweep Around Your Own Back Door; Don't Say Goodbye; Rushing Around; Please Daddy Forgive; and much more. Two CDs. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $49.99

★ CD 5896975 EDDY ARNOLD: Cattle Call/Thereby Hangs a Tale. Known for weaving engaging “stories in song,” Eddy Arnold's country sound regales us in 25 tracks drawn from two separate collections. Includes The Streets of Laredo; Cool Water; Cattle Call; Ole Faithful; A Cowboy’s Dream; The Wayward Wind; Tumbleweeds; Where the Mountains Meet the Sky; Jesse James; and more. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

★ CD 6627020 THE DELMORE BROTHERS: Classic Cuts 1933-41. Native American brothers, among the second generation of country artists, whose innovations displaced many of the music’s pioneers. Includes Over the Hill; The Dying Cowboy; Lead Me; I Need Prayers of Those I Love; The Highwaymen Blues; The Lover’s Warning; We’ll Be Sweethearts in Smokey Mountain Bill and His Guitar. Eighty-seven tracks on 4 CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $28.99

★ CD 697919X GLEN CAMPBELL: Live in Japan. This country superstar is at the peak of his powers in this 1975 concert that was recorded and released only in Japan! He pulls favorites from his vaunted songbook while displaying his usual unerring taste in covers. Enjoy 13 live tracks, including Lovelady, Galveston, Amazing Grace, and more. Real Gone Music. Pub at $16.98
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**CD 6941281 GEORGE JONES: The Great Lost Hits.** This two CD track collection includes all of George Jones's big hits for Musicor together with some recordings now acknowledged as classics. These include Walk Through This World with Me; I Can’t Get There from Here; Say, It’s Not You; If Not for You Hear Me Callin’; Shady Grove; Footprint in the Snow; Honeysuckle; Please Don’t Take Her from Me; House Down the Block; It Don’t Show on Me. $4.95

**CD 2805510 TROY ROGERS: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Hi Yo Silver!, My Chickadey Go! Standin’ Home; Way Out There; Cowboy Night Song; Cowboys Never Cry; San Fernando Valley; Roll on, Texas Moon; Hawaiian Cowboy; and more! $6.95

**CD 2801171 ANTHONIO ROSE: Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** One of the pioneers of western swing and more! Featuring 40 tracks, including Dear John Letter; A Satisfied Mind; My Wedding Ring; He’s My Baby; Don’t Rush Me; You’d Better Go; Take Possession; Jeopardy; and more! $6.95

**CD 6848940 CHET ATKINS: The Absolutely Essential 5 CD Collection.** Collects sixty hits from the man known as “Mr. Guitar” including Mister Sandman; Gallipolin’; Guitar Country; Gentleman; Mister Misery; Johnson Rag; It Ain’t Necessarily So; I Can’t Stop Dreaming with Don Gibson; Remember Me with Kitty Wells; and more! 3 CDs. Big3. $9.95

**CD 2805278 JEAN SHEPARD: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection focuses on the early years of Jean Shepard’s career, when she was at the forefront of the Bakersfield Sound. Includes songs like I’m Trying To, and more. $6.95

**CD 2805044 RED FOLEY: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection celebrates the amazing true story of one of all forms of Country Music. Featuring 40 tracks, including Smoke on the Water; Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy; Harriet; Hobo Boogie; Old Shep; Hot Rod Race; Saty Dog Rag; Candy Kisses; Alabama Jubilee; and more! $6.95

**CD 6845951 THE COUNTRY SOUND OF MERLE HAGGARD.** Merle Haggard’s rare collaboration with Oke from Muskgone; Workin’ Man Blues; The Fighting’ Side of Me; Carolyn; Mama Tried; The Bottle Let Me Down; From Graceland to the Promisedland; and many more. Not Now Music. $7.95

**CD 6874763 BOB WILLIS: San Antonio Rose.** One of the pioneers of western swing music, Bob Willis joins his Texas Playboys for 25 classic recordings: New San Antonio Rose; Smoke on the Water; Hang Your Head in Shame; Keeper of My Heart; Sugar Moon; That Ain’t Right Woman; and more! $6.95

**CD 6875177 CHET ATKINS: Eight Classic Albums.** This four CD set captures the Nashville sound of Chet Atkins on 90 tracks. Includes Third Man Theme; St. Louis Blues; Louisiana Hayride; Cowboy Ballads; I’ve Been Around; Again In Indiana; Alabama Jubilee; Swedish Rhapsody; Liza; In the Mood; Say Si The; Rita, Wild Love, This Heaven, I’m Trying To, and so many more. $14.95

**CD 6648991 CONWAY TWITTY: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection.** Enjoy eighty songs from hits from pop to country collecting 23 tracks in total. Includes Turn Me Loose; Back Home Again; I’m Walkin’. $17.99

**CD 6896764 DEBBY BOONE: Midstream/Debbies Boone.** This CD includes tracks and albums from the country superstar collecting 23 tracks in total. Includes God Knows; California; When You Were Loved; Daddy; Dad Case of the Blues; Be Lovin’; and many more. $6.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
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**CD 6738672 LORRAINE JORDAN & CAROLINA ROAD BAND: Country Grass.** Joined by special guests like John Anderson, Edie Brickell, Lee Greenwood, Tommy Long and others, these bluegrass performers offer 14 recordings, including Seminole Wind; I Got Mexico; Damned if I Don't, Damned if I Do; Common Man; Ready for the Times to Get Better; You Can Be Here; and more. Pinecastle Records. Pub. at $14.99

Cleveland Orchestra | Price Cut to $4.95

**CD 6896758 DEBBY BOONE: Love Has No Reason/Savin' It Up.** This CD collects 25 country songs from the acclaimed artist. Tracks include Are You on the Road to Lovin' Me Again?; Free to BeLonely Again; Take It Like A Woman; Everybody's Somebody's Fool; See You in September; It'll Be Him; and many more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98

Cleveland Orchestra | Price Cut to $9.95

**CD 6847967 CHARLES LEE GUY, III: The Prisoner’s Dream.** This collection of 17 tracks was recorded in December 1962 in a small auditorium in the Vacaville California State Prison. Songs include The Prisoner’s Dream; Folsom Prison Blues; Twenty One Years; Send a Picture of Mother; Cold Gray Bars; The Top It; and Recordings. Pub. at $24.99

Cleveland Orchestra | Price Cut to $7.95

**CD 6977359 SISTER SADIE II.** An inspiring musical collaboration bringing together some of the best women that bluegrass music has ever claimed. Enjoy 12 excellent tracks, including Losing You; Since I Laid My Burden Down; Love Has No Pride; and more! Pinecastle Records.

Cleveland Orchestra | Price Cut to $5.95

**CD 2940663 DOLLY PARTON: The Collection.** Parton has been in the high profession for decades and this album will show you why. Among the 21 tracks you'll find hits such as Just When I Needed You Most; Shine On; Before The Next Teardrop Falls; River Road; You Better Do It Now; Haas Stomp; Time Changes Everything; Worried And；and more! Primo.

Cleveland Orchestra | Price Cut to $3.95

**CD 682059X CLAPTON GRASS.** Synergy.

Cleveland Orchestra | $3.95

**CD 6672560 THE ESSENTIAL BUCK OWENS.** Not Now Music.

Cleveland Orchestra | SOLD OUT


Cleveland Orchestra | SOLD OUT

**CD 6758193 THE BEST OF SLIM WHITMAN.** Not Now Music.

Cleveland Orchestra | Price Cut to $7.95

**CD 6682472 COUNTRY OUTLAWS.** Not Now Music.

Cleveland Orchestra | SOLD OUT

**CD 6759001 BOBBY WILLIAMSON: Sh-Boom (Life Could Be a Dream).** Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Cleveland Orchestra | $4.95

**CD 6971157 B.J. THOMAS: New Looks from an Old Lover.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.99

Cleveland Orchestra | $14.95


Cleveland Orchestra | $11.95


Cleveland Orchestra | $9.95


Cleveland Orchestra | $4.95

**CD 6581399 RAY GRIFF: The Entertainer.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $16.98

Cleveland Orchestra | $2.95

**CD 6686419 ORION: Some Think He Might Be King Elvis.** Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Cleveland Orchestra | SOLD OUT

**CD 6934311 HULTSFRED HAYRIDE: 10 Years of Wild Savage Rock ‘N’ Roll.** Bear Family Records. Pub. at $24.99

Cleveland Orchestra | $9.95

**CD 675466X BLACKHAWK/STRONG ENOUGH.** SPV.

Cleveland Orchestra | $5.95

**CD 5932017 PAUL CLAYTON SINGS UNHOLY MARRIAGE.** Collectors’ Choice Music.

Cleveland Orchestra | $2.95

**DVD 2862433 THE BELLFURIES: Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio.** Widescreeen. In June 2011 at the 15th Anniversary Rockabilly Rave, these two genuine supergroups came together in front of a massive sell out crowd. Thousands of fans witnessed a Saturday night that has gone down in rockabilly history. The Belfuries also performed that night when The Big Sandy and the Fly-Rite Trio and Just Plain Lonesome by The Bellfurries. 79 minutes. Bopflick. Pub. at $8.95

Cleveland Orchestra | $6.95

**DVD 6701310 THE GREAT JIM REEVES ANTHOLOGY, REVISED.** Fullscreen. From humble beginnings in early 1950s all Rockabilly Hall of Fame Holding the Beatles off the top of the charts in 1964, this revised DVD anthology charts the progress of one of America’s biggest musical achievers. Collects 30 TV performances by Gentleman Jim, including his Grand Ole Opry appearance in November of 1958. 90 minutes. H&H. Pub. at $13.95

Cleveland Orchestra | $9.95

**DVD 6725503 LEGENDS OF COUNTRY: Classic Hits of the ’50s, ’60s & ’70s.** Country’s greatest stars perform country’s greatest hits. A collection of 20 tracks. Includes live performances by Patti Page, Glen Campbell, B.J. Thomas and others; vintage performances of classics like You Are My Sunshine and Coal Miner's Daughter; plus a handful of great live recordings. 90 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $16.98

Cleveland Orchestra | $11.95

**DVD 5916729 TOWN HALL PARTY–APRIL 18, 1959.** DRB. This program ran from early 1952 until early 1961, Town Hall Party featured performances from some of the top artists of the day. After an introduction by Jay McShann, this program includes songs by Gordon Terry, Jeannie Mack, Johnny O’Neill, Diane Dewett, Charlie Williams, and many others. Bear Family Records. Pub. at $7.95

Cleveland Orchestra | SOLD OUT

**CD 2805405 NANCY WILSON: The Essential Recordings.** Renowned for her stylish, sultry voice, Wilson’s vocal style transcends all narrow definitions. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Guess Who I Saw Today?, The Nearness of You; Teach Me Tonight; You Leave Me Breathless; The Old Country; Happy Talk; My Foolish Heart; The Verdict; and more! Primo.

Cleveland Orchestra | $6.95

**CD 1862197 BENNY GOODMAN: Giants of the Big Band Era.** This 48-track collection provides a snapshot of Goodmen’s extraordinary recording output, focusing mainly on his “Golden Era” from 1935-49, but also including some interesting recordings from the 1920s, 1950s, and 1960s. His output includes many of his renowned big band recordings, but also those of his small groups—his Trio, Quartet, Quintet and Sextet. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $9.95

Cleveland Orchestra | $7.95

**CD 2805448 PAUL ROBESON: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection brings together the huge array of musical talents that Paul Robeson possessed. Features 40 tracks, including Ol’ Man River; It Ain’t Necessarily So; Water Boy; I Still Suits Me; Blues Prelude; Go Down, Moses; Rockin’ Chair; Steel Away; Deer Burton; Minnie the Moocher; and more! Primo.

Cleveland Orchestra | $9.95

**CD 6971873 MODERN JAZZ QUARTET: Eight Classic Albums.** This jazz combo that performed over a span of 40 years and who combined classical forms with jazz improvisations has released nine albums. This collection of albums containing a total of 59 tracks. Albums include Sonny Rollins with the Modern Jazz Quartet; An Exceptional Encounter; Django; Concord; Fontessa; Third Stream Music; Odds Against Tomorrow; and Pyramid. Reel to Reel.

Cleveland Orchestra | $11.95
Jazz - Big Bands

**CD 5890020 JELLY ROLL MORTON: Jelly Roll Blues.** A name synonymous with Jazz greatness, Morton’s work is the study of the piano virtuoso, composer, arranger, and innovator reveals why he remains Creole jazz royalty in these 25 tracks, including Black Bottom Stomp; Jolly Roll Blues; Georgia Swing; Oh, Raoul! Didn’t Ramble; and more. Acobrat. $4.95

**CD 6828612 DIZZY GILLESPIE: The Classic Verve Collection 1957-1961.** This four-CD collection features eight of the finest LP’s Gillespie recorded for Verve Records during this seminal period of his career. Includes Dizzy in Greece; Dizzy Gillespie and Stuff Smith; At Newport; Duets; Sonny Side Up; Have Trumpet, Will Electrify; Evening with the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet; and Perceptions. Forty-six tracks. Enlarged Edition. $14.95. **$11.95**

**CD 2793341 BOBBY TIMMONS: The Riverside Albums Collection.** This 4 CD collection brings together the entirety of Bobby Timmons repertoire for Riverside, featuring eight albums originally released between 1957 and 1964 including: The Bobby Timmons Trio in Person; This Here Is Bobby Timmons; Soul Time Bobby Timmons; Easy Does It Bobby Timmons Trio; Bobby Timmons Sweet and Soulful Sounds; and John Jenkins, Cliff Jordan, and Bobby Timmons. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 679358 JOHN COLTRANE: The Classic Collaborations 1957-1963.** This collection brings together the very finest albums Coltrane recorded in collaboration with other jazz greats including Thelonious Monk, Duke Ellington, Milt Jackson, Red Garland and more. Forty-four tracks on 4 CDs include Mating Call; Coltrane's most popular album; Out of the Afrika; So What; Soularium; On a Misty Night; You Leave Me Breathless; Dedicated to You; and more. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6701353 STAN GETZ: The Classic Albums Collection, 1955-1963.** Among the truly great saxophonists of the Jazz Age, Getz's work is highlighted in this four-CD compilation. Collects eight classic albums. Hamp and Getz; Stan Getz and J.J. Johnson at the Opera House; Jazz Giants '58; Focus; Jazz Samba; Big Band Bossa Nova; Jazz Samba Encore! and More. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 2953595 DANGEROUS REINHARDT: Gypsy.** The legendary guitarist’s pioneering sound is on full display 12 tracks: Sweet Georgia Brown; Easy Going; College Stomp; Harlem Swing; Farewell Blues; Blue Light Blues; Low Cotton; Finesse (Night Wind); The Younger Generation; Bring Me Some Lighthouse Blues; Green; Blinds and, Swing De Paris. Acobrat. **Pub. at $11.95**

**CD 2932763 BENNY GOODMAN: Small Band Recordings 1936-1944.** Twenty-five tracks from the Benny Goodman Trio (Goodman, Teddy Wilson, and Gene Krupa plus permission on three tracks). Includes Dinah; Tea for Two; Ida, Sweet As Apple Cider; Sweet Georgia Brown; Stardust; Sunrise; and The Wang. **Wang Blues. Acobrat.**

**CD 6638546 GRANT GREEN: The Classic Albums Collection.** Among the most influential albeit undervalued guitarist of the 20th century, Grant Green’s majestic sound permeates these four jam-packed CDs. Includes the complete contents of eight albums: The Reawakening: Grant Street; Sunday Morning; Grantstand; Born To Be Blue; Feelin’ the Spirit; Am I Blue; and Idle Moments. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 6675972 MILT JACKSON: The Atlantic Albums Collection 1956-1961.** Experience the output of one of the most celebrated of the vibraphone with this eight-album collection. Compiled onto four CDs is the entirety of Jackson’s Ballads & Blues; Plenty, Plenty Soul; Bags & Flutes; Soul Brothers; The Ballad Artistry of Milt Jackson; Relax Bag; Bags & Trane; and Soul Mellow. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 2805316 KENNY BALL: The Essential Recordings.** A powerful, emotuous trumpet player, Kenny Ball was instrumental in bringing the music of the big bands into mainstream acceptance in the UK. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including Midnight in Moscow; The Green Leaves of Summer; Georgia Swing; Lazy River; Nuages; Dark Eyes; American Patrol; and more. **Primo. $6.95**

**CD 2927489 THE JACK TEAGARDEN COLLECTION, 1928-52.** One of the great names of jazz, Jack Teagarden is celebrated in this carefully selected collection, featuring 48 tracks from the bulk of his recording career. Includes She’s a Great Girl; After You’ve Gone; Swinging on the Aegean Gate; and more. **Primo. $11.95**

**CD 6928285 DICK HAYMES: It Might as Well Be Spring.** With his rich, warm baritone voice, Dick Haymes, one of the top male singers of the 1940s, performs 20 tracks. A carefully compiled selection includes More Is More; I See You with Victor Young and his Orchestra; It Might As Well Be Spring with Gordon Jenkins and his Orchestra; and more. **ABM. $4.95**

**CD 587257X AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part Two 1959-1962.** Add eight full essentials to this collection with this celebration of a jazz piano great. Brings together Jamal at the Penthouse; Happy Mood; At the Pershing Vol. 2; Listen to The Teddy Wilson Octet; Alhambra; and Standard Eyes; All of You; and At the Blackhawk. **Over 70 tracks on 4 CDs. $14.99**


**CD 2841266 HARRY “SWEETS” EDISON: The Classic Albums Collection.** This four CD collection brings together Edison’s finest and most acclaimed albums from across the early to mid period of his career. Allows jazz fans to sample his best work. Albums include Buddy and Sweets; Sweets; Gee, Baby Ain’t I Good to You; Going for Myself; The Swinger; Sweetenings; Together; and Wanted to Do One Together. Sixty-five tracks. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 587561 AHMAD JAMAL: The Complete Collection, Part One 1951-1959.** Offers up the complete track listings of eight essential albums by the great jazz pianist and composer. Piano Scene; Ahmad Jamal Plays; Ahmad Jamal Trio; Count Em 88; At the Pershing; Rain God for Me; Live at The Cookery; and more. **Enlarged Edition. Over 70 tracks on 4 CDs. Pub. at $14.99**

**CD 280512X BILLY ECKSTINE: The Essential Recordings.** He’s mainly remembered as a style, street, ballad astorian, but this two CD collection hopes to reestablish his place as a vocalist who inspired a whole generation of future Jazz and Soul artists. Features 40 tracks, including I Apologize; Blue Moon; Mama Be My Love; and more. **Primo. $6.95**

**CD 582788X WES MONTGOMERY: The Classic Recording 1958-1960.** Experience two years in the career of a jazz guitar master with eight of his classic albums including Wes Montgomeryland; The Montgomery Brothers and Five Others; A Good Git-Together; The Wes Montgomery Trio; The Incredible Jazz Guitar of Wes Montgomery; Movin Along; and The Montgomery Brothers. Nearly 60 tracks on four CDs. **Enlarged Edition. Pub. at $19.99**

and enter the item number in the search box.
**CD 6519628** THE DJANGO REINHARDT COLLECTION, 1935-46. This 52-track collection covers the core of Django Reinhardt's post-war career, most notably the concentrated period of creative activity in Paris and London during the 1930s. An excellent introduction to one of the most innovative jazz guitarists of all time. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 5818516** NAT KING COLE: The Complete US & UK Hits 1942-1962. Enjoy an array of early hits by the transcendent Nat King Cole with this unique and wide-ranging collection. At 113 tracks, it features all his US Top 10 hits, many charting over the period, as well as his UK hits, including well-loved treasures like Nature Boy; Mona Lisa; Too Young; and When I Fall in Love. Five CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 2947560** THE SPANIELS: The Complete Releases 1953-62. Collects all 51 tracks released by the pioneering doowop vocal group during the first decade of their career, either as A and B sides of their singles or on their two LPs for VeeJay. Featuring songs like Baby It's You; Goodnight Sweetheart, Goodnight; and Let's Do It. Six CDs. Enchantment. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2937468** THE OSCAR PETERSON TRIO LIVE 1953-56. One of the greatest jazz pianists of the post-war genre is at his best in three live performances from the mid-1950s, first at the Blue Note in Chicago, then at The Stratford Shakespearean Festival in Ontario. Twenty-five tracks include Heat Wave, I'll Be Seeing You; When Will I See You Again; and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2937232** THA AL BOWLLY COLLECTION, 1927-47. One of the first British artists who could seriously be called a true superstar of his era, Al Bowlly was a crooner in the heyday of the dance band era of the '30s, whose effortless romantic vocals made him a true superstar of his era. Featuring 100 tracks spanning his entire recording career, this four-CD collection offers an entertaining overview of the singer's musical style and talent. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6675190** THE TERRITORY BANDS 1935-1937. Twenty-four tracks cross the country to present the jazz and big band outfits often at the forefront of their style and talent. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6807798** THE JIMMY DORSEY HITS COLLECTION 1935-57. The ultimate collection of one of the most significant musicians of his time with 105 tracks encompassing many of his number one hits like Is It True What They Say About Dixie; Change Partners; The Breeze and I; Amore; Loving You; and Besame Mucho. Five CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6857817** TOMMY DORSEY–TENDERLY: The Best of the Decca Years. This seventy track collection features the best recordings for Decca from 1939 to 1940, showing that Dorsey was still a formidable trombonist and innovative performer. Tracks include Opus Two; They Didn't Believe Me; Smoke Gets In Your Eyes; The Touch of Your Hand; Hot Tom Alley; The Blue Room; Tenderly; Thelwek to Get to You; Alone Together, and much more. Three CDs. Sony. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 6675093** LES BROWN AND HIS BAND OF REOW: 'S Wonderful. Twenty-two tracks from Les Brown & His Orchestra, recorded between 1949 and 1950. The title track joins A Fine Romance, Where's Your Providence; Tenderly; Carolina; Sixpence; A Foggy Day; Drifting and Dreaming; People Will Say We're in Love; and more. Flying Records. Pub. at $17.95

**CD 1833588** BILL EVANS: 12 Classic Albums 1956-1962. This massive collection of jazz albums presents nearly all the recordings from twelve unforgettable Bill Evans albums: New Jazz Conceptions; Everybody Digs Bill Evans; The Ivory Hunters; Portrait in Jazz; Everyone Digs by the Village Vanguard; Waltz for Debby; Undercurrent; Moon Beams; Intimacy; and How My Heart Sings. Six CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99


**CD 2934030** NEW ORLEANS DANCE BANDS. Experience the roots of Louisianan jazz with 25 tracks from the region's best dance bands. Includes recordings by Piron's New Orleans Orchestra, Johnson's New Orleans, Drolit & His New Orleans Jazz Orchestra, The Halfway House (Dance) Orchestra, Elgar's Creole Orchestra, John Hyman's Bayou Stompers, and others. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

**CD 2937492** THE PAUL WESTON COLLECTION 1935-61. Paul Weston was a hugely influential postwar musical figure, skilled as a musician, arranger, conductor, and composer. This massive 103-track set sees him collaborating with a who’s who of contemporaries, including Dorsey, Dinah Shore, Lee Wiley, Betty Hutton, Dean Martin, Donny Ogdin, Garland, Ella Fitzgerald, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2937379** THE HUGO WINTERHALTER COLLECTION 1939-61. Brings together Winterhalter’s work with both artists for whom he arranged and projects under his own name, providing insight into the contribution of the industry’s key behind the scenes artistic influences. Over 100 tracks include compositions arranged for the likes of Count Basie, Frank Sinatra, Bing Crosby, Ella Fitzgerald, Judy Garland, and many others. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99

**CD 2926148** MILES DAVIS: Birth of the Cool. This reissue of the legendary jazz musician's compilation record serves as a demonstration of just how talented Miles was. Twelve tracks include Move; Jazz Impressions of Miles Davis; Venus Demilo; Budo; Deception; God Child; Boblibry; Rocker; Israel; Rouge; and Dar’n That Dream. Revolution Music. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 2792983** NEAL HEFTI: Six Classic Albums. Collects six of Hefti’s classic albums showcasing his superior quality. These complete works include: Singing Instrumentals; The Band with Young Ideas; Hefti Hot ‘N’ Hearty; Concert Miniatures; Hollywood Songbook Vol 1; and Jazz Psych. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

**CD 5817712** KENNY BURRELL, 1957-1962: The Complete Albums Collection. Experience Burrell’s trademark fusion of jazz and blues across eight albums from his storied career. Includes the complete track listings for Play for Trumpets and 2 Renos; Mystic; With 2 UGNS & 3 Vols; The Cats; On Wave; 2792893 Tasty Pudding; Floppy; 2852761 Willie and the Five Spot Cafe; A Night at the Vanguard; Weaver of Dreams; and Kenny Burrell & John Coltrane. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6803687** PHIL WOODS: The Classics Album Collection 1954-1961. Phil Woods stands out among saxophonists of his era. This four-album collection captures the musician’s compilations for the Wailer; For Adults Only; D. Jackle; Bitty Bopper; Sugar; Warm Woods; Woodford; The Young Bloods; and Rootin’ Swing. 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6887085** MILES DAVIS: The Classic Collaborations 1953-1963. Featuring collaborations with John Coltrane, Sonny Rollins, Gil Evans and others these 48 tracks include Paul Desmond, Flowers of the Water; For Adults Only; Dr. Jackie; Bitty Dilly; Minor March; Changes; Autumn Leaves; Love for Sale; Somethin’ Else; All of You; So What; On Green Dolphin Street; Round Midnight; Once upon a Summertime; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99
and enter the item number in the search box.
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**CD 3648796 THE GEORGE SHEARING COLLECTION 1939-58.** The remarkable George Shearing overcame blindness to become one of the most illustrious and distinctive jazz pianists of his time. This 101-track collection traces his recording career over a crucial 20-year period from its earliest days through to the late-1950s. Includes some rare early recordings. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.95. 

$17.95

**CD 5872863 TELHONIOUS MONK: THE COMPLETE ALBUMS COLLECTION 1954-57.** Monk is the second-most recorded jazz composer of all time, and this set gives us a taste of that vast oeuvre. Contains all complete albums across nearly 80 tracks and five CDs, including Genus of Modern Music Volumes 1 & 2, Thelonious Monk Plays Duke Ellington and more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.95.

**CD 2920110 RUSS MORGAN: MUSIC in the Morgan Manner.** A great 50 track set comprising 50 of his 55 chart entries during this era, including all his post-1940 hits from the Billboard sales charts. Two CDs include Tidal Wave; Midnight Blue; On a Little Dream Ranch; I Double Dare You; I’ve Got a Pocketful of Dreams; and more. Wabash Blues; Blueberry Hill; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99. 

$12.95

**CD 2947412 EARL HINES & HIS ESQUIRE ALL STARS.** In the 1950s, Radio station KABC in Los Angeles had an active live show broadcasting a regular live Saturday night half-hour show from Doc Dougherty’s Club Hangover. Presented here are the first season Club Esquire All Stars. 

**CD 2937549 ZOOT SIMS AT RONNIE SCOTT’S 1961.** The contents of two original albums charting a legendary Anglo-American jazz alliance—Zoot at Ronnie Scott’s and Solo for Zoot—are reissued on one disc, featuring a rare unedited version of Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99.

$9.95


$11.95

**CD 6675077 JAN SAVITT AND HIS TOP HATTERS ORCHESTRA: 1938 & 1939 Broadcasts.** Featuring appearances by Carlotta Dale and Bon Bon, these 21 tracks represent two late-1930s recordings—one at KYW Studios in Philadelphia, the other at The Blue Room, Hotel Lincoln in New York. Includes takes on I Married an Angel, How About You, Back to Back, Back; It’s A Wonderful World; and more. Flyright Records. 

$5.95


$9.95

**CD 2947544 SOHO BLUES: THE Ronnie Scott Anthology 1956-62.** Ronnie Scott has carved a formidable reputation as one of the UK’s finest jazz musicians, yet many of his early live albums are rare and sought-after rarities. This 45-track collection corrects that balance, combining work that Scott recorded under his own name from 1956 to 1961 with featured recordings under the leadership of other British jazz icons. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. 

**CD 2926369 THIS IS THE NIGHT: Lessons in Wild Saxophonology.** Features 18 great jazz works by the original artists including Knock on Wood by The Rivieras; Tummer Tee by Rosco Gordon; Cheating Woman by Kansas City Jimmy; and more. By Charles Glass, Big Band. Sand in Your Eyes; The Other Swedish Passengers; and more. Koko-Mojio. Pub. at $9.99. 

$7.95

**CD 290358X DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET/HANS KOLLER NEW JAZZ STARS: NDR 60 Years Jazz Edition, No. 01.** Recorded in 1953 in Germany, this collection includes five tracks from the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet including They Can’t Take That Away from Me; Alone Together Maneca; Tin Tin Deo; and I Can’t Get Started. Four tracks from the Hans Koller New Jazz Stars include; The Way You Look Tonight; Indian Summer; You and Me; and All the Things You Are. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $18.99. 

$14.95

**CD 677640X THAD JONES: THE COMPLETE ALBUMS COLLECTION 1954-1959.** Brings together the entirety of Thad Jones’s early catalog as jazz band leader, and collects nine full albums with over five hours of music. Songs include; Illusive; April in Paris; Jumpin’ For Jane; Blue Jelly; and more. Flyright Records.

$11.95

**CD 6675050 GLENN MILLER: THE COMPLETE SUSTAINING BROADCASTS, Volume IV.** Two complete broadcasts from March 1939 capture Glenn Miller’s Orchestra at the Washington, D.C., Convention Center, featuring performances like Oh, Baby!; Don’t Worry ’Bout Me; Deep Purple; My Blue Heaven; Get Out of Town; Blue Skies; Deep Purple; Heaven Can Wait; and more. Includes some multiples. Flyright Records.

$3.95

**CD 2953625 WOODY HERMAN: THE THIRD HERD LIVE 1952.** Woody Herman’s highly regarded line-up from the early to mid-50s, The Third Herd, performs in Portland, Oregon in late 1952. Featuring vocals by Herman, as well as Dolly Houston and Dinah Washington, these 25 tracks include; I Would Do Anything for You; You Belong to Me, This Is New; I May Be Wrong; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95.

$12.95

**CD 2937530 THE WYNO NIE HARRIS COLLECTION 1944-47.** One of the most recognizable entertainers of the post-war era, Dean Martin’s voice defined a generation. This 56-track set takes us back to his debut with singles based for Diamond and Capitol labels. Classics like Memories Are Made of This and That’s Amore join other lesser-known gems, plus an early live recording of Everybody Loves Somebody. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95. 

$12.95

**CD 293739X JIMMY SMITH: THE COMPLETE ALBUMS COLLECTION 1943-50.** The remarkable Jimmy Smith, one of the most recognizable entertainers of the post-war era, distinguishes his impressive library with this unique collection. Compilation includes five tracks from the Dizzy Gillespie Quintet including They Can’t Take That Away from Me; Alone Together Maneca; Tin Tin Deo; and I Can’t Get Started. Four tracks from the Hans Koller New Jazz Stars include; The Way You Look Tonight; Indian Summer; You and Me; and All the Things You Are. Moosicus Records. Pub. at $18.99. 

$14.95


$14.95
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**CD 2927357** LEARNING THE BLUES: The Jazz Stars Play the Sinatra Songbook. This compilation collects twenty-five appropriations of the Sinatra Songbook performed by some of the finest names from the Golden Age of jazz including Gerry Mulligan playing Tenor Is a Thump, Illinois Jacquet performing Lean Baby, Milt Jackson and Red Garland and All the King's Horses by Lee Morgan. On 2 CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6620701** BILLY VAUGHN: The Singles & EPs Collection, 1954-62. Over 95 tracks comprise the A and B sides of the U.S. and U.K. singles released by this绊手绊脚 over some eight years, plus selected tracks from six of his EPs. Includes the top ten hits Melody of Love; Shifting; Whispering Sands; Raucous; and Sail Along Silvery Moon. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

**CD 279294X** RUSS FREEMAN: Seven Classic Albums. This collection features seven classic albums by one of the legendary jazz pianist: Chet Baker Quartet featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Sings; Russ Freeman Trio; Shelly Manne–More Swingin' Sounds; Chet Baker Quartet; Andre Previn–Double Play; and Shelly Manne and His Men Play Gunn. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

**CD 2896812** PETER CLARK: The 20-Man Music Machine. Features 14 tracks from this big band musician and composer including All the Things You Ain’t; Swansong; Remembering the Rhythm Section; When John Comes Marching Home; 2 More Than 4; Good News; Kenton Gets a Mention; Love for Sale; Autumn Leaves; and more. Summit. Pub. at $15.99

**CD 2792966** SAM JONES: Three Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection spans Jones' career from 1960 to 1962 and includes 24 tracks. Collects three classic albums: The Soul Society; The Chant; and Down Home. Features delightful hits like Some Kinda Mean; Just Friends; The Four; Blue 7; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2896812** CORY WEEDS QUINTET: Live at Frankie’s Jazz Club. Features the timeless, heartfelt and resonant sound of Cory Weeds quintet on this 9 track CD recorded live at Frankie’s Jazz Club. Includes Bluegrass Mood; Gypsy Blue; Consequence; Fabienne; Formidable; Up Tight’s Creek; Tokyo; and The Three Minors. Cellar Live Records. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2896812** HERBIE MANN: The Early Years Complete Recordings, Part Three 1955-1969. The Herbie Mann retrospective continues with a collection of eight complete albums featuring the jazz flute legend at his best. Features London’s designed for the Mann Family of Mann: Flute; Brass; Vibes and Percussion; At the Village Gate; Brazil; Bossa Nova and Blues; Right Now; and St. Thomas. Fifty-two tracks on 4 CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6675122** MOODY MANN & HIS MEN: This wide array of hit performers sing for Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the 50s, 30s, and 40s. Collaborators include Jack Leonard, Anita Boyer, the Clark Sisters, Lucy Ann Polk and others. Features 14 tracks including Get Scarred; Another Day; Parker’s Mood; Little Boy, Don’t Get Scared; and more. Arbors Records. Pub. at $13.99

**CD 2791278** THE JULIE LONDON COLLECTION, 1955-62. Best known for her 1955 classic Cry Me A River, the sultry-voiced Julie London never quite reached the level of popularity she deserved. Here she tracks 57 more A and B sides, offering an ideal introduction to this distinctive and sophisticated American voice. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 297317X** THE DELLS: The Early Years. One of the longest-lasting of all the many R&B vocal groups that had roots in the gospel and doowop era of the 1950s, the Dells are celebrated in a 29-track set exploring their early career. Includes Darling I Know (performed as The El Rays), Movin’ On; A Distant Love; What You Say Baby, Jeepers Creepers; God Bless the Child; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 6711782** MILES DAVIS & BILL EVANS: Complete Studio & Live Masters. During 1955 and 1956, two of the greatest luminaries in jazz history performed together in Miles Davis’ quintet and sextet. Collected here are all of their master takes, as well as their surviving live recordings together, all on one box set. One Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**CD 6795862** LA LO SCHIFRIN: The Early Years. Brings together the early works of Schifrin as a bandleader, from his debut album to his departure groups and orchestras on television and TV. Ten full albums include Spectrum; Piano Expresso; Lalo = Brilliance; Bossa Nova; New Strings and Bossa Nova; and more. Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2795973** KING PLEASURE: Interpretation of Moods. Collects nine songs from the acclaimed jazz vocalist Moody’s Mood; All of Me; Don’t Worry ’Bout Me; No Not Much; Golden Days; Tomorrow is Another Day; Parker’s Mood; Little Boy, Don’t Get Scared; and The New Symphony Sid. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2792834** JOE BUSHKIN: Seven Classic Albums. Collects seven Bushkin’s essentials, initially reissued and re-mastered for superior quality. These complete works include: Piano Mood; After Hours with Joe Bushkin; Midnight Rhapsody; Blue Angels; I Get a Kick Out of Porter; Night sounds; and more. Bushkin Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.95

**CD 3553701** THE RAY CONNIFF COLLECTION 1938-63. A valuable Renaissance man of big band music, this trombonist, bandleader, conductor, and arranger is featured on 13 tracks, comprising the first quarter-century of Coniff’s storied career from his recording debut in 1938 through to the early ‘60s. On four CDs you’ll find his collaborations with Frankie Laine, Johnny Mathis, Rosemary Clooney, and much more. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95
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**CD 2793016 TEDDY CHARLES: Seven Classic Albums.** This collection of 48 tracks collects the seven classic albums. Collaborators include Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne & Jimmy Giuffre; Evolution (with Shorty Rogers, Shelly Manne, Jimmy Giuffre & Charles Mingus); The Teddy Two Tone Band; Chet Baker (with Dizzy Gillespie, Monk, James Moody and more). Acrobot. Pub. at $16.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 6992110 IVIE ANDERSON: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume II.** An array of hill performers sing for Tom Dorney & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the '30s, '40s, and '50s. Collaborators like Connie Haines, the Pied Pipers, Bonnie Lou Williams, Jack Duffy and others perform. Archive. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 6675042 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume IV.** A collection of live FM radio broadcasts from 1970 to 1990 from jazz belle Dave Stryker. His orchestra perform live at Paradise Restaurant & Cabaret in four half-hour broadcasts from June 1938, each presented in their entirety. Forty-one tracks include Don’t Wake Up My Heart; On The Alamo; Honeysuckle Rose; and more. Collectables. Two CDs. Flyright Records. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 6675220 THEY ALSO SANG with TOMMY DORSEY, VOLUME II.** An array of hill performers sing for Tommy Dorsey & His Orchestra in these 25 recordings from the '30s, '40s, and '50s. Collaborators like Connie Haines, the Pied Pipers, Bonnie Lou Williams, Jack Duffy and others perform. Archive. Pub. at $19.99. **PRICE CUT to $3.95**

**CD 2870681 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY: Swinging’ in Seattle.** This 19 track album gives listeners the chance to feel that what it would be like to be in the presence of this great musician and his band, for the first time. Performances featuring some of the best musicians of the time, including Horace Silver, Sonny Stitt, George Benson and many more. 2 CDs. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 5942765 ANITA O’DAY: Selected Sides 1941-1962.** With a superb voice and an exciting approach to her craft, Anita O’Day was sought out by some of the biggest names of her time—Gene Krupa, Nat “King” Cole, Stan Getz, Jimmy Cannon and more. This massive 109-track collection brings together and remasters multiple tracks derived from and other collaborations; Four CDs. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 2792745 DAVE PIKE: Three Classic Albums.** Swing and bob along with this collection by jazz vibraphone and marimba player, Dave Pike. This collection features 21 tracks over the three following albums: Dave Pike; Pike’s Point; London Carnival. Two CDs. Real Gone Jazz. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2792842 JOHNNY DANKWORTH: Three Classic Albums.** Collects three of Dankworth’s essential albums, digitally remastered and enhanced for superior quality. These complete works offer: George and Ira Gershwin, George Arlen, and more. Classic Jazz; London Philharmonic; and London to Newport. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 2841126 THE GREATEST HITS of ACE CANNON: More Than Tuff.** An audio tour de force that takes listeners through the classic Ace Cannon. Collects ten tracks, including When a Man Loves a Woman; Raindrops Keep Falling on My Head; Bad Boy Leroy Brown; Run Moonie; and more. Productions. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 5900663 CHET BAKER: The Pacific Jazz Collection 1953-1957.** A master of the trumpet and a heralded vocalist, Chet Baker composed and arranged many songs, performed some of the finest saxophonists ever to play breath. Featuring Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John Coltrane, Cannonball Adderley, Stan Getz, Dexter Gordon, and ‘Fathead’ Newman, and many more. Not Now Music. **$7.95**

**CD 3683095 ERIC DOLPHY: 12 Classic Albums, 1959-1962.** Rediscover the soul of an incredible artist that with the complete track listings of 12 albums: Canibe; Outward Bound; Out There; Looking Ahead; Here and There; Where?: Cray; Cry; Give Me Some Blues and the Black Messiah. Tokyo 1973; Caribe; Outward Bound; Out of the Blue. Over five hours of music, it includes Chet Baker Quartet Featuring Russ Freeman; Chet Baker Quintet Featuring Johnnie Army Ann Arbor Oct 30-1; Plays the Trumpet Artistry of Chet Baker; Chet Baker & Crew; Chet Baker Big Band; Playboys; and Quartet: Russ Freeman/Chet Baker; Four CDs. Enlightenment. Pub. at $14.99. **$11.95**

**CD 6861486 VIC DAMONE: Feelings.** Starting in 1947, Vic Damone has brought you some of the best in traditional pop and big band music. This CD brings you 10 songs by the great singer: Feeling; The Call; Somewhere; 74 Miles Away; We Call It Music; Moon River; I Got It Bad; Over the Rainbow; After You’ve Gone; and more. Real Gone Music. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**CD 6807704 AL JOLSON: Sonny Boy.** At the peak of his career, he was known as “The World’s Greatest Entertainer.” Presented here and the 12 albums of some of the best known songs sung by Jolson including Let Me Sing and I’m Happy; I Only Have Eyes for You; My Mammy; After You’ve Gone; Easter Parade; Sonny Boy; April Showers; and more. MVD Audio. **SOLD OUT**

**CD 5927063 JIM KESWIC: Relax Your Mind–Origins.** One of the first albums from the ragtime, jazz, and blues singer and bandleader and musician includes twelve tracks: Heebeee Jeebles; Hannah; Bye and Bye; The Cuckoo; I got Mine; Buffalo Skinnies; My Man; Melodie Belle; Relax Your Mind; and more. Ace Cannon. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 6842128 THE BEST OF CAJUN & ZYDECO.** With roots deeply set in the heart of Louisiana, Cajun and zydeco music is unmistakable. This sound is captured and celebrated in this 50-track collection. Mixing elements of jazz, blues, and folk are legends like Jimmy C. Newman, Clifton Chenier, Boozoo Chavis, The Hackberry Ramblers, and more. Two CDs. JSP Records. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

**CD 6971881 OSCAR PETERSON: Eight Classic Albums.** Considered to be one of the greatest jazz pianist, this four CD set includes Peterson’s albums: The Jazz Soul of Oscar Peterson; Plays the Duke Ellington Songbook; Plays the George Gershwin Songbook; and Plays the Jerome Kern Songbook; Plays the Cole Porter Songbook; Plays Porgy and Bess; and A Jazz Portrait of Frank Sinatra. On 67 tracks. Reel to Reel. **$14.95**

**CD 2805588 TOMMY DORSEY: The Essential Recordings.** The most popular and most commercially successful bandleader of the Big Band Era is celebrated in this two CD collection. Featuring 32 tracks, including I’ll Never Smile Again (Vocals by Frank Sinatra); In the Blue of the Evening (Vocals by Frank Sinatra); Marie (Vocals by Jack Leonard); Boogie Woogie; and more. Primo. **$6.95**

**CD 675855X LATE NIGHT SAX.** This two CD set collects 32 tracks of some of the greatest compositions ever written, performed by some of the finest saxophonists ever to play. Featuring Sonny Rollins, Coleman Hawkins, John Coltrane, Cannonball Adderley, Stan Getz, Dexter Gordon, and more. Not Now Music. **Price $7.95**
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CD 2805383 MEL TORME: The Essential Recordings. This two CD collection celebrates one of the major Jazz singers of the twentieth century. Features 40 tracks, including Comin' Home Baby; Careless Hands; Right Now; I Should Care; Blue Moon; Round Midnight; Skylark; How High the Moon; Whisper Not; Spellbound; Blue Skies; The Flat Foot Floogie; By Myself; and more. Price: $16.95

CD 6649009 DAVE BRUBECK: The Absolutely Essential 3 CD Collection. Features sixty numbers from this American jazz pianist and composer including Take Five; You Stepped Out Of A Dream; Smile; Take Five; Open; Look for the Silver Lining; Lullaby in Rhythm; All the Things You Are; Me and My Shadow; Three to Get Ready; Tea for Two; and more. 3 CDs. Big 3. Price: $9.95

CD 6832709 JOHN COLTRANE: Giant of Jazz. Collects thirty tracks of Coltrane's greatest jazz hits including Giant Steps; Blue Train; Strata; and more. Flyright Records. Price: $14.95

Great Film Hits. For Four CDs, Real Gone Music.

CD 6750526 GLENN MILLER: Live from the Cafe Rouge 1940. Glenn Miller and His Orchestra performs 19 live tracks across two complete concert recordings. Includes renditions of Star Dust; Tiger Rag; The Little Man Who Wasn't There; Let's All Sing Together; Indian Summer; and more. Flyright Records. Price: $3.95

CD 664239X GROOZY JAZZ ORGAN. Offers thirty timeless organ classics, as performed by the instrument's greatest legends: Jimmy Smith; Richard “Groove” Holmes; Jack McDuff; Freddie Roach; Johnny ‘Hammond’ Smith; Jimmy McGriff; Booker T. Esquivel; and many others. These CDs are Not Vinyl. Price: $15.93

CD 6848672 RAMSEY LEWIS: Black Eye Peas. Ramsey Lewis has garnered the affection of jazz audiences along with pop and soul fans. This two CD set collects 40 cool ditties from the piano legend, including My Funny Valentine; Dee’s New Blues; Black Eye Peas; Here ‘Tis; The Ripper; Little Liza Jane; and many more. Not Now Music. Price: $7.95

CD 2805200 DIZZY GILLESPIE: The Essential Recordings. Dizzy’s revolutionary bebop style and his use of Afro Cuban rhythms, rediscovered Jazz toward the unexplored paths. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including A Night in Tunisia; Salt Peanuts; Things to Come; Cubana Be; Mohawk; St. Louis Blues; Umbrella Man; Manteca; My Man; Bloomdido; and more. Price: $9.95

CD 6875085 JERRY GRAY & HIS ORCHESTRA: Re-Stringing the Pearls. Twenty-eight tracks recorded in 1949-50 capture Gray’s orchestra in renditions of Crew Cut; Smoke Gets in Your Eyes; What Is This Thing Called Love?; Dancing in the Dark; Stardust; Begin the Beguine; St. Louis Blues; Shine on Harvest Moon; and more. Flyright Records.

Price: $9.95

CD 6771025 DAVE BRUBECK: Take Five–Portrait of a Legend. Sixteen original albums take listeners from 1946 to 1960, documenting the most critical years for Jazz legend Dave Brubeck and his shifting jazz combo. Ten CDs include Dave Brubeck Octet; Dave Brubeck Trio; Jazz at Oberlin–The Dave Brubeck Quartet; Brubeck Time; Plays and Plays and Plays; Time Out; and Dave Digs Disney; and more. Price: $24.95

CD 2793008 TED HEATH: Six Classic Albums. Dance through 47 tracks from Britain’s greatest big band leader. This collection features six classic albums: Teddy’s Theme; The Hello Teddy’s First American Tour; A Yank in Europe; Teddy Heath Plays A Jolson Classics; Teddy Heath Recalls the Fabulous Dorseys; and Teddy Heath Plays and Plays and Plays; Time Out; and Behind Brigitte Bardot. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Price: $14.95

CD 2728877 MANNY ALBAM: Seven Classic Albums. This four CD set features and collects seven original albums from the legendary Latin baritone saxophonist, including: The Jazz Workshop: The Drum Suite; West Side Story; Jazz New York; Steve’s Songs; Drum Feast; and Jazz Goes to the Movies. Real Gone Music. Price: $14.95

CD 6744737 DICK MORRISSEY: Live at the Bell 1972. Recorded at The Bell, Maidenhead, Morrisey (tenor sax) plays alongside Lennie Bert (vibraphone), Hetherington (drums), Alan Berry (piano), and Bill Larue (bass) for six extended jazz tracks: Speak Low; St. Thomas; Whisper Not; On the Sunny Side; Over the Rainbow; Unidentified Theme; and Down by the River. Price: $2.95

CD 6672935 SUN RA AND HIS ARKESTRA: Supersonic Sounds. Few modern jazz artists can boast the daring innovation and exotic experimentation of Sun Ra. Collect here are three complete albums by a fearless creator who helped usher in the new wave of surrealistic music: Super-Sonic Jazz; Jazz by Sun Ra; and Jazz in Silhouette. Three CDs. Not Now Music. Price: $14.95

SOLD OUT

CD 2792729 BOB COOPER: Six Classic Albums. This digitally remastered collection celebrates four years of this West Coast jazz musician’s career with 54 timeless tracks. Collects the six classic albums: The Bob Cooper Sextet; Shifting Winds; Flute N’ Oboe (with Bud Shank); The Music: Of Bob Cooper; Swingin’ to TV; and Blowin’ Country. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Price: $14.95

CD 6674984 GLENN MILLER & HIS ORCHESTRA: From Rags to Riches. Collecting 22 tracks from four separate NBC broadcasts recorded in 1938 and 1939, this collection is one of the greatest jazz ensembles in the world and features hits from the legendary jazz baritone saxophonist, including: Rags to Riches; And His Orchestra Plays; The Bob Cooper Sextet; The Music: Of Bob Cooper; Swingin’ to TV; and Blowin’ Country. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Price: $14.95

SOLD OUT

CD 5991093 THE ALBERT HUNTER COLLECTION, 1921-40. Ninety-four tracks showcasing the most prominent blues and jazz singers of the early-inter war years. Comprehensively covering nearly four decades of prolific output, it features collaborations with Fats Waller, Clarence Williams, Sid Bechet, Buster Bailey and more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Price: $24.99

CD 6875034 GLENN MILLER: The Complete Sustaining Broadcasts, Volume 2. One of the greatest of all bandleaders shows how he became a legend with 19 tracks representing two complete shows (1939 and 1938) at Paradise Cabaret & Restaurant in New York City. Includes takes on King Porter Stomp; One O’Clock Jump; Farewell Blues; Moon Love; I Want to Be Happy; Tiger Rag; and more. Flyright Records. Price: $3.95

SOLD OUT

CD 6770743 BILL RAMSEY: Gettin’ Back to Swing. Saxophonist and bandleader Bill Ramsey records his group for 16 jazz tracks, recorded in 1994. Check to Creek: I’m Beginning to See the Light; Without a Song; Night and Day; Blues in the Night; Gettin’ Back to Swing; Satin Doll; The Lady is a Tramp; Somethin’ Cool; and more. Bear Family Records. Price: $24.99

PRICE CUT TO $2.95

CD 2792373 BUDDY COLLETTE: Six Classic Albums. Celebrate the legacy of this true jazz master with 61 timeless tracks, featuring six original albums: Man of Many Parts; Buddy Collette’s Latin; Welcome to Cool; and Collette; Mars Makes Broadway; Jazz Loves Paris; and The Polyhedric Buddy Collette. Collette. Four CDs. Real Gone Jazz. Price: $14.95

CD 674933X BILL RAMSEY: Gettin’ Back to Swing. Saxophonist and bandleader Bill Ramsey records his group for 16 jazz tracks, recorded in 1994. Check to Creek: I’m Beginning to See the Light; Without a Song; Night and Day; Blues in the Night; Gettin’ Back to Swing; Satin Doll; The Lady is a Tramp; Somethin’ Cool; and more. Bear Family Records. Price: $24.99

PRICE CUT TO $2.95
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★ CD 2927470 IKE & TINA TURNER: Sing the Blues. In 1969, Ike Turner leased two albums of blues-oriented material to Blue Thumb records. The Hunter and Outta Season, here, 18 tracks of Ike’s work with Tina brought together, pairing Ike’s blistering guitar with Tina’s unforgettable voice. Includes “I’ve Been Loving You Too Long; Mean Old World; Dust My Broom; Early Morning; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95

★ CD 5908566 HARMONICA BLUES. The harmonica is a staple of that classic blues sound, and in these 25 tracks some of its greatest players show us why. Includes: Maxwell and Peoria; Martin & Robert; Man Trouble Blues; Jazzy Coleman; Riding the Blinds by Eddie Mapp; I Want to Be by Noah Lewis; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95

★ CD 2947439 ETTA JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1955-62. Over 50 tracks encapsulate more than half a decade in the career of this top blues, R&B, and soul talent. Collects all her A & B sides recorded for Modern, Kent, Chess, and Argo, including hits like “The Wallflower” (Roll with Me Henry); Good Rockin’ Daddy; All I Could Do Was Cry; At Last; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

★ CD 6848559 BORN BAD. Forty tracks of bad boys and dirty deeds. Featuring Johnny Cash, Howlin’ Wolf, Marty Robbins, John Lee Hooker, B.B. King, Glen Campbell, Sam Cooke, Bo Diddley, Fats Domino, Bob Dylan and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $7.95

★ CD 2848872 ROY HAMILTON: The Singles Collection 1954-62. This 80 track, three CD set comprises almost all his A & B sides recorded for the Epic label during this era, and features all his 16 career hits including You’ll Never Walk Alone, Unchained Melody, Ebb Tide; Hurt; If I Loved You; Go Tell it on the Mountain, and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

LIMITED QUANTITY CD 2940906 THE SUPREMES: Baby Love. They’re Motown’s most successful group ever and this collection spanning their entire career features eight UK top 40 hits, including Baby Love; You Keep Me Hanging On; Stoned Love; Where Did Our Love Go; My Favorite Things; and more. Spectrum Music.

★ CD 8661237 ALBERT COLLINS: Funky Blues Live 1973. Like a million-watt incandescent bulb, Albert Collins set countless stage ablatz with his electrifying Texas blues. Collected from a live performance these 10 tracks include Gonna Walk with You; Funk Jam; Stormy Monday; Get Down; Funk Jam 2; Backstage; Conversation with Collins; Can’t You See What You’re Doing to Me; Frosty; and Get Your Business Straight. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $9.95

★ CD 6962947 DONNA SUMMER: Gold. A wonderful collection of 34 tracks from the Queen of Disco. Songs include Love to Love You Baby; I Feel Love; Try Me, I Know We Can Make It; Could It Be Magic; The Wanderer; She Works Hard For the Money; and more. Two CDs. Mercury. $15.95

★ CD 2927349 ARETHA FRANKLIN: The Complete Releases 1956-62. Collects 48 tracks from the years when Franklin was establishing herself as a distinctive, soulful, and dynamic performer and recording artist join her singles for Columbia, primarily drawn from the albums Aretha Franklin with the Ray Bryant Combo; The Electrifying Aretha Franklin; and The Tender, The Moving, The Swinging Aretha Franklin. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

Farther up the Road; I Pity the Fool; Turn on Your Love Light; and Stormy Monday Blues. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $14.99

★ CD 2940795 MARTHA REEVES & THE VANDELLAS: The Definitive Collection. Includes tracks on the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. Reeves and the Vandellas were true legends of Motown. Eighteen tracks are compiled here, including Come and Get These Memories; Nowhere to Run; Dancing in the Street; (Love Is Like A) Teenage Dream; and more. Motown.

★ CD 6787126 STEVIE WONDER: The Best of Little Stevie. Go back to Stevie’s roots with 19 vintage recordings from his early years. A budding genius gets his start with Fingerprints; The Square; Soul Mating; Midnight; and more. Spectrum Music.

★ CD 2871106 TOM WAITS: The Archives. The Godfather of gravelly, bourbon soaked vocals brings together, pairings Ike’s blistering blues harmonica from one of the most popular blues performers ever to tour Europe. The A and B sides of all his earliest singles are joined by rock ‘n’ roll; blues; and soul talent. Collects all his A & B sides of all his earliest singles are joined by rock ‘n’ roll; blues; and more. Spectrum Music.

★ CD 2847552 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON, 1951-1954: Eyesight to the Blind. Collects 25 scorching examples of harp blues harmonica from one of the most popular blues performers ever to tour Europe. The A and B sides of all his earliest singles are joined by rock ‘n’ roll; blues; and more. Spectrum Music.

★ CD 2937387 JACKIE WILSON: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1952-62. This 66 track selection of tunes from the man known as “Mr. Excitement,” including Reet Petite; To Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Night; Alone at Last; The Blue of the Evening; My Empty Arms; Who’s Sorry Now; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 2927381 CHARLEY PATTON: The Complete Recordings 1929-34. Charley Patton was widely regarded as perhaps the archetypal early exponent of Mississippi Delta blues. Spanning his short career of recordings, this collection of 61 tracks presents his works in chronological order of their release, including six tracks on which Henry Townsend vocals to Patton’s guitar. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99

★ CD 6787037 MARY WELLS: The One Who Really Loves You. An R&B queen delivers 10 mesmerizing recordings: The One Who Really Loves You, Two Wrongs Don’t Make A Right; You’re My Desire; Who Really Loves You. Each track selection of tunes from the man known as “Mr. Excitement,” including Reet Petite; To Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Night; Alone at Last; The Blue of the Evening; My Empty Arms; Who’s Sorry Now; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 5846447 BOBBY BLAND: The Singles Collection 1951-62. Bobby Bland, one of the most influential R&B, and soul singers of the post-war era, is revived for this 56-track set, bringing together Bland’s A and B sides recorded for the Chess label. Includes his 35th anniversary of tunes from the man known as “Mr. Excitement,” including Reet Petite; To Be Loved; Lonely Teardrops; Night; Alone at Last; The Blue of the Evening; My Empty Arms; Who’s Sorry Now; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.99

★ CD 2940796 MARTHA REEVES & THE VANDELLAS: The Definitive Collection. Includes tracks on the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame. Reeves and the Vandellas were true legends of Motown. Eighteen tracks are compiled here, including Come and Get These Memories; Nowhere to Run; Dancing in the Street; (Love Is Like A) Teenage Dream; and more. Motown.

★ CD 2792669 LONNIE JOHNSON, VOLUME ONE, 1928-1929. This collection of 99 original songs celebrates the blues pioneer who inspired artists like Robert Johnson and B.B. King. Explore hits that helped shape the blues genre like Bed of Sand; Love You Baby; Wife of Genie; Baby; Father of 99 Originals On Songs Celebrates The Blues Pioneer Who Inspired Artists Like Robert Johnson And B.B. King. Explore Hits That Helped Shape The Blues Genre Like Bed of Sand; Love You Baby; Wife of Genie; Baby; Father Of. Please Come Home; Black Cat Blues; Blue Ghost Blues; Two Tone Stomp; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

★ CD 2943077 THE ROBERT NIGHTHAWK COLLECTION, 1937-52. The slide guitarist and singer performs under all his names and is highlighted in this vintage collection. Joined by guests from Sonny Boy Williamson to Pinetop Smith and Ransom Knowles, he delivers 48 tracks. Prowling Night Hawk; Lonesome Dog; Feel So Bad; Off Morn... and many more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99
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**CD 2837425 LAVERN BAKER: The Complete Singles As & Bs, 1949-62.** LaVern Baker was one of the top R&B singers of the 50s and 60s, packing up a string of R&B and pop hits. This 71-track collection comprises every A and B side she released from her recording debut in 1946 through to her last Top 50 entry in 1962. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 6786723 THE CONTOURS: Do You Love Me? Eleven Motown classics! Rediscover a hit-making vocal group with Do You Love Me (Now That I Can Dance); Shake Sherry; You Better Get In Line; The Strut; A Most Bitchy Woman; Whole Lot A Woman; Claudia; So Grateful; The Old Miner; Funny; and, Move. Mr. Man. Torill Media. $2.95

**CD 2811502 BOTTLENECK GUITAR: Selected Sides 1926-2015.** This deluxe, four CD box set features 88 tracks, including Pickin' Funk Blues by Leadbelly; Traveling Riverside Blues by Robert Johnson; Dust My Broom by Elmore James; Rockin' Daddy by Howlin Wolf; and many more. M.S.P. Records. Pub. at $28.99

**CD 5872626 B.B. KING: Complete Recordings 1949-1962.** This massive set takes in all-encapsulating four of more than a decade in King’s legendary career. More than eight hours of music, these six jam-packed discs include nearly 170 tracks including Got the Blues; Hard Working Woman; Please Help Me, Blind Love; My Heart; Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and so much more. Enlightenment. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6857760 SONNY BOY WILLIAMSON II: The Complete Trumpet, Ace & Checker Singles 1951-62.** Comprises all his recordings released during this period. Fifty-one tracks include Eyesight to the Blind; Abide With Me; You Got My Mojo; Rock Me Cool; Cool Blues; Getting Out of Town; Empty Bedroom; You Funeral and My Trial; Keep It to Yourself; and much. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

**CD 2878383 GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS: Midnight Train to Georgia.** To say that Gladys Knight & the Pips are soul music legends is no exaggeration. This two CD set includes some of her biggest, most recognizable hits: I’m Gonna Love Me Again; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; Rock Me Baby; and many more. Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 294300X DELLA REESE, 1955-62: The Singles Collection.** Explore the early career of the transcendent Della Reese with this collection, bringing together all the A and B sides she recorded for the Jubilee label from her 1955, plus nearly all her A and B sides released on RCA up to 1962. More than 50 tracks include hits like I Will Fight; My Heart; Boogie Woogie Woman; Please Help Me, Blind Love; My Heart; Boogie Woogie Woman; Tomorrow Is Another Day; and so much more! Demon Music Group. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2946601 BROOK BENTON: The Singles Collection 1955-62.** Features almost all the A & B sides of Benton’s releases during the first eight years of his recording career, including 30 chart hits. These 57 tracks include Way Over There; Who’s Lovin’ You; The Boll Weevil Song; Hotel Happiness; Shake Sherry; You Better Get in Line; The Way You Look Tonight; Somebody to Love; Baby You’re Right; Little Darlin’; Comin’ Home to You; Stay; The Nearness of You; Please; Come and Get It; Here I Stand; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 2947451 JAMES BROWN: Live at the Apollo 1962.** One of the greatest live albums ever released. This 17-track set was recorded on Billboard’s Pop Album chart. You’ll fall in love with the 11 tracks collected here, including I’ll Go Crazy; Try Me; I Think I Don’t Mind; Night Train; and more. Universal Music. $9.95

**CD 279160X THE FIFTH DIMENSION: Live! You’ll love getting lost in The Fifth Dimension’s tracks on The Battle Goes On; Be Good to One Another; If That’s the Way You Want It; Respect; The Way I Feel About You; Goin’ Out of My Head; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $14.99

**CD 6953048 MARTHA Reeves & THE Vandellas: Gold.** This vibrant collection of 42 songs is a treasure trove of classic sound of Martha & the Vandellas. Among the timeless tracks collected here are I’m Ready For Love; Love (Makes Me Do Foolish Things); Georgia; If You Let Him Go; Come and Get These Memories; and more. Two CDs. Motown. $15.95

**CD 2792990 SUNNYLAND SLIM, 1947-1961.** A digitally remastered collection of 81 tracks that span the career of this American blues pianist from 1947 to 1961. Featured tracks include Fly Right; Little Girl; Sweet Lucy Blues; Hard Times; I’ve Got Home Child; Bassologist; The Devil Is a Busy Man; Gin Drinkin’ Baby; Shake It Baby, Mary Lee, and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $19.95

**CD 6963137 SMOKEY Robinson & THE Miracles: Gold.** A two-CD set featuring 51 tracks, including Got a Job; Going to a Go-Go; Bad Girl; Shop Around; Satisfaction; The Tracks of My Years; Way Over There; Who’s Lovin’ You; and many more. Motown. $19.95

**CD 6963013 LIONEL RITCHIE/COMMODORES: Gold.** Collects 32 hits from legendary singer and songwriter, Lionel Ritchie and The Commodores. The songs on this two CD set include All Night Long (All Night); I Say So; Dancing in the Street; Ain’t No Love; Hello; Endless Love; Three Times a Lady; and many Motown. $19.95

**CD 2947102 DO YOU MEAN IT.** Dig these crazy tunes from Guitarsville. Songs include I Love You More Than Time; Roland Creedy’s Memphis Slim; Shake It Up By Mickey and Sylvia; Shake Your Moneymaker by Elmore James; Rockin’ Daddy by Howlin Wolf; and many more. Twenty-eight tracks. $17.95

**CD 6738583 THE FLAMINGOS COLLECTION, 1953-61.** Eighty tracks comprise almost all the titles the Flamingos released during this primary period of their career, including the hits I’ll Be Home If Only Have Eyes for You. It comprises all of their A & B sides on the Chance, Parrot, Checker, Decca, and End labels, along with the tracks from their first three LPs. Three CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 5711700 ESSENTIAL CHAKA KHAN.** A soulful playlist of the Queen of Funk with more than 30 tracks including some of her biggest, most recognizable hits. I Feel for You (written by Prince); I’m Every Woman; Ain’t Nobody; Through the Fire; and many more! Two CDs. Rhino. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 6878229 JAMES BROWN & THE FAMOUS FLAMES: The Federal & King Singles As & Bs, 1956-61.** Known as The Godfather of Funk, James Brown was one of the primary originators of funk and soul music in the 1950 and ’60s. This two CD set collects 57 tracks, including Try Me, Please, Please, Please; Think: You’ve Got the Power; Bewildered; I Don’t Mind; Baby You’re Right; Little Darlin’; Comin’ Home to You; Stay; The Nearness of You; Please; Come and Get It; Here I Stand; and more. Classic World Productions. Pub. at $16.95 $15.95

**CD 6803286 SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES: ’60s Era.** Fifty tracks on two CDs highlight the unsung heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Elmore James; Champion Jack Dupree; Jimmy Spruill, Juke Boy Bonner, Flash Terry, Piano Slim, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, Ike Turner, Little Miss Janice, Sly Williams, George Smith, and others. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $16.95

**CD 2947323 BIG TOWN PLAYBOYS: Chicago Blues 1949-1954.** Presents 50 classic blues tracks that trace the development of Chicago based blues which went on to influence the course of popular music in the 1960s. Enjoy tracks such as Black Angel Blues by Robert Nighthawk; Rollin Stone by Muddy Waters; 24 Hours by Eddie Boyd; Light My Fire by Ray Charles. Twenty-eight tracks. $9.95

**CD 294748X MAURICE WILLIAMS WITH THE GLADIOLAS & THE ZODIACS.** Collects the entirety of releases by the Gladiolas and Zodias, both featuring Maurice Williams, through key era of 1956 to 1962. Throughout these 19 tracks you’ll find tracks like Let The Good Times Roll, By the Way; Light My Fire by Ray Charles; Comin’ Home to You; Stay, The Nearness of You; Please; Come and Get It; Here I Stand; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

**CD 2947420 ELMORE JAMES: The Complete Singles As & Bs 1961-62.** Get acquainted with the brief but storied library of an electric blues legend. Includes his titles I’m Going Home; Shoo Fly; and more. Twenty-eight tracks. $16.99 $15.95

**CD 6803296 SUPER RARE ELECTRIC BLUES: ’60s Era.** Fifty tracks on two CDs highlight the unsung heroes of electric blues who recorded on smaller labels. Includes original recordings by Elmore James; Champion Jack Dupree; Jimmy Spruill, Juke Boy Bonner, Flash Terry, Piano Slim, Guitar Shorty, Lafayette Thomas, Ike Turner, Little Miss Janice, Sly Williams, George Smith, and others. RockBeat Records. Pub. at $16.95

Last Top 50 entry in 1962.
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**CD 6953064 MUDDERS: Gold**. One of the most important musicians of the 20th Century, Waters' music has made a profound impact on U.S. and world musicians alike. This two CD set includes 50 songs, including Gypsy Woman; I Feel Like Going Home; I Can't Be Satisfied; My Eyes (Keep Me in Trouble); Sugar Sweet; Rollin'; Stone, and many more. Universal Music. *Price cut to $11.95*

**CD 2641193 THE BEST OF SCREAM: LAS HIJAS.** Collects 12 tracks from the R&B star, including I Put a Spot On You; I've Got You Under My Skin; Move Me, Africa Gone Funky; and more. Classic World Productions. *Price at $14.99*

**CD 2947056 AIN'T GONNA HUSH.** An awesome anthology with some of your favorite blues and R&B songs from the gold mine, distributed to a number of revered lady singers like Darnita Jo, Betty O'Brien, Etta James, Big Maybelle, Mame Jenkins, Carol Fran, and many more. Acrobat. *Price at $16.99*

**CD 2653489 REGGIE BURNAM: The Last Great Concert.** Though not his last, but one of his very last, this concert in Lugano, Switzerland, December 5th, 2008 features That's How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Diana; You Don't Love Me Anymore; Detroit City; Misty Blue; Atta Girl to Go; What A Wonderful World; and more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. *Price at $26.99*

**CD 6961630 THE STAPLE SINGERS COLLECTION 1953-62.** This 3 CD anthology brings together just about all the records this celebrated group released on both singles and albums during these years. Fifty seven tracks includes Rained Children; Inclined to Day; Let Me Ride; Since He Lightened My Heavy Load; Downward Road; Revive Us Again; Somebody Saved Me; Day Is Passed and Gone; and many more. Acrobat. *Price at $19.99*

**CD 6814905 CAPTAIN BEEFEAT: Plastic Factory.** Beetheart and the Magic Band performed at the Avalon in San Francisco in 1966. This Avalon show is augmented here by a number of bonus cuts from radio sessions as well as a rare radio interview with Beetheart. Tracks include: The Sun Is Shining; You're a Lover; Anytime Is the Right Time; Gotta Find My Baby; Katie Mae; Rock Me Mamma; Blues; If I Get Lucky; Standing at My Window; Anytime Is the Right Time; Gotta Find My Baby; and more. Acrobat. *Price cut to $12.95*

**CD 2819856 BIG JOE TURNER: The Singles Collection 1950-60.** This 55 track set comprises selected A & B sides from Turner’s 1950-60 singles on Imperial; Freedom and Aladdin labels, plus the complete A & B sides of his Atlantic releases from 1951-60. Hits include Lucille; Love My Baby; After My Laughter Came Tears; Poor Lover's Blues; Honey Hush; Shake, Rattle and Roll; Well Alright; Ragtime Blues; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. *Price at $16.99*

**CD 6963005 KOUL & THE GANG: Gold.** This iconic band's impact on the music world from 1951-60. Hits include That's How I Got to Memphis; Fast Train; Diana; You Don't Love Me Anymore; Detroit City; Misty Blue; Atta Girl to Go; What A Wonderful World; and many more. Thirty-four tracks on 2 CDs, packaged in a cardboard sleeve. RockBeat Records. *Price at $26.99*

**CD 6786561 BARRETT STRONG: Money & Other Big Hits.** Twelve Motown classics: Money (That's What I Want); Yes, No, Maybe; America; Who’s Gonna Take the Weight; For Once in My Life; Do the Very Best You Can; Oh I Apologize; What You Know to Do; Whirlwind; You've Got What It Takes; Two Wrongs Don't Make a Right; and Let's Rock. Javelin. *Price cut to $9.95*

**CD 6787142 THIS IS THE MIRACLES.** The soothing sounds of the hit-making Motown quartet are revived on this two CD track assembly. The Miracles take on That's the Way I Feel; Everybody’s Gotta Pay Some Dues; Mama; Ain’t It Baby; Embraceable You; Don’t Hearted; What a Hearted; You’re Living; You Shop. *Price cut to $2.95*

**CD 6962998 JAMES BROWN: Gold.** Known as the “Godfather of Soul,” Brown influenced the development of several music genres during his legendary career... Forty tracks are collected here, including The Boss; I Got the Feeling; Living in America; Get Up (I Feel Like Being a Sex Machine); Papa’s Got a Brand New Bag; and more. Two CDs. Universal Music. *Price cut to $12.95*

**CD 591728X RAY CHARLES: Essential Original Albums.** Own the very best of a soul master, performing with the Quincy Jones Orchestra, in one lovely set of truly classic R&B. This two CD set comprises the entire of six essential albums: Genius + Soul = Jazz; The Genius of Ray Charles; Modern Sounds in Country & Western Music Volumes 1 & 2; What 'I'd Say; and Hallelujah I Love Her So! Three CDs. Masters of Soul. *Price at $29.99*

**CD 6992161 THE MIRACLES: The Singles & Albums Collection 1958-62.** Forty-six tracks are collected on this two CD set, comprising A and B sides from these formative years for the band, led by Smokey Robinson. Songs include Shop Around; I’ll Try Something New; Ain’t it Baby; You Never Miss a Good Thing; Got a Job; and more. Acrobat. *Price at $16.99*

**CD 6961347 THE CHAMPION JACK DUPREE COLLECTION 1941-53.** This great 52 track, two CD set comprises selected A & B sides from the forty or more records this blues singer released between 1941 and 1953 including Gonna Do My Thing; St. Louis Blues; Gamblin’ Man; Blues; The Right End; Bad Health Blues; Johnstone Street Boogie Woogie; Hard Feeling; Bad Whiskey and Wild Woman; and more. Acrobat. *Price at $19.99*

**CD 6890092 ANITA BAKER: Original Album Series.** The soul of R&B thrives in these five original albums by one of the genre’s best. Includes the essential Two Women; Rapture; Giving You the Best That I Got; Compositions; and Rhythm of Love, each in a cardboard sleeve that reproduces the original album artwork. Five CDs. Warner Music Group. *Price cut to $17.95*

**CD 2370819 ETTA JONES: A Soulful Sunday.** Newly discovered recording of vocalist Etta Jones with the Cedar Walton Trio live in Baltimore, MD in 1972. This 11 track collection features soulful hits like Sunday; If You Could See Me Now; For All We Know; Can’t Go Wrong; You Better Go Now; Blue Moon; Love Nest; Don’t Go to Strangers; and more! Reel to Reel. *Price at $11.95*

**CD 694079X ARTHUR BIG BOY CRUDUP: If I Get Lucky.** This giant collection of the American Delta blues singer; songwriter and guitarist feature 102 tracks including Black Pony Blues; Dead Valley Blues; King Bee Blues; If I Get Lucky; Standing at My Window; Anytime Is the Right Time; Gotta Find My Baby; Katee Mae; Rock Me Mamama; and more. Four CDs. JSP Records. *Price at $28.99*

**CD 2370702 MAR RAINNEY: The Definitive Collection 1924-28.** This four CD, 94 track collection commemorates one of the towering figures of early blues music. Featuring tracks like See See Rider Blues; Last Minute Blues; Farewell Daddy Blues; Counting the Blues; Toad Frog Blues; Moonshine Blues; Bad Luck Blues; Black Bottom Blues; Don’t Go to Strangers; and more! Reel to Reel. *Price at $13.95*

**CD 5942950 LIGHTNIN’ HOPKINS: The Acoustic Years 1959-1960.** A musician who could make you weep with the acoustic guitar, Hopkins enwraps with this assembly of 73 acoustic tracks. Remastered for the first time, the renowned blues and country artist & guitarist, Hopkins enraptures with this assembly of 73 acoustic tracks. Remastered for the first time, the renowned blues and country artist & guitarist, Hopkins. *Price at $21.95*

**CD 6686532 BLIND LEMI: All the Published Sides.** Over 100 recorded sides remain unreleased on this companion to this early blues track assembly. The Miracles take on That’s the Way I Feel; Everybody’s Gotta Pay Some Dues; Mama; Ain’t It Baby; Embraceable You; Don’t Hearted; What a Hearted; You’re Living; You Shop. *Price cut to $2.95*
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CD 689643X THE BALLADS OF FATS DOMINO. This collection of 32 songs shows the bluesier, more atmospheric side of Fats Domino. Tracks include Blue Monday, Poor Me, I Miss You So, Hands Across the Table, I Hear You Knocking, Don't Blame It on Me, Three Nights a Week, and many more. Four-ten tracks. Motown.

CD 6892673 THE SHIRELLES: Back to Back. Twelve tracks comprise two recordings by these greats of R&B, doo-wop and soul. The first six tracks come from Mary Wells, from Bye Bye Baby to You Beat Me to the Punch. The Shirelles wrap things up with six more tracks, from Baby It's Cold Outside to I'll Make You Love Me; Love Child and more. Not Now Music.

CD 6691535 THE SUPREMES: During their spectacular reign, the Supremes were the blueprint and gold standard for all future girl bands. Forty tracks are compiled in this two CD set, including Stop! in the Name of Love; You Can't Hurry Love; You Keep Me Hangin' On; Reflections; I'm Gonna Make You Love Me; and many more. Three CDs. Not Now Music.

CD 6702709 SAM COOKE: 100 Hits. Sam Cooke was indeed a legend, whose ability to incorporate gospel, folk, R&B, show tunes, blues and pop into a seamless blend was truly unique. This four CD set collects 100 hits, including Have You Ever Loved A Woman; Bring It on Home to Me; Twistin' the Night Away; Cupid; and many more. Not Now Music.

CD 6684702 WALTER ROBERT: Rock Bottom. Two CDs offer 47 remastered classics by the legend whose impact on the blues community cannot be understated. Includes My Babe; Juke; Teenage Beat; You Better Come Home; I Say Love; When My Heart Beats Like a Hammer; 3 O'Clock Blues; Days Of Old; Woman I Love; Fishin' After Me; I Wonder; Quit My Baby; Sugar Mama; Hully Gully; and more. Not Now Music.

CD 6701160 B.B. KING: Classic Albums. The great R&B singer, songwriter and guitarist B.B. King is featured in this collection of four CDs. Some 84 tracks bring in great songs like Please Love Me; You Upset Me Baby; Everyday I Have the Blues; Bad Luck; I've Got A Right to Love My Baby; You Done Lost Your Good Thing Now; Bad Case of Love; and much more. Reel. Pub. at $14.99

CD 6680995 BLOWING THE FUSE: 28 R&B Classics. These are the hits the jukebox didn't play in the 1950s. Songs like I'm Laughing to the Bank; Blueberry Hill; Blue Monday; Bye Bye Baby; You Better Come Home; I Say Love; You Can't Hurry Love; You Keep Me Hangin' On; Reflections; I'm Gonna Make You Love Me; and more! Primo.

CD 6711857 MEMPHIS MINNIE, VOLUME ONE, 1935-1938. This is the most complete collection of songs from this artist whose career spanned from the 1920s to the 1950s are compiled in this four CD 88 track set. Includes Dirty Mother For You; Sylvester and His Mule Blues; Blowing Bug Blues; Minnie's Lonesome Song; Hot Stuff; I Hate to See the Sun Go Down; and more. Reel. Pub. at $22.95

CD 6771818 THE SATINTONES: A Love Beloved. Ten songs by the fabulous Motown vocal group, joining the hit title track with For You; You Know How Much I Love You; Fool For You; You're So Fine; Tell Me Mama; Too Late; Get Out of Your Mind; Salty Dog; and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.

CD 2805146 CHAMPION JACK DUPREE: The Essential Recordings. There is perhaps no other artist more entitled to sing the Blues than this American Blues pianist and singer who overcame all the hardships life could throw at him and who has two CD collections feature 44 tracks, including Stack O'Lee; Mean Old Frisco; Drum Again; Evil Woman; Bad Blood; Mail Order Woman; and many more. Not Now Music.

CD 6693377 ETTA JAMES: Anthology. Three CDs collect the 60 best original recordings by this legend of soul and R&B vocals. Icon entertains with remastered versions of At Last; Seven Day Fool; Dream; I'll Dry My Tears; Fools Rush In; Someone to Watch Over Me; W-D-O-M-A-N; Prisoner of Love; My Heart Cries; and more. Not Now Music.

CD 6691348 B.B. KING: Nothin' but...Bad Luck. King electrifies the bluesier, more atmospheric side of Fats Brubeck Quartet from 1951 to 1967, this two CD set collects two original albums he recorded: First Place Again in 1959 and Blues in Time in 1957. Collects 14 tracks including Blues in Time; Two Degrees West; Body and Soul and many more! Primo.

CD 6758665 PAUL DESMOND: Blues in Time. Forerunner to the 1960s' original albums he recorded: First Place Again in 1959 and Blues in Time in 1957. Collects 14 tracks including Blues in Time; Two Degrees West; Body and Soul and many more! Primo.

CD 6917660 B.B. KING: Eight Classic Albums. The great R&B singer, songwriter and guitarist B.B. King is featured in this collection of four CDs. Some 84 tracks bring in great songs like Please Love Me; You Upset Me Baby; Everyday I Have the Blues; Bad Luck; I've Got A Right to Love My Baby; You Done Lost Your Good Thing Now; Bad Case of Love; and much more. Reel. Pub. at $22.95

CD 669665 VOLUME ONE: 1935-1938. This is the most complete collection of songs from this artist whose career spanned from the 1920s to the 1950s are compiled in this four CD 88 track set. Includes Dirty Mother For You; Sylvester and His Mule Blues; Blowing Bug Blues; Minnie's Lonesome Song; Hot Stuff; I Hate to See the Sun Go Down; and more. Reel. Pub. at $22.95

CD 6711195 THE BALLADS OF FATS DOMINO. This collection of 32 songs shows the bluesier, more atmospheric side of Fats Domino. Tracks include Blue Monday, Poor Me, I Miss You So, Hands Across the Table, I Hear You Knocking, Don't Blame It on Me, Three Nights a Week, and many more. Four-ten tracks. Motown.

CD 6787250 LEADBELLY: The Last Sessions 1948. This 94 track collection is a testament to the richness of this seminal blues artist's legacy. Featuring hits like I was Standing in the Bottom; Black Betty; Story of the 25 Cent Dude; Silver City Bound; Death Letter Blues; Silver Dollar and many more. Four CDs. Real Gone Music.
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687

**CD 2811553 MAURICE WILLIAMS AND THE ZODIACS: Legends of Soul.** The legendary R&B vocal group is celebrated here in this compilation of their greatest hits. Features 10 tracks: Stay, Corrine, Corrine, Little Jerry, I'm the Lover Man, Baby; Your Baby's Back; Party Time; Until I; I Can Never Forget. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**CD 2798379 EARL KING: The Singles Collection 1952-62.** This 41 track set comprises the A and B sides of King’s releases during the most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Sad Journeys, Telephone Blues, Call Operator 210, Dallas, Dallas, I’m a Walkin’ and Talkin’ Blues; and much more. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**CD 6822800 THE FLOYD VON OXON COLLECTION 1949-62.** This 77 track, three CD set comprises most of the A and B sides of Oxon’s releases during the most important era of his illustrious career. Songs include Sad Journeys, Telephone Blues, Call Operator 210, Dallas, Dallas, I’m a Walkin’ and Talkin’ Blues; and much more. **PRICE TO $9.95**

**CD 6879597 DON'T FIGHT IT, FEEL IT: Gems from the SAR Vaunts.** One Day Music. **$3.95**

**CD 678764X THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 2.** Torill Media. **$4.95**

**CD 6787658 THE DEFINING SOUND OF MOTOWN, VOLUME 3.** Torill Media. **$4.95**

**CD 2008295 JOHNNY NASH: The Essential Early Recordings.** Acrobat. **$9.95**

**CD 6682820 LADIES SING THE BLUES.** Real Gone. **$24.99**

**CD 6689957 DON'T FIGHT IT, FEEL IT: Gems from the SAR Vaunts.** One Day Music. **$3.95**

**CD 6768162 DEE DEE WARWICK: The Complete Atco Recordings.** Brings together everything Warwick released on the Atco label, including previously unissued masters, on two CDs. Thirty-five tracks in all, including What Man of Manner; Only the One; You Love, Who Will the Next Fool Be; My Songbird; Cold Night in Georgia; Rescue Me. **PRICE TO $19.95**

**CD 6837565 KIKI DEE: Original Album Series.** Collects five essential albums by the acclaimed soul artist, including Kiki Dee–Loving and Free; The Kiki Dee Band–I've Got the Music in Me; Kiki Dee–Kiki Dee; Kiki Dee–Stay with Me; and Kiki Dee–The Songbird, each packaged in individual cardboard sleeves that reproduce the original album artwork. Five CDs. Rhino. **$29.99**

**CD 6668044 ACUSTIC BLUES, VOLUME 1: The Definitive Collection.** Return to the roots of the blues sound, when rural southern bluesmen played acoustic instruments. Disc One starts in the 1920s, offering vintage recordings by Blind Willie McClen, Henry Spaulding, and Furry Lewis. Disc Two takes us to the 1930s, with tracks by Garyfield Aiers, Willie Brown, and Lead Belly. Bear Family Productions. **$39.98** **PRICE TO $17.95**

**CD 655604X BEN E. KING: The Complete Atco/Atlantic Singles Collection 1960-1966.** This 50 track collection contains the complete singles output for both labels. From the late 50’s tracks you will find legendary artists performing hits like Someone Needs You by Ike and Tina Turner, I’m the Lover Man by Little Jerry the Girl by Smiley Lewis, and more. **PRICE TO $9.95**


**CD 660479X THE DU DROPPERS: Talk That Talk.** Jasmine Records. **$3.95**

**CD 6886494 SWEET SOUL MUSIC: 30 Scorching Classics from 1963.** Bear Family Records. **$28.99** **$13.95**

**CD 6848649 IN BELGIUM THEY CALL IT POPCORN! Not Now Music.** **$9.95**

**CD 670007X GLADYS KNIGHT AND THE PIPS: Soul Groove.** MVD Audio. **$14.99** **$6.95**

**CD 686727X THE DUO DROPPERS: Talk That Talk.** Jasmine Records. **$3.95**

**CD 670071X HOWLIN’ WOLF: Essential Original Albums.** **$12.95**

**CD 670078X JIMMY CLIFF: The Complete Island Recordings.** **$3.95**

**CD 668733X TALKING DAD: The Complete JSP Recordings 1964-69.** **$14.99**

**CD 664821X THE COMPLETE LOMA COLLECTION, 1951-62.** **$14.99**

**CD 6509115 THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION, 1951-62.** **$14.99**

**CD 671174X HOWLIN’ WOLF: Essential Original Albums.** Masters of Music. **$29.99**

**CD 6509115 THE TOMMY EDWARDS SINGLES COLLECTION, 1951-62.** **$14.99**

**CD 670404X THE ROY MILTON COLLECTION, 1945-61.** Acrobat. **$16.99** **$4.95**

**CD 670083X BUDDY JOHNSON JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1951.** **$13.95**

**CD 6701337 LUCKY PETERSON: What Have I Done Wrong.** JSP Records. **$18.99** **$4.95**

**CD 5934942 JAILLUM: Take One More Chance.** Acrobat. **$16.99** **$4.95**

**CD 593495X PERCY MAYFIELD: Live in San Francisco.** Acrobat. **$16.95** **$4.95**

**CD 5942334 LEADBELLY: Important Recordings 1934-1949.** JSP Records. **$28.99** **$4.95**

**CD 5924763 BUDDY JOHNSON JUKEBOX HITS 1940-1951.** Acrobat. **$16.99** **$4.95**

**CD 680738X BIG JOE TURNER: Blues Archive.** Bear Family. **$19.99** **$7.95**

**CD 6868492 SAM THE DUO: The Show Must Go On.** Primo. **$19.99** **$7.95**

**CD 6701337 LUCKY PETERSON: What Have I Done Wrong.** JSP Records. **$18.99** **$4.95**

**Blues - R&B - Reggae**

★ **DVD 6814840** B.B. KING: Standing Room Only. Time had no apparent effect on King, other than to make him more popular and more cherished. Over his illustrious career he defined the blues for a worldwide audience. In this outstanding performance, recorded in Atlantic City, B.B. delivers with classics like *The Thrill Is Gone; Let Me Good Times Roll; Ain’t Nobody’s Business What I Do;* and more. 62 minutes. S’More Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ **DVD 2685086** JONNY WINTER: Live Through the ‘70s. An incredible collection of official archival footage from the ‘70s, including performances shot on Danish TV show Gladsaxe Feast (1970) the Royal Albert Hall (1970); Palace Theater in Waterbury, CT (1973); Rockpalast in Germany (1979); and more. He performs 14 songs in all. 111 minutes. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


**Blu-ray 689999** B.B. KING: Live at the Royal Albert Hall 2011. On June 28, 2011, the “King of Blues” played to an adoring sold-out crowd at London’s spectacular Royal Albert Hall. Experience that unforgettable night here, as the legendary bluesman and guitarist tells fellow virtuosos like Derek Trucks, Susan Tedeschi, Ronnie Wood, Mick Hucknall, and Slash for ten songs. 110 minutes. Shout! Factory. Pub. at $19.95


**Blu-ray 6809154** B.B. KING: The Life of Riley. MVD Visual. Pub. at $19.95

**Christian - Gospel**

★ **CD 670165X** ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify. Lift your spirit with two CDs filled with glittering gospel music. This label includes Testify by Dolly Parton; Hold On (Change Is Comin’) by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joyce Smith; Yes, God Is Real by a diverse group of artists including Walker; and more. Two CDs. TIME LITE. $5.95

★ **CD 6760090** CLASSIC GOSPEL, 1951-1960. Over 100 tracks represent a decade in Acrobat’s significant catalog of gospel recordings, including spirited tracks by The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi; The Dixie Hummingbirds; The Pilgrim Jubilee Quartet; The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi; The Wilson Sisters; the Gasoliers of Dayton, Ohio; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

★ **CD 2943034** MAHALIA JACKSON: The Forgotten Recordings. Discover the roots of one of the most widely admired African American church singers in the history of the genre. Thirty-six tracks feature rare recordings of live performances from as early as 1922. This collection is a selection of the best from this tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers; Roswell Sacred Harp Quartet; Alabama Sacred Heart Singers; and others. More than 80 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

CD 6887414 JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT: The Wilson Sisters. Hailing from Muscle Shoals, Alabama and steeped in the traditions of Gospel, Soul, and American Southern rock, The Wilson Sisters are a rising force in faith based music. This CD collects 12 uplifting tracks including Jesus Is Alright; Holy, Holy, Holy; If Not for Jesus; Worship; and more. For Grace; Redeemer, Savioe Publishing. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ **CD 5812354** THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61. Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most important and influential gospel quartets of all time. Comprising the A and B sides of all their singles: “I’m Thankful for Grace; Redeemer, Savioe Publishing. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

★ **CD 6812767** CHARLIE PRIDE: The Gospel Collection, containing two milestone albums, Did You Think to Pray and Sunday Morning with Charlie Pride, this collection includes twenty tracks includes I’ll Fly Away; Time Out for Jesus; Let Me Live; Whispering Hope; The Church in the Wildflower; Be Graftful; He’s the Man; Without Mama Here; Next Year Finally Came; Jesus is Your Savior Child; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $11.95

CD 6941230 ENCORAGED: Today’s Greatest Gospel Anthems. These twelve songs inspire us to look past our problems and seek the Problem Solver. It’s a basic truth that echoes through these encouraging anthems of faith and fortitude. Titles include Never Would Have Made It by Marvin Sapp; Lean on Me by Kirk Franklin & The Family, We Shall Behold; and more. Vickie Winans; and more. TIME LITE. $4.95

★ **CD 2937344** THE GOLDEN GATE QUARTET: Rock My Soul. Twenty vintage tracks from Virginia’s gospel quartet, including Golden Gate Gospel Train; Jonah in the Whale; Go Where I Send Thee; Sambo; Massas in the Cold Cold Ground; Preacher and the Bear; Noah; Our Father; Job, Rock My Soul; Stalin Wasn’t Stalin; Jezebel; Dip Your Fingers in the Water; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95

★ **CD 2937360** THE HARMONIZERS: Four 1943-1954. Over 50 gospel tracks from a decade of great vocal performance, including Every Time I Feel The Spirit; Who’ll Be A Witness For My Lord; Great Camp Meeting on the Promised Land; Keep On Walking; Along; Say a Word; Beyond the Sunset; This Wicked Race; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.95 $9.95

★ **CD 2947579** THE SWAN SUEETE: The Complete Nashboro Releases 1951-62. They are one of the premier vocal groups in the history of gospel, and here they get their due with an uplifting 53-track collection. Includes all their releases on Nashboro through to 1962, including the A and B sides of all their singles: Jesus on My Mind; Walk in the Light; That Old Time Religion; Sunny Day; Lord, Keep Me In Glory; Joy; and more. Two CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95

★ **CD 5934966** SACRED HARP AND SHAPE NOTE SINGING 1922-1950S. Evolving from 18th-century school-song traditions, Sacred Harp’s haunting melodies and harmonies make for a captivating musical experience. Presented here is a selection of the best from this tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers; Roswell Sacred Harp Quartet; Alabama Sacred Heart Singers; and others. More than 80 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**SOLD OUT**

**Blu-ray 670165X** ULTIMATE GOSPEL: Testify. Lift your spirit with two CDs filled with glittering gospel music. This label includes Testify by Dolly Parton; Hold On (Change Is Comin’) by Sounds of Blackness; So Good by Colorado Mass Choir featuring Joyce Smith; Yes, God Is Real by a diverse group of artists including Walker; and more. Two CDs. TIME LITE. $5.95

**Blu-ray 6760090** CLASSIC GOSPEL, 1951-1960. Over 100 tracks represent a decade in Acrobat’s significant catalog of gospel recordings, including spirited tracks by The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi; The Dixie Hummingbirds; The Pilgrim Jubilee Quartet; The Original Five Blind Boys of Mississippi; The Wilson Sisters; the Gasoliers of Dayton, Ohio; and many more. Four CDs. Acrobat. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

**Blu-ray 2943034** MAHALIA JACKSON: The Forgotten Recordings. Discover the roots of one of the most widely admired African American church singers in the history of the genre. Thirty-six tracks feature rare recordings of live performances from as early as 1922. This collection is a selection of the best from this tradition, performed by Dye’s Sacred Harp Singers; Roswell Sacred Harp Quartet; Alabama Sacred Heart Singers; and others. More than 80 tracks on four CDs. JSP Records. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

**SOLD OUT**

**Blu-ray 6887414** JESUS IS JUST ALRIGHT: The Wilson Sisters. Hailing from Muscle Shoals, Alabama and steeped in the traditions of Gospel, Soul, and American Southern rock, The Wilson Sisters are a rising force in faith based music. This CD collects 12 uplifting tracks including Jesus Is Alright; Holy, Holy, Holy; If Not for Jesus; Worship; and more. For Grace; Redeemer, Savioe Publishing. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 5812354** THE SOUL STIRRERS: The Singles Collection, 1950-61. Rediscover a decade of singles from one of the most important and influential gospel quartets of all time. Comprising the A and B sides of all their singles: “I’m Thankful for Grace; Redeemer, Savioe Publishing. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**CD 6803245** LARRY GATLIN & THE GATLIN FAMILY: Gospel Gold. Fourteen inspiring recordings by a well-loved name in classic gospel: I’m in Love with Jesus; The Shelter of His Arms; Lovely Thou Me; Walk and Talk and Sing the Way He Wants Me To; Lilly of the Valley; I’m Happy Now, His Love Can Satisfy; Till the End of Time; I’ve Saved and I Know; The Valley of Peace; and more. MVD Audio. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

**CD 6795323** THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO JOHNNY CASH. The Man in Black brings this unprecedented round to 30 glorious tracks of gospel greats, including one bonus live track. Includes Were You There (When They Crucified My Lord); Swing Low, Sweet Chariot; I’ll Fly Away; and more. Acrobat. Pub. at $11.95 $7.95

**SOLD OUT**
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**CD 2831058** THE COMPLETE CHRISTMAS ON THE PONDEROSA. This 22 track collection comprises two albums: Bonanza: Christmas on the Ponderosa, featuring the cast of Bonanza, and Have a Happy Holiday. Lorne Greene, along with two bonus tracks, includes titles like Deck the Halls: The New Born King, O Come, All Ye Faithful, Stuck in the Chimney, We Wish You a Merry Christmas; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $13.95

**CD 283104X ANDRE KOSTELANETZ AND HIS ORCHESTRA: The Complete Christmas Collection.** This 2 CD collection comprises three complete albums: Joy to the World; Music for Christmas; and Wonder of Christmas. With You for Christmas, and is filled with all the classic holiday music including The First Noel; It Came Upon the Midnight Clear; Silent Night/Holy Night; O Holy Night; White Christmas; Away in a Manger; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**CD 283054 JOHN HOLLIE: A Christmas Sound Spectacular.** Comprises two complete albums: A Christmas Sound Spectacular and Let’s Ring the Bells All Around the Christmas Tree featuring a total of 24 tracks performed with the Carillon America accompanied by orchestra and chorus. Songs include White Christmas; Jingle Bells; Ave Maria; Silver Bells; Frosty the Snowman; O Holy Night; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $15.98 $11.95

**CD 2831163 THE ROD MCKUEN CHRISTMAS ALBUM.** The beloved poet recorded this treasure trove of classic Christmas music in 1970. The 16 tracks include The Carols of Christmas; So My Sheep May Safely Graze; Here He Comes Again; The Day after Christmas; Simple Gifts; and a bonus track featuring a rare version of Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $13.98

**CD 2826488 JOHNATHAN MATTHIS: The Complete Christmas Collection 1958-2010.** Here’s a stocking-stuffer you won’t soon forget: five complete Christmas albums by one of the greatest vocalists of the last 50 years! Over 70 tracks collect the entirety of Merry Christmas; Sounds of Christmas; Give Me Your Love for Christmas, Christmas Eve; and The Christmas Album. The three CDs are: Real Gone Music. Pub. at $39.98 PRICE CUT to $24.95

**CD 664599 BOBBY VINCENT: A Very Merry Christmas.** Real Gone Music. Pub. at $14.98 $9.95

**CD 6758745 THE SOUNDS OF CHRISTMAS.** This collection of 60 songs and themes celebrates half a century of the James Bond movie franchise. Includes the iconic Bond theme, as well as music from Dr. No, Goldfinger, Die Another Day, GoldenEye, Tomorrow Never Dies; Casino Royale, Skyfall and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $11.95

**CD 2805340 LIBERACE: The Essential Recordings.** This two CD collection proves that behind the glitz and glamour lay a truly gifted musician and one who was a master of various styles of music. Features 40 tracks, including September Song; Easter Parade; Fascination; I’ll Be Seeing You; Chopsicles; Smile; Love Letters; Too Young; Conclamation; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $21.99 $17.95

**CD 5759145 BEST OF ANDREW LLOYD WEBBER.** Discover the magic and passion of Andrew Lloyd Webber’s songs in this instrumental collection of his greatest hits. With thirty tracks in all, several of his most beloved musicals are represented, from Jesus Christ Superstar and Evita to Cats to The Phantom of the Opera. Three CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.99 $23.95

**CD 5881005 UNFORGETTABLE MOVIE THEMES.** Feel the action, passion, and emotion of your favorite films with timeless classical compositions featuring pieces by Bizet, Tchaikovsky, Beethoven, Mozart, Bach and others, drawn from films like There’s Something About Mary; Missy; The Spy Who Loved Me; Brokeback Mountain; and more. Seventeen tracks on 3 CDs. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $29.99 $23.95

**CD 2795957 HOW THE WEST WAS WON: The Original Sound Track Recording.** Conducted by the legendary Alfred Newman, the score for this classic western film is widely considered one of his best. Collects 14 tracks, including How the West was Won; Home in the Meadow; The River Pirates; Cheyennes; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2845393 JULIE ANDREWS: Four Classic Albums.** Broadway’s fairest lady brings her trademark joy to the holiday spirit. Features four of Andrews’ most memorable tracks, from Evita to Four-Forty-four tracks on 2 CDs. Avid Entertainment.

Programmed by [Nick D'Aloisio](https://erhbc.com/687)
(Continued from previous page)

Musicals - Hollywood - Broadway

**CD 2798387**  AN ENCHANTED EVENING ON BROADWAY with EARL WRIGHTSON. One of America's finest baritones, Earl Wrightson, presents a recital of some of the most well-loved ballads of Broadway including They Call the Wind Maria; Lost in the Stars; Some Enchanted Evening; I Want to be a Soprano; Fella Needs a Friend; and more. Two CDs. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

**CD 2921731** JOHN WILLIAMS: Conductor. Composing and conducting music for six decades, John Williams remains one of the best loved and most sought after musicians of our time. This 2 CD collection features The Classic Spielberg Scores with the Boston Pops; Cinema Serenade with Itzhak Perlman and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra; and more. Includes a 60 page booklet. Twenty CDs in a boxed set. Sony Music. $39.95

**CD 3553786** SCIENCE FICTION'S FINEST, VOLUME ONE. Set your CD player to "stun" with a collection of 36 tracks from sci-fi television and film. Some of the genre's most well-loved franchises are represented, including The Twilight Zone; Star Trek; Buckaroo Bonzai: Acer; The Terminator; Fringe; Star Wars: The Clone Wars; Tron; Stargate: SG-1; Futurama; Red Dwarf; Doctor Who; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $11.99 $9.95

**CD 2841215** THE BRAVADOS: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. This CD features the winning cinematic underscore to the acclaimed western, The Bravados plus all of the surviving source music. The music was composed by Alfred Newman and Hugo Friedhofer. Includes The Hunter, the picture's title track. Thirty-one tracks. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2796007** SHIRLEY TEMPLE'S HITS FROM HER ORIGINAL FILM SOUNDTRACKS. The lovable Shirley Temple returned in this collection to the hearts of millions all over the world. Nineteen songs are collected, including On the Good Ship Lollipop; Polly Wolly Doodle; That's What Little Girls Are Made Of; That's What Little Boys Are Made Of; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2841185** BEN-HUR: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Today, more than half a century after the making of Ben-Hur, both film and score remain as potent as ever. The monumental quality of the music composed and conducted by Miklos Rozsa continues to impress filmgoers and listeners alike. Collects 45 tracks on two CDs. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 6832156** SHOW BOAT. Experience the original motion picture soundtrack of the renowned film, brought to life by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein. This wonderful CD features 29 compositions from the film including Ol' Man River; Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man; Make Believe; I Might Fall Under the Weather; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

**CD 2795981** THE LONGEST DAY: Original Film Sound Track. Collects both, part one and part two of the original soundtrack of Darryl Zanuck's widely acclaimed film, starring Henry Fonda, John Wayne and Robert Mitchum. The music was composed and conducted by Miklos Rozsa. Eight tracks include The King's Fanfare; The Harbour of Burgundy; Procession; Eternal Love; Gallop of the Flying Horse; Dance of the Silver Maid; The Market Place of Barra; and The Jungle Book Suite. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 672504X** INTO THE WOODS. Experience the official soundtrack of Disney's wonderful fantasy film, bringing to life the musical masterpiece by Stephen Sondheim. This deluxe double-disc set features 50 compositions from the film, with performances by Meryl Streep, Anna Kendrick, Emily Blunt, John Lithgow, James Corden, and more. Broadway Records. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 2953580** THE EMBASSY LABEL: Songs from Stage & Screen. Three CDs collect unforgettable highlights from EPs released by Embassy during the late 1950s and early 1960s, with notable performances by timeless musicals like The King and I; Oklahoma!; South Pacific; The Sound of Music; My Fair Lady; Showboat; Guys and Dolls; The Music Man; West Side Story; and much more. Ninety tracks in all. Acrobat. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

**CD 2850998** THE JERRY GOLDSMITH SONGBOOK. This rare collection of songs written by Jerry Goldsmith and various lyricists is drawn from many of his most famous film themes. Featuring music from The Russian House; Dr. Kildare; Star Trek: The Motion Picture; A Patch of Blue; Legend; Coma; Twilight Zone: The Movie; and more. BSX Records. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

**CD 2870728** CLAUDIO SIMONETTI'S GOBLIN: Music for a Witch. Over the years, Claudio Simonetti and his group Goblin have managed to become a reference point in the horror soundtrack scene. This 15 track compilation covers over 40 years of the musician's work. With classic pieces like Suspiria; Dracula Suite; Zombi; Opera; Phenomena; Non Ho Sonno; and more. Rustblade. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**CD 2796121** MAX VON ESSEN: Call Me Old-fashioned – The Broadway Standard. This Tony nominated leading man is joined by Grammy winning composer and famed musical director, Billy Stritch, breathing new life into thirteen classic songs we've loved for decades with music for his musical masterpiece by Stephen Sondheim. This deluxe double-disc set features 50 compositions from the film, with performances by Meryl Streep, Anna Kendrick, Emily Blunt, John Lithgow, James Corden, and more. Broadway Records. Pub. at $19.99 $15.95

**CD 6886957** CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack. From the movie starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and Rex Harrison these fifteen tracks include Caesar and Cleopatra; A Gift for Caesar; The Fire Burns; The Fire Burns; Caesar's Passion; Antony and Cleopatra; My Love Is My Master; Dying Is Less Than Love; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2780800** ELMER BERNSTEIN: To Kill a Mockingbird/Blues & Brass. A film with such charm, dignity, and a real sense of values demands a soundtrack that reflects these same qualities. Bernstein created a film score that captures the essence of the people and the situations. This 23 track film score is reflective of the qualities of enlightenment and humanity that are personified by Gregory Peck's Atticus. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2796368** THE BIBLE OF HEAVEN: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. The music for The Roots of Heaven is remarkable in that it creates a vivid listening experience, whether or not the listener has also seen the film. Just as the film's theme has scope and grandeur, so does this sound-track. Includes Overture; Main Title; Wild Elephant; More's Camp; The Sandstorm; Return to Blond; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 279604X** THE WAY WEST: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Recording. The music for this western classic, made by Kirk Douglas and Robert Mitchum was composed by Bronislaw Kaper and was conducted by the legendary Andre Previn. The recording includes 12 tracks, including The Way West. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6908861** MEN IN WAR. Eleven wonderul tracks comprising the soundtrack of the renowned film, Men in War. The music was composed and conducted by Elmer Bernstein. Tracks include Sounds of War; Men in War Theme; Run for Cover; End of the Road; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2871298** CLIFF RICHARD: From the Terrace. The Classic Spielberg Scores with the Boston Pops; Cinema Serenade with Itzhak Perlman and the Pittsburgh Symphony Orchestra; and more. Includes a 60 page booklet. Twenty CDs in a boxed set. Sony Music. $39.95

**CD 6560648** THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN. Experience Elmer Bernstein's iconic score to one of the greatest westerns ever made, presented here in a twinned set of classics. Also included are bonus extracts from other Bernstein-composed soundtracks; From the Terrace and The Rat Race. Soundtrack Factory. Pub. at $9.99

**CD 2842621** STAGE DOORS CANTINA: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack. Collects 13 tracks, including The King and I; Oklahoma!; South Pacific; The Sound of Music; My Fair Lady; Showboat; Guys and Dolls; The Music Man; West Side Story; and more. LML Music. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

**CD 2796023** TRAPEZE: Music from the Soundtrack. This film starred Burt Lancaster, Gina LolLOBrigida and Tony Curtis. The soundtrack was composed by Malcolm Arnold and collects 12 tracks, including Lola's Theme; Fanfare and Elephant's Walk; Trapeze; Juke Box; Stars and Stripes Forever; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $13.99 $10.95

**CD 6886957** CLEOPATRA: Original Soundtrack. From the movie starring Elizabeth Taylor, Richard Burton, and Rex Harrison these fifteen tracks include Caesar and Cleopatra; A Gift for Caesar; The Fire Burns; The Fire Burns; Caesar's Passion; Anthony and Cleopatra; My Love Is My Master; Dying Is Less Than Love; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 2780800** ELMER BERNSTEIN: To Kill a Mockingbird/Blues & Brass. A film with such charm, dignity, and a real sense of values demands a soundtrack that reflects these same qualities. Bernstein created a film score that captures the essence of the people and the situations. This 23 track film score is reflective of the qualities of enlightenment and humanity that are personified by Gregory Peck's Atticus. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 279604X** THE WAY WEST: Original Motion Picture Soundtrack Recording. The music for this western classic, made by Kirk Douglas and Robert Mitchum was composed by Bronislaw Kaper and was conducted by the legendary Andre Previn. The recording includes 12 tracks, including The Way West. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**CD 6908861** MEN IN WAR. Eleven wonderul tracks comprising the soundtrack of the renowned film, Men in War. The music was composed and conducted by Elmer Bernstein. Tracks include Sounds of War; Men in War Theme; Run for Cover; End of the Road; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
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★ CD 2796031 TWO FOR THE SEE SAW: Original Sound Track Recording. The music from this romantic drama, starring Robert Mitchum and Shirley MacLaine, was composed and conducted by Andre Previn. Tracks include Song from Two for the Seesaw (A Second Chance); I’m Sick; Just Make One Radio; Tess; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ CD 2870065 ALFRED NEWMAN: A Man Called Peter. This 37 track album features the complete soundtrack to A Man Called Peter, essential to the character Peter himself, from the traditional songs of his Scottish upbringing to the hymns of his faith. Features timeless favorites like The Bonnie Banks of Loch Lomond; One Week Later; Mairise Doats; Prayers for Peter; and more! Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE CUT to $7.95

★ CD 2870797 ELMER BERNSTEIN: Movie & TV Themes. Legendary film composer and conductor Elmer Bernstein produced some of cinema’s most memorable soundtracks. This ten track album includes songs like Rattle; Anna Lucasta; Saints and Sinners; Sweet Smell of Success; Walk on the Wild Side; and The Man with the Golden Arm, from the films of the same title. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE Cutter $9.95

★ CD 6908667 DAWN OF THE DEAD: Claudio Simonetti’s Goblin. Rustblade presents the score of one of the most famous horror movies of all time to celebrate 40 years of the idolized film DAWN OF THE DEAD. The music that accompanies the movie gives life to thousands of blood thirsty zombies! Nineteen tracks on 2 CDs. Deep Red. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE Cutter $17.75

★ CD 6998853 MALCOLM ARNOLD: The Key. An original soundtrack recording of the acclaimed film, The Key starring William Holden, with music composed by Malcolm Arnold and conducted by Muir Matheson. The five tracks include The Key (to your Heart); U Boat Alley; The Key; Stella; and Chant of the Polka. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

★ CD 2845350 OKLAHOMA!/CAROUSEL/ THE KING AND I/ANNIE GET YOUR GUN: The Essential Collection. This two CD set collects the original Broadway cast recording from four musical classics. All four productions were a collaboration of either Rodgers and Hammerstein or Irving Berlin. Songs include There's No Business Like Show Business; Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin'; I Whistle a Happy Tune; The Carousel Waltz; and many more. Fifty-two tracks. Avid Entertainment. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $17.75

★ CD 6758711 SONGS YOU HEARD AT THE MOVIES. This three CD set collects 75 original tracks from film classics including Pulp Fiction; Moulin Rouge; Casablanca; Saving Private Ryan; Rebel Without a Cause; The Shawshank Redemption; The Wizard of Oz; Forrest Gump; and many more. Thirty-six tracks. American LaNight. Pub. at $24.95 PRICE CUT to $18.99

★ CD 6880703 THE CHIPMUNKS GO TO THE MOVIES. Features two classic movie melodies performed by our friends Alvin, Simon, Theodore and Dave Seville including Chitty Chitty Bang Bang; Hushabye; Mountain; Supergirls; and Many Apologies. Highly esteemed choreographers. They Can't Take That Away From Me; and more. MCA. PRICE Cutter $4.95

★ CD 2805332 LESLIE ‘HITCH’ HUTCHINSON: The Essential Recordings. This singer and piano player was one of the biggest cabaret stars in the world throughout the 1920s and 1930s. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including These Foolish Things; Don’t Blame Me; Night and Day; Deep Purple; Where Or When; Whispering Grass; Let There Be Love; Close Your Eyes; Lover; and more! Primo. $6.95

★ CD 6946909 IRMA LA DOUCE. Featuring the music from the 1965 movie starring Shirley MacLaine and Jack Lemmon these seventeen tracks include Meet Irma; This Is The Story; Nestor, the Honest Man; The Market; Wedding Ring; Sorry Irma; But That’s Another Story; and more. Banda Sonora. Pub. at $14.99 PRICE Cutter $9.95

★ CD 6920373 CHARLIE CHAPLIN: Modern Times Motion Picture Sound Track. Features 18 tracks from the motion picture including Main Title; Modern Times; The Factory Machine; The Factory; Charlie’s Dance; Chance at the Assembly; Good Day and Bad; Doctor’s Orders; Homicidal; Honeymoon in the Moon; The Wall; I Got A Pearl; The Star Rose; and more. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $18.98 $9.95

★ CD 6848249 CANNONBALL ADDERLEY’S BIG MAN: The Legend of a Jazz Giant. This 32 track album is considered the final musical efforts from the great jazz musician’s works. This folk musical features Joe Williams, Randy Crawford and Robert Guillaume as the vocalists. Tracks include Overture; Nobody Needs a Big Band; With You; Shadows of Forgotten Things; On the Sunset Strip; Without a Cause; The Shawshank Redemption; The Wizard of Oz; Forrest Gump; and more! Collectors Music. Pub. at $19.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 6904383 BOBBY SANABRIA: West Side Story Reimagined. A re-imaging from the perspective of a jazz musician, a Latin musician, and a native Nuyorican son who is proud to say he is from the city that defines the, hipness, and cool. Two CDs feature 37 tracks include America; Gee, Officer Krupke; Somewhere; and more. Two CDs. Jazzheads. Pub. at $21.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 2796035 CONRAD SALINGER/GEORGIE STOLL: The MGM Sound. Songs like Hold Me; I’ll See You in My Dreams; Tonight; Maria; Somehow; and more. Two CDs. Jazzheads. Pub. at $21.99 PRICE CUT to $9.95

★ CD 6941087 MARIO NASCIMENTE: Alexander the Great. Songs like I Can’t Help Myself; I Wish I Were a Man; The King of Kings; For the Empress; and more. This compilation features recordings by both Russian and non-Russian cabaret stars in the world throughout the 1920s and 1930s. This two CD collection features 40 tracks, including These Foolish Things; Don’t Blame Me; Night and Day; Deep Purple; Where Or When; Whispering Grass; Let There Be Love; Close Your Eyes; Lover; and more! Primo. $6.95


★ CD 6980263 A CELEBRATION OF LERNER & LOEWE. This two CD set features 54 tracks from the musicals or songs from them that appeared in Put on Your Sunday Clothes, My Fair Lady, Camelot, and more. 60 tracks. Universal. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

★ CD 6781330 HOW TO STUFF A WILD BIKINI. Real Gone Music. Pub. at $17.98 $13.99

★ CD 663141X OLIVER: An Excursion with the Bob Dorough Quartet. Classic Jazz Records. Pub. at $17.99 $9.95

★ CD 5900476 JANE PICKENS: Music in the Air. Songs like Rainbow Rambler; It’s a Sin to Tell; Street Lamps Are Burning; Dream Ballet; and more. Sepia. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

★ CD 2893444 RUSSIAN MASTERPIECES. This collection presents several works from Russian composers. Includes Roméo and Juliet Fantasy-Chaliapin Arrangement; Steppes of Central Asia by Borodin; Romance No.8 (The Gadfly) Op.97 by Shostakovich; Fantasy on Siberian Themes Op.6 by Rimsky-Korsakov; Oriental Fantasy by Balakirev. Classical Gallery. PRICE Cutter $5.95

★ CD 2932458 VOICES OF RUSSIAN OPERA. Featuring many composers whose names are synonymous with Russian opera, including Glinka, Borodin, Mussorgsky, Tchaikovsky, Shostakovich, and Prokofiev, this collection showcases the breadth and variety of Russian opera at its best. This compilation features recordings by both Russian and non-Russian vocalists. 5 CDs. EM Recorders Limited. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687
Butterfly
Moment Musical,
Fur Elise;
Naxos of America, Inc. Pub. at $19.99

No more from each composer. Classical Gallery.
Melodias Popular Catalana;
and more. With Peter Schmalfuss on piano. Classical Gallery.
No.4, Op.15/1 in F major; Nocturne No.5, Op.15/2 in F sharp major;

Soldiers’ Chorus;
Choruses; some of the most famous opera choruses showcases some of the most popular
CD
Paganini
Enescu; and

Beautiful Galatea Overture
Windsor Overture by Nicolai, Ruslan and Ludmilla by Glinka; and The
Beautical Galeata Overture by Von Suppe. The Merry Wives of

Enescu, and

Rhapsodies.
This collection represents some of the most beautiful

Rhapsodies ever composed. Includes Hungarian
Rhapsody No. 4 in D major and Hungarian
Rhapsody No.5 in E minor by Liszt; Enescu; and

Tartini;

Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra in E flat major
by Hayden and more. Classical Gallery.

FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES.
This selection of famous opera choruses showcases some of the most popular
melodies of the Western opera tradition. Includes Mascagni’s
Cavalleria Rusticana, Introduction Chorus; Verdi’s Nabucco, Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves; Donizetti’s Don Pasquale, Servants’ Chorus; Puccini’s “Corto Polo;” Gounod’s “Faust,” Soldiers’ Chorus; and more. Classical Gallery.

CD

CHOPIN: 12 Nocturnes.
Frederic Chopin produced some of the most stirring and beautiful piano music ever written. This collection contains 12 nocturnes includes
No.4, Op. 15/1 in F major; Nocturne No.5, Op. 15/2 in F sharp major; and more. With Peter Schmalfuss on piano. Classical Gallery.

CD

SPANISH GUITAR FESTIVAL.
This collection combines the works of seven classical Spanish composers. Includes Tárrega’s Capricho Arabe; Albeniz’s Suite Española; y Los Cantos de Danzas Españoles; Albeniz: De Falla’s El sombrero de tres picos; Danza del Molinero; Llobet’s Melodias Popular Catalana; Turina’s Fandanguillo; and Moreno-Torobia’s Suite Castellana: Fandanguillo-Anda-Danza; and more from each composer. Classical Gallery.

CD

ANGEL CHERUB CARDS.
By Hildegard von Bingen. Enclosed in this package is a beautiful variety of six blank angel cherub cards along with six CDs. Each card contains a copy of the poetical chant music by Hildegard von Bingen. Heavenly Revelation: Hymns, Sequences, Antiphons, Replies by the Oxford Camerata, directed by Jeremy Summerly. These cards are sure to bring joy to someone special in your life.

CD

ROMANTIC PIANO MUSIC.
This collection features romantic piano pieces from a variety of composers. Includes Beethoven’s Für Elise; Schumann’s Album for the Young; Chopin’s Moment Musical, and Impromptu; Mozart’s Rondo alla Turca; Géricault’s Birdseye and To the Spring; Mendelssohn’s Song without Words Op. 19; Liszt’s Liebestraum; and more. Classical Gallery.

CD

ROMANTIC PIANO CLASSICS.
The Gold Collection. This collection contains 3 enduring piano classics, from Mozart’s playful Turkish Rondo to Beethoven’s dramatic Für Elise, will delight you with its variety and depth of emotion. Also includes Moonlight Sonata; Claire de Lune; and more. Classical Gallery.

CD

SCANDINAVIAN MASTERWORKS.
This collection presents four Scandinavian composers and features some of their works. Includes Midsummer Night’s Dream Rondo by Von Suppe, Finlandia Overture by Sibelius, and

FAMOUS CONCERT MARCHES.
Presents a collection of the most popular concert marches from a wide range of composers. Includes Verdi’s Aida: March 2nd and March 3rd; Tchaikovsky’s The 1812 Overture; Spohr’s March No.71 March; Chabrier’s Marche Joyeuse; Beethoven’s March of the Turks from The Ruins of Athens Op.173; Mendelssohn’s Marching from A Midsummer’s Night’s Dream Op.28; and more. Classic Gallery.

CD

SACRED VERDOL.
Sir Antonio Pappano conducts the Orchestra dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia with four sacred settings which Giuseppe Verdi wrote at the end of his life. Includes Quattro Pezzi Sacri; Ave Maria; and Libera me. Cino Visco conducts the Coro dell’Accademia Nazionale di Santa Cecilia with Maria Agresta, soprano. Warner Music Group, Pub. at $17.99

CD

FAMOUS OPERA CHORUSES.

CD

EVERYBODY’S MOZART:
Concerto No.17, 20, 22 & 24. Sir Charles Mackerras leads the Scottish Chamber Orchestra in four works by Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Piano Concerto No. 20 in D minor, K. 466; Piano Concerto No.22 in E-flat major, K. 482; Piano Concerto No. 17 in G major, K. 453; and Piano Concerto No. 24 in C minor, K. 491 by Mozart. Recorded in St. Stephen’s Church, O’Connor’s piano. Over two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc.

CD

MOZART: 3 Violin Sonatas.
This recording presents three of Mozart’s beautiful works for violin and piano. Includes Sonata for Violin and Piano in E flat minor; Sonata for Violin and Piano in A major; and Piano Sonata in E major, K. 303.

CD

HAYDN: Greatest Works.
This 2 CD collection of Joseph Haydn present some of his great works. Includes Symphony Op. 85 in B flat major; Symphony No. 98 in D major; Trumpet Concerto in E flat major; The Sinfonia Concertante in B major Op. 84; The String Quartet in C major Op. 76; The Piano Trio in G major. Performed by the Staatskapelle Berlin, The Dresden Philharmonic, Gunter Pahde, and Katrin Erb. Berlin Helmut Koch conductor and others. Kultur.

CD

FRENCH OPERA OVERTURES.
This collection represents the fantastic overtures of French Opera. Includes Carmen Overture by Bizet; Overture to La Vie Parisienne; Le Louvre Overture; La Fille de Madame Angot; Overture by Auber; Roman Carnival Overture by Berlioz; La Dame Blanche Overture by Boieldieu; Orpheus in the Underworld Overture by Offenbach; The Black Dahlia Overture by Aubert; and The Caligari Overture by Boieldieu. Classical Gallery.

CD
For complete track listings go to erhbc.com/687.

- Methusalem; Blindekuh; Das Spitzentuch der Konigin; Waldmeister.


- Classical Opera

- This collection features a variety of composers and their works that were inspired by dance.

- This collection presents four great operas and composers. Includes the Overture and Introduction Chorus of Die Meistersinger by Wagner; Carmen: Les brebis by Bizet; Cavalleria Rusticana: Peasant's Chorus by Mascagni; E Lucevan le Stelle by Puccini; Meditation de Thais by Massenet; Don Carlos: O Don Fatale by Verdi; and many more. Classical Gallery.


- Fatsil: Fairy Queen; Toreadors Chorus; Meistersinger Overture and Introduction Chorus of Die Meistersinger by Wagner; Carmen: Les brebis by Bizet; Cavalleria Rusticana: Peasant's Chorus by Mascagni; E Lucevan le Stelle by Puccini; Meditation de Thais by Massenet; Don Carlos: O Don Fatale by Verdi; and many more. Classical Gallery.

- Classical - Opera


- Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven.


- Mozart, Haydn, Beethoven.

CD 2893053 RICHARD WAGNER: Beloved Opera Melodies. An amazing collection of Wagner's best loved opera melodies. Includes selections from Tannhäuser; Lohengrin; Der Fliegende Holländer; Tristan und Isolde; Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg; and Die Walküre. Carlo Fantelli conducts the New Philharmonic Orchestra and Anton Nanut conducts the Radio Symphony Orchestra Ljubljana. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 289334X MOZART: Coronation Mass. This collection features some of Mozart's most beautiful sacred works. Includes Coronation Mass for Solo, Organ, Choir and Orchestra in C major; Vesperae de Dominica in A major; Church Sonata in C major; and Exsultate Jubilate Motet in F major. Ernst Hineineer conducts the Camerata Academica Salzburg. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 289337 MOZART: 3 Divertimentos. This collection presents live outstanding pieces by Mozart. Includes Divertimento No. 1 D major; Divertimento No. 2 B flat major; and Divertimento No. 3 in major; Symphony No.31 in D major (The Paris Symphony); and Six German Dances. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893258 HANDEL: The Messiah Highlights. This collection presents highlights from Handel's masterpiece The Messiah. Selections include And the Glory of the Lord, And He Shall Purify; For Unto Us A Child is Born; Glory to God; He Shall Feed His Flock; Hallelujah, I know that My Redeemer liveth; Worthy is the Lamb; and Exsultate Justi. Hans Schmidt-Isserstedt. BellaVoice. $5.95

CD 6791379 MOSCOW STRING QUARTET: Beethoven String Quartets 10 & 11. Eugenia Alikhano and Valentina Alykova (violins), Talyana Kikhanskaya (viola), and Olga Ogranovich (cello and violincello) interpret a pair of Beethoven masterworks in eight tracks. Finer Arts Records. $2.95

CD 2893330 KREISLERIANS: Encores for Violin & Piano. This recording presents a variety of composers and their works for violin and piano. Includes Variations on Corelli's Theme of Corelli by Kreisler; Meditation de Thaïs by Massenet; Haffner Serenade: Rondo by Mozart; Sicilienne by Von Paradis; Cantabile by Paganini; Cavatina Op.86 by Raff; Minuet in G major by Jean-Baptiste; Little Boy, Op.13 by Beethoven; and La fille aux cheveux d'or by Debussy. Kultur. $5.95

CD 289310X BRITTEN/ELGAR/BARTOK/RESPIGHI. Presents four of classical music's most prominent composers in this fabulous collection. Includes Benjamin Britten's Simple Symphony for Strings Op.4; Edward Elgar's Serenade for Strings in E minor Op.26; Béla Bartók's Divertimento for String Orchestra Sz.113; and Ottorino Respighi's Ancient Airs and Dances-Suite No.3 Op.40. Bohden Warchal conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95


CD 2893045 BEL CANTO. This collection presents many of the concept of bel canto. Includes Amanzio Capo Solo Mio and Ol Mario; V. Mello Tintomba; A Buzzi-Peccia; G. Pergolesi; E. De Curtis Canta per me; L. Denza Funiculi; S. Gastaldon Musica Prohibita; C. Bixio Parla mi d’amore; and many more. Jiri Hudec conducts the Brno Symphony Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893337 BEETHOVEN: String Quartets, Nos. 2, 3 & 5. This collection presents some of Beethoven's most fabulous string quartets. Includes String Quartet No.2 in G major Op.18; String Quartet No.3 in D major Op.18; and String Quartet No.5 in C major Op.95 by the Barbirolli Quartet. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893403 SCHUBERT: Symphony No. 7. This collection presents two beautiful works by Schubert. Includes Overture Op.26 “Die Zauberharfe” and Symphony No.7 in C major. Classical Gallery. $5.95


CD 2894356 SCHUMANN: Highlights. This 3 CD set collects highlights of works by Robert Schumann. Includes Symphony No. 1 in B flat major; Symphony No. 3 in E flat major; Piano Quintet in E flat major Op.44; Piano Trio No. 2 in F major Op. 80; and many others. Also includes various lieders for solo voice and piano. Presented by a variety of orchestras, conductors and musicians. Kultur. $9.95

CD 2894314 PETE TOWNSHEND’S CLASSIC QUADRAPHONIA. Townsend’s created a classic version of one of The Who’s landmark albums Quadrophonia for a symphony orchestra, opera singer and choir. Their classic rock opera is conducted by Robert Ziegler and features popular British tenor Alfie Boe on vocals, with Townsend himself on electric guitar and performing cameo vocal roles. Collects 17 tracks. Eel Pie. $5.95

CD 299742X FLORENCE FOSTER JENKINS: The Complete Recordings. A New York socialite who, despite being a hopelessly incompetent “singer,” believed herself to be an operatic soprano of note, Jenkins is a fascinating anomaly in the history of opera. In the early 1940s, she joined pianist Cosme McMoon to record a number arias from well-known operas, as well as a handful of contemporary art songs, all of which are presented on this nine-track CD. Acrobat. Pub. at $16.99

CD 2893266 HANDEL: Water Music Suites 1 & 2. The beautiful works of Handel are presented here. Includes Water Music Suite No.1 in Major; Water Music Suite No.2 in D major; and Fireworks Music Concerto No.26 in D major, and also includes the Sinfonia in C minor from The Messiah; and the Italian bel canto “beautiful song,” composers. Includes E. Di Capua E flat major G 124; Respighi collection.Includes Benjamin Britten’s four of classical music’s most prominent composers in this fabulous CD in eight tracks. Finer Arts Records. $9.95

CD 2893301 BIZET: Carmen Suites 1 & 2. Presents selections from the world’s most beloved opera Carmen. Includes Prelude (Prelude Act 1); Arabesque (Prelude Act 2); Marche des Chanoines; Habenera; Chanson du Toréador; Danse Bohème; and more. Bizet’s incidental music for the play L’Arlesienne includes Menueetto; Allegro giocoso; Pastoral; Andante sostenuto assai; and also conducts the Prague Philharmonia Orchestra Ljubljana. Classical Gallery. $5.95
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CD 283541X MAHLER: Highlights. Presents highlights of works by Gustave Mahler in this 3 CD collection. Includes Symphony No. 1 in D major, the 1st & 3rd movement; Symphony No. 2 in C minor “Resurrection” the 3rd & 4th movement; Symphony No. 3 in D minor the 2nd & 5th movement; Symphony No. 7 in E minor and others. Performed by a rich selection of orchestras, conductors and musicians. Kultur. $9.95

CD 6515967 BEST OF POPS: Arthur Fiedler & The Boston Pops Orchestra. Presents an essential collection of more than 40 compositions from Fiedler and his orchestra. Features Jallucci, Tales From The Vienna Woods; Greensleeves; My Fair Lady; Semper Fidelis; Carousel; and many more. $21.95

CD 2893487 SCHUMANN PIANO CONCERTO/COPIN PIANO CONCERTO NO. 1. This collection brings together two of the greatest composers to stem from the Romantic period. Includes Schumann’s Piano Concerto in A minor Op.54; and Chopin’s Piano Concerto No. 1 in E minor Op.11. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 6950117 ANDRIESEN: The Four Chorals and Other Organ Music. These Chorals are regarded as some of the preeminent compositions of twentieth century organ literature. Included in this collection are Premier Choral, Sonata da Chiesa, Deuxieme Choral, Op. 29: Quatrieme Choral; Offertorium; Quatrieme Choral; and Theme and Variations. With Benjamin Saunders on the organ. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 2893428 ROMANTIC BALLET MUSIC. This collection features three composers and their works for ballet. Includes ballet music from Rossini’s Traviata, “E strano! ah fors’e lui, Sempre libera”; Elvira de Hidalgo. Includes from Verdi’s and many more. Gala. $5.95

CD 289341X PUCCINI: La Fanciulla Del West. This 2 CD set presents the complete 1958 production of Puccini’s opera La Fanciulla Del West. This opera sung in German and in this recording performed by Pierluigi da Palestrina; Siefried Lorenz plays composer Palestrina with a libretto by Pierotti; Riccardo Muti conducts in the Opera House of Rome.“These are performances of Eboli. Also includes certain selections of Bizet’s Carmen, Strauss’ Ariadne auf Naxos, and more. Gala. $11.95

CD 2893312 J.S. BACH: Orchestral Suites, Nos. 1, 2, & 3. This collection of orchestral suites by Bach includes Orchestral Suite No. 1 in F minor; Orchestral Suite No.2 in B minor; and Orchestral Suite No.3 in D major. Bohdan Waroch conducts the Slovak Chamber Orchestra. Classical Gallery. $5.95

CD 2893142 ELVIRA DE HIDALGO: Historical Recordings. This collection of arias and songs is significant in representing the art of Elvira de Hidalgo. Includes from Verdi’s La Traviata, “E strano! ah fors’e lui, Sempre libera”; Rimsy-Korsakov’s Sadko, “Chanson Hindoue”; Rossini’s Il Barbiere Di Siviglia, “Una voce poco fa” and many more. Decca. $11.95


CD 2893002 THE ART OF CORA CANE MEIJER IN ORPHEA. In this two CD collection, mezzo-soprano Cora Canne Meijer sings selections from various operas in the roles of Zerlina (Don Giovanni); Sylva (Tosca); Rosina (II Barbiere Di Siviglia); and Desdemona (Otello). Mozart’s Cosi Fan Tutte Meijer sings the role of Dorabella and in Verdi’s Don Carlos, she performs Eboli. Also includes certain selections of Bizet’s Carmen, Strauss’ Ariadne auf Naxos, and more. Gala. $5.95

CD 2893376 GILBERT & SULLIVAN: Princess Ida/Patter Songs. This double CD includes Gilbert and Sullivan’s Princess Ida conducted by Isidore Godfrey and also collects Patter Songs from Gilbert and Sullivan, performed by Harriet Walter, Eddy Fourfours tracks. Avid Entertainment. $14.95

CD 6966403 STRAUSS: Die Frau ohne Schatten. This fairy tale opera features Leonie Rysanek as the Empress, with an impressive supporting cast that includes James King as the Emperor; Walter Berry as Barak, the Dyer; and Christa Ludwig as the Dyer’s Wife. Karl Bohm conducts the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Orchestra in this live 1974 performance. Three CD set. Allegro. $11.95

CD 2932393 PETER MAXWELL DAVIES: Naxos Quartets Nos. 1 and 2. Peter Maxwell Davies is universally acknowledged as one of the foremost composers of our time. This Magnificent Quartet presents Davies’ Quartet No. 1 and Naxos Quartet No.2. Naxos. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

CD 2893517 TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies No. 2 & 3. This collection gathers two of Tchaikovsky’s great symphonies. Includes Symphony No. 2 in C minor Op. 16 “Russian”. Alberto Lizzio conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. And the Symphony No.3 Op. 29 in D major “Polish”. Carlo Pantelli conducts the Philharmonia Slavonica. Classical Gallery. $9.95

CD 2893479 SCHUBERT: Piano Quintet/Violin Sonatinas 1 & 2. This collection presents three works by Schubert which include the Piano Quintet in A major Op. posih. 114, D677 “The Trout”.; Sonata in G minor for Violin and Piano No. 1 in D major D 384; and Sonatine for Violin and Piano No. 2 in A minor D 385. Classical Gallery. $5.95


CD 6966233 GIACOMO PUCCINI: La Fanciulla del West. This b委assorming performance of Puccini’s Western table stars Franco Corelli as John; Tito Gobbi as Range; Gigliola Frazoni as Mimine; and Franco Ricciarelli as Nick. This live performance was given in 1956 with the Orchestra and Chorus of La Scala, Milan, conducted by Arthur Votto. Two CDs. Allegro. $9.95

CD 2854376 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 23: La Clemenza di Tito/ La Finta Giardiniera. This exceptional 5 CD collection brings together two of Mozart’s operas, La Clemenza di Tito, Andre Post in the title role; Vespasianio; Claudia Patetta as Vespasia; and Francesca van der Heyden as Servilia. Judd Wentz leads the Music at Rheium. Rameau and jealousy reign in La Finta Giardiniera, with Ugo Benelli as Il Podestà, Joannaz Kozokska as Sandrina and Marock Forzawski as Belfiore. Sylvain Cambreling conducts the Orchestra du Theatre National de la Monnaie. Brilliant Classics. $11.95


CD 690551X ANTONIO SOLER: Keyboard Sonatas. Performed by Peter-Jan Belder on harpsichord and fortepiano, as well as Maurizio Pollini on piano. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 2866439 PRO ARTE QUARTET: Haydn-String Quartets, Vol. 1. This 2 CD set features the Pro Arte Quartet’s remarkable grip on the Haydn string quartets. These classic recordings were recorded between 1931-1938. Includes String Quartet in E flat, Op.20; String Quartet in C, Op.33, “the Bird”; and String Quartet in D, Op.50 “The Frog.” and more. Allegro. $9.95


CD 6966217 VERDI: Falstaff. This classic 1950 recording of Verdi’s last opera is his second comedy and musically the most proudly-laced of his long career. With Giuseppe Taddei as Falstaff; Rossana Carteri as Mrs. Alice Ford; Lina Fagiuoli as Nannetta; and Saturno Vinciotto as Nanko Ford. Mario Rossi conducts in the Opera Orchestra and Chorus, Turin. Two CDs. Allegro. $9.95
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Three CDs. Dynamic. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.

CD 2890795 ORCHESTRA IN THIS LIVE 1974 PERFORMANCE. THREE CD SET. ALLEGRO.
CD 2835308 BRAHMS: Greatest Works. A collection of works by the great Johannes Brahms. Includes the Symphony No. 2 in D major; Hungarian Dances; Symphony No. 3 in F major; Haydn Variations; Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat major; and excerpts from the first recording of the Rheinfluss. (£11.19) Intermezzo Op. 117 and Fantasies Op. 116. Performs with the Gewandhausorchester Leipzig; Vaclav Neumann conductor. (£7.95)

CD 593918 EDELHOFF STEEL: SIBELIUS: Symphonies 1, 2, & 5/The Swan of Tuonela. Finlandia. Offers five works by Sibelius: Symphony No. 2 in D major, Op. 43; The Swan of Tuonela, Op. 22; No. 3, Finlandia; Op. 56, No. 7; Symphony No. 1 in E major, Op. 39; and Symphony No. 5 in E-flat major, Op. 82. Both the Cleveland Orchestra and the Atlantic Symphony Orchestra are featured here. Two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc. SOLD OUT

CD 6771246 MARCELLE MEYER: Complete Studio Recordings 1925-1957. An astonishing 17 CDs collect the entirety of this renowned pianist's studio output, featuring works by Emmanuel Chabrier, Maurice Ravel, Claude Debussy, Jean-Sebastien Bach, Domenico Scarlatti, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Igor Stravinsky, Richard Strauss, and other masters. (£34.95) FREE POSTAGE

CD 6799725 CLASSICAL PIANO GIANTS. Ten CDs bring together original albums by the greatest pianists of the 20th century, all in one set. Giants like Vladimir Horowitz, Maurizio Pollini, Arthur Rubinstein, and Emanuel Ax. (£24.95) FREE POSTAGE

CD 2835207 BRAHMS: Greatest Works. A collection of works by the great Johannes Brahms. Includes the Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat major; Hungarian Dances; Symphony No. 3 in F major; Haydn Variations; Piano Concerto No. 2 in B flat major; and excerpts from the first recording of the Rheinfluss. (£11.19) Intermezzo Op. 117 and Fantasies Op. 116. Performs with the Gewandhausorchester Leipzig; Vaclav Neumann conductor. (£7.95)

CD 593918 EDELHOFF STEEL: SIBELIUS: Symphonies 1, 2, & 5/The Swan of Tuonela. Finlandia. Offers five works by Sibelius: Symphony No. 2 in D major, Op. 43; The Swan of Tuonela, Op. 22; No. 3, Finlandia; Op. 56, No. 7; Symphony No. 1 in E major, Op. 39; and Symphony No. 5 in E-flat major, Op. 82. Both the Cleveland Orchestra and the Atlantic Symphony Orchestra are featured here. Two hours on 2 CDs. Telarc. SOLD OUT

CD 6771246 MARCELLE MEYER: Complete Studio Recordings 1925-1957. An astonishing 17 CDs collect the entirety of this renowned pianist's studio output, featuring works by Emmanuel Chabrier, Maurice Ravel, Claude Debussy, Jean-Sebastien Bach, Domenico Scarlatti, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Igor Stravinsky, Richard Strauss, and other masters. (£34.95) FREE POSTAGE

CD 6799725 CLASSICAL PIANO GIANTS. Ten CDs bring together original albums by the greatest pianists of the 20th century, all in one set. Giants like Vladimir Horowitz, Maurizio Pollini, Arthur Rubinstein, and Emanuel Ax. (£24.95) FREE POSTAGE
CLASSICAL OPERA

CD 2854384 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 11: Mitridate, re di Ponte/Der Schauspieldirektor/Bastienn. This collection brings together three of Mozart’s operas on 5 CDs. In Mitridate, Re Di Ponte, Marcel Rejains is Mitridate, and Francine van der Heyden, Aspasia. Jed Wentz conducts the Berliner Philharmoniker under the direction of Karl Bohm. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $7.95

CD 2854341 MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 21: Ascanio in Alba/Zaide. This two opera collection features Ascanio in Alba. The cast includes Maaike Beekman as Ascanio; Claudia Felencz as Accenio, and Nicola Wonyus as Silvia. Jed Wentz leads the Musica Ad Rhenum. 3 CDs. Zaide presents Sandra Piu as Zaide; Max Ciolek as Gornat; Klaus Metzner as Allazim; and Paul Agnew as Sultan Solomon. With Ton Koopman conducting the Rundfunk-Sinfonie-Orchester Leipzig. Brilliant Classics. $1.95

CD 6966314 BOITO: Nerone. In this live 1957 performance, Franco Capuano conducts the Orchestra and Chorus of Teatro San Carlo. This production features Mirto Picchi as Nerone; Mario Petri as Simon Mago; Giacomo Galli as Quintilio Fanarsi; and Anna de Cavalieri as Astrelia. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 2854414 SCHUTZ: Cantiones Sacrae/Keine Geistliche Concerte I/ Madrigal. Schütz is generally regarded as an important German composer and organist of the early Baroque period, this 5 CD set includes Cantiones Sacrae; Keine Geistliche Concerte I; and Madrigale. Matteo Messoni conducts the Cappella Augustana with Sandro Orsaria, organ and Natalia Diana, Mago, violone in sol, and Matteo Messoni organ, harpsichord, and spinettina. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 6950302 BRAHMS: Lieder. Soprano Lenneke Ruiten, sings these lyrical lieder by Johannes Brahms. Included in the selections are Feenfelsopien Op.85 No.5; Serenade Op.70 No.3; Es schauen die Blumen Op.96 No.3; Regenflöten Op.59 No.3; Nachklang Op.59 No.4; Junge Lieder Op.63 No.6; Späthes Op.Lied Op.6 No.3; and more. With Hans Adorf, piano. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6950656 ROSLAVETS: Chamber Music. Includes Trio per Piano, Violin & Cello No.3 with Alexander Bondorouianski, piano. Sonata for Alto & Piano No.1; Sonata for Alto & Piano No.2 with Andrei Gridtchuk, alto and Alexander Block, piano. Piano Sonata No.5 with Natalia Pankova, piano. Brilliant Classics. $9.95


CD 6950280 BOSGRAF & HONING: Hotel Terminus. Inspired by Johann Sebastian Bach’s Brandenburg Concertos, Eric Bosgraaf, recorder and Yuri Honing, saxophone, create pieces that include Adler; Ibis; Western; Sheraton; Hyatt; Urmi; and Treminio. Also includes Stel Van Es, guitar; Ralphael Vaniol, guitar. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 6966276 KARAJAN: Brahms Symphony No. 1. In this classic 1943 recording, the famous Herbert von Karajan conducts the Concertgebouw Orchestra in Richard Strauss’s tone poem Don Juan and the Brahms Symphony No.1. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6966209 BOHM: Bruckner-Symphony No. 7. This classic 1946 recording of Bruckner’s powerful and dramatic Symphony No.7 in E by the Vienna Philharmonic is conducted by the distinguished Karl Bohm. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6966411 BEECHAM: Schubert-Symphony No. 5. Recorded in 1939 and 1940, Sir Thomas Beecham conducts the London Symphony Orchestra in Schubert’s, beautiful Symphony No.5 in B flat and Franck’s magnificent Symphony in D major. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6958976 WEINGARTNER: Beethoven–Symphony No. 3. This classic 1935 recording of the Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by the legendary Felix Weingartner includes Beethoven’s overture to his only opera, Leonore, and Beethoven’s Symphony No.3 also known as the Eroica Symphony. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. $9.95

CD 6966373 BEECHAM: French Masterworks. Recorded between 1936-1955, Sir Thomas Beecham conducts the London Philharmonic Orchestra and the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra in this classic recording; includes Berlioz Le Carnival roman; and the overture to Le Corsaire. Excerpts from the Berlioz overture La Damnation de Faust and the Gounod Overture by Chabrier. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $4.95

CD 6828434 RICHARD STOELZEL: Horizon. Performing with the Polish Camerata Chamber Orchestra, Richard Stoezel presents a moving program with his interpretation featuring Centennial Horizon; Kevin McKee; Concerto For Two Trumpets by Eirik Morales; Scherzo by Brendan Collins; Concerto by Brendan Collins; and The Storyteller by James M. Stephenson. Nine tracks. Price: $15.99. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $4.95

CD 6961695 BELLINI: I Capuleti e i Montecchi. This tragic tale of Romeo and Juliet features Fiorenza Cossotto as Romeo; Antonietta Stella as Giulietta; Renato Gavarini as Tebaldo; Vittorio Cazzoli as Capuletto and Ivo Vinco as Lorenzo. The RAI Orchestra and Chorus, Rome with Lorin Maazel, conductor. This live radio performance was recorded in 1958. Two CD set. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6966284 VERDI: Luisa Miller. Complete opera recorded from a live broadcast in Rome, 1951. With Lucy Kelston, Giacomo Laini-Volgi, Scipio Colombito, Duilio Berloni, Giacomo Vaghi, Miti Truccato Pace, Gabriella Colaresu, and Salvatore di Tommaso. RAI Orchestra & Chorus, Rome with Lorin Maazel, conductor. This live radio performance was recorded in 1958. Two CD set. Allegro. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $4.95

CDs 6807892 Reflect the University Wind Ensemble. A collection of five classic pieces from the ensemble which includes Festmusik Der Stadt Wien; by Richard Strauss; That Secret from the River; by Joel Puckett; and My Brother’s Brain: A Symphony for Winds; by Carter Pann. PRICE CUT to $3.95


CD 6950345 BRITTEN: Complete Music for Cello Solo and Cello & Piano. Brilliant Classics. $39.95

CD 6950477 CAZZONI & ANTIco: THE Renaissance Wind Ensemble. A collection of five classic pieces from the ensemble which includes Festmusik Der Stadt Wien; by Richard Strauss; That Secret from the River; by Joel Puckett; and My Brother’s Brain: A Symphony for Winds; by Carter Pann. PRICE CUT to $9.95

CD 6966292 Puccini: Manon Lescaut. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CD 6966370 ANGELBERT: Complete Harpsichord Music. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 6950567 Puccini: Tosca. Brilliant Classics. $19.95

CDs 6950570 Tippett: String Quartets Nos. 1-4. Brilliant Classics. PRICE CUT to $11.95

CD 285435X MOZART OPERAS, VOLUME 26: Idomeneo/Thamos. Brilliant Classics. $11.95

CD 6950177 JHANNES BRAHMS: Chamber Works. Silverline. $11.95

CD 6950575 DUKAS: Ariane et Barbe-Bleue. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950684 SCHUBERT: Winterreise. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6831881 JAHANNES BRAHMS: Symphonies Nos 2 & 3. Silverline. $4.95

CD 6950507 COLONNA: Triumphate Fideles. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6950159 ALBINI: Musica Civica. Brilliant Classics. $5.95

CD 6950150 ANTONIO SOLER: Harpsichord Sonatas, Volume 2. Brilliant Classics. $7.95

CD 6832016 JEAN SIBELIUS: Symphonies Nos. 1-7. Brilliant Classics. $4.95
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